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If You’d Like to



Build Your Own Boat

Please join us for Family BoatBuilding

at the WoodenBoat Show, June 27-29; Mystic Seaport, CT.



Thanks to the generosity of the following kit producers, we

are once again offering a selection of boat kits for you to build

during Family BoatBuilding at The WoodenBoat Show.

You need no previous experience. Our kit producers will be on

hand to provide all the instructions you need. By the end of the

third day, your boat will be finished, and you can launch her for

a test row/sail. And then load her on your car and drive home.

(In the case of the T37, you can stow her in your back seat.)

You should order your kit directly from the different producers. Please see additional kits available

and full information at: www.thewoodenboatshow.com/familybb.php

Gentry Boats is offering your choice of solo or tandem

kayaks, the Chuckanut 12, C12S, and the C15. Prices are $850

for the 12s and $945 for the C15.

Tippecanoe Boats is offering your choice of the Standard or

Racing models of their 37” T37 radio- controlled sailboat. The

costs are $314.50 and $405.50, respectively.

This is a great way to learn to build and sail.

B&B Yacht Designs is offering the 12’ MANDY, JESSY, and

AMANDA designs at The WoodenBoat Show.

$1,390 rowing model (MANDY); $1,585 power (JESSY);

$1,770 sailing (AMANDA).
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Johan Anker, the Dragon, and Me

Sometime around 1972, when I was about eight years old, my older

brother was given a model boat kit for his birthday. Its wooden

parts were mysterious to me—many planks of exotic mahogany;

bits of skeletal framework; tiny turnbuckles and rudder hardware

of shiny brass. Its assembly seemed an impossibly complex task.

The boat, according to the box, was of the Dragon class, though

back then we didn’t really know what that meant. We lived and

sailed on the North Shore of Massachusetts, home to a host of

legendary sailboat classes, but for some reason the Dragon never

took hold there. For years, I thought of it as a rare and exotic

European boat, and it would be a while before I came to grasp its

worldwide significance.

The building of the model became a sort of family event—an

intense period of focus and determination for my brother and

father, with me underfoot, insatiably curious about the process.

The finished boat was a pond model—a self-steering craft that

would cut a fine figure on Marblehead’s Redd’s Pond. To my young

impressionable mind, it was the epitome of sailboat design.

Full-sized Dragons, I’d eventually learn, are sailed in no fewer

than 29 countries and were an Olympic class for many years.

Their designer, Johan Anker, spent his career designing fast

and beautiful racing sailboats in his native Norway. He sent his

creations all over Europe—and eventually all over the world.

Although the Dragon class never made it to the Massachusetts

North Shore, Anker himself had many clients in that region, and

even visited and raced there during the summer of 1925 when a

fleet of his Q and R boats, recently imported, made their collective

debut in Marblehead.

We learn of Anker’s career and boats in a profile that begins on

page 48. That profile is the distillation of a book by Elin Kragset

Vold and Ole Engen, whom I met eight years ago in Oslo. At that

time, they’d recently published a beautifully produced tome, in

Norwegian, detailing Anker’s career and boats. I begged them for

an English translation and, although I know they didn’t do it just

for me, was delighted when a copy of Lines Master appeared in my

mailbox earlier this year.

The timing couldn’t have been better. We already had in

the works an article on VARG, the exquisite Anker 8-Meter that

graces this issue’s cover, and whose reconstruction, in Tasmania,

is detailed by Bruce Stannard beginning on page 62. And

contributor Bill Jacobs had just stumbled upon HUBRIS, a newly

refurbished Dragon in Wisconsin (page 70). Here, then, was an

opportunity to not only tell of Anker’s history, but to show two

impeccable examples of his continuing legacy.

On a recent visit to my brother’s house, I saw the Dragon model

perched proudly on its stand. It’s captivated me since I was a child,

but with the Anker biography fresh in my mind, I lingered on it a

bit longer than usual while considering its enduring beauty, storied

past, and legendary designer.
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Beg to Differ

To the Editor,

I look forward to reading the “Getting Started in Boats” section of

WoodenBoat. It certainly is comprehensive and well done. However, in

the May/June issue [WB No. 238],

the writer on the subject of cordage states, “The word rope isn’t an

accurate noun aboard a ship.” I beg

to differ: What about the bell rope,

boltrope, footrope, and tiller rope?

Sincerely,

Larry Denicke

Patagonia, Arizona

Dear WoodenBoat,

The most recent version of WoodenBoat [WB No. 238] has a “Getting

Started in Boats” article about cordage. On page 4, there is a sidebar,

“Defining Rope,” in which the final sentence of the first paragraph

states, “The word rope isn’t an accurate noun aboard a ship.” Thirty

or so years ago, I sailed aboard

SHENANDOAH out of Vineyard Haven, Massachusetts, owned by Capt.

Robert Douglas. Accompanying him

were two of his sons. I was near the

helm when he asked his boys, “How

many ropes are there on a ship?”

Possibly a pop quiz to see if they

were ready to go? They responded

“eight” and rattled them off, with

Robert acknowledging their correct

answer. Unfortunately, I can only remember two: The rope connected

to the bell clapper and the rope connected to a bucket that is lowered

overboard to collect seawater. Possibly your readership can supply the

remaining six, or contradict Capt.

Douglas’s statement.

I truly enjoy the magazine, having

read it since No. 1, when my father

had a subscription, to the present

day with my subscription.

Bob O’Donoghue

Stonington, Connecticut



Seagull Racing

Dear WoodenBoat,

Thanks to WoodenBoat and to Danny

Greene for the article about the

Bermuda Round the Island Seagull

Race (Currents, WB No. 238). It

is a remarkable and very colorful

part of the boating history of this

unique island. I can think of no



better example of the ingenuity

to be found in the design and execution of small home-built boats.

I must say, though, that no article

about the race would be complete

without the mention of Brian Lightbourn, the heart and soul of Seagull

racing. Thanks again.

Robert Holt

Murfreesboro, Tennessee



Paddlewheels and Props

Dear WoodenBoat,

I greatly enjoyed the article, “Life

on the River” in WB No. 238. Your

readers might also be interested to

know that there is wonderful source

for paddlewheel boat plans, at

Paddlewheels and Props, 7672 Crystal

Cove Pointe, Maineville, OH 45039;

www.modelplans.steamboats.org. He

has saved more than 10 plans of

stern- and side-wheelers and will sell

copies at a very reasonable price.

They are fun just to study, but I

bought plans for an Alaskan Fishing

stern-wheeler and built a 22" model,

which turned out to be a very pretty,

RC pond model.

Bob Sack

via the Internet



Art versus Commerce

Dear WoodenBoat,

I enjoyed the backstory on Bernard

Cadoret and Maritime Life & Traditions [WB No. 238], an effort I admired, and was encouraged to hear

that WoodenBoat identified my realization that there was no advertising

base for such a publication. Essentially, it was art as opposed to commerce, and as such, like much art,

will be most appreciated long after

its creation.

Irwin Schuster

Tampa, Florida

In late July, the complete archives of

Maritime Life and Traditions will

be available on a special section of

WoodenBoat’s website available only

to WoodenBoat subscribers. For information, visit www.woodenboat.com.–Eds.



Rose Dolan and DEFIANCE

Dear Editors,

I enjoyed Bill Peterson’s piece on

Miss Dolan and her schooner DEFIANCE [WB No. 237]. I had the good



fortune to have worked as her captain on SEA HAWK, the Concordia

41 that she bought on the same day

that she sold DEFIANCE.

Norris D. Hoyt, who has a chapter

in his book Addicted to Sail on Miss

Dolan and DEFIANCE, was a shipmate

of mine on the 1966 Transatlantic

Race when I worked on GUINEVERE.

Norrie called me to ask if I would be

interested in a “rather singular job”

working for an elderly lady who was

an exceptional sailor and an interesting and wonderful person. Thus

intrigued, I met her one spring morning at the Concordia yard. Though

physically slight, she had a directness

and forthrightness that belied her appearance. We discussed her plans: In

commission mid-May to the end of

October; cruising out of Padanaram

spring and fall. I could commute from

the Vineyard, where I live. July and

August on the Maine coast, based in

Northeast Harbor. All maintenance to

be done by Concordia out of season—

she wanted only to sail in the summer.

This sounded quite all right to me,

and she paid well too. I signed on.

Miss Dolan liked things done the

right way. I’ve always found working

for knowledgeable owners preferable to neophytes, and we had few

procedural disagreements. This

was due to skills gained through

her own lifetime of experience,

owning a number of boats and also

employing competent professionals. Pete Culler, for all his obstinacy, taught her well. Initially, due to

her age, I deferred to her in that

somewhat patronizing way that we

are taught to regard our elders. It

was soon apparent that she would

have none of that, and I happily

dropped it and we related as if we

were contemporaries.

Miss Rose really enjoyed living

aboard her boat. She loved all of

the small chores and rituals this

entailed and wanted to be involved

in everything that she was capable

of doing. I cooked and she did the

washing-up. (I don’t think that she

considered men capable of her

high dishwashing standards.) Her

great-nephew, Sling Toland, who

sailed frequently as mate, and I

were her boat family. We would

spend time in the mornings with
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responsible for her being able to

carry on with such vigor so late in

life.

She spent most winters in France

where she maintained her connections with the French Red Cross,

and sadly during the winter of

1982–83 she contracted meningitis

while working in a hospital there.

That fall, before laying up, we were

planning for the coming summer,

and I’m sure that were it not for her

untimely death that she would have

continued sailing for a number of

years more.

Tony Higgins

West Tisbury, Massachusetts





also add that either before or after

that photo was taken, Charlie sailed

in ROBIN with Capt. Nat, the first sail

ever in a 121⁄2. That was in 1914, the

third year young Mr. Sylvester had

been working at Herreshoff Mfg. Co.

Thad Danielson

Cummington, Massachusetts



HERRESHOFF MARINE MUSEUM



the charts planning and plotting

the day’s run, a pleasure that electronics have rendered mostly obsolete. And in the evening, once

moored or anchored after a good

day’s sailing, we would have a

convivial aperitif before dinner.

One fall, we ran the Intracoastal

Waterway on our way south to the

Abacos for the winter. She had made

the trip in DEFIANCE a number of

times, and enjoyed revisiting her

favorite stops. We spent that winter

sailing out of Hope Town, cruising

the Sea of Abaco, with about a foot

and a half of water under our keel;

the Concordia being a bit leggy for

the Bahamas. Two other winters,

she chartered bareboats out of St.

Thomas for a month, and we would

circulate the Drake Channel anchorages at least four times.

Her remarkable life and indomitable spirit, along with all of the hardship that she had faced in Europe

during two world wars, strengthened and tested her and was largely



The First 121⁄2



Dear Matt,

I was pleased to see Paul Sylvester’s

letter in WB No. 238, but neither he

nor you pointed out that it is Charlie

Sylvester sitting in ROBIN, the first

Herreshoff 121⁄2, in the shop with the

sails set on page 15 of the previous issue [Currents, WB No. 237]. I might



This photo, published in Currents in WB

No. 237, received quite a bit of attention.

Charles A. Sylvester, shown aboard the first

Herreshoff 121⁄2 in the shop, was reportedly also aboard for the first sail in 1914.
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What Goes Around Comes Around

by David Kasanof



PETE GORSKI



B



ack in the old days, ships were

steered by something called a

tiller. Strangely, this tiller was

located below in a space just forward

of the rudder, and was attached to

the rudder through a hole in the

transom. Power to operate the

tiller was supplied by a sailor, who,

needless to say, had not the faintest

idea where he was going. This fine

point was addressed by the captain

or other authority figure who would

call out his instructions to the tiller

operator below.

Naturally this system often led to

misunderstandings which were, of

course, due to the sailor’s stupidity

and not to the authority figure’s poor

enunciation. Recall that in those

days, people thought that “port” was

“larboard.” This belief was eventually

overturned by the discovery that what

everyone had been calling “larboard”

was actually “port.”

It took only a few centuries to

improve the system by adding a

vertical lever that passed through a

hole in the deck down to the tiller.

This staff pivoted at a point a few

feet above the tiller. Moving the

staff to the right moved the tiller to

the left, which moved the rudder

to the right, steering the boat to

the right—except when it didn’t.

Sometimes the boat turned the

wrong way because the linkage

between the staff and rudder could

be quite complicated and prone to

breakdown. It took only a few more

centuries to replace the staff with a

wheel. Unfortunately, the linkage

between the wheel and the rudder

could also be quite complicated and

prone to breakdown.

As boats became ever larger, some

became so huge that the chains, gears,

and levers that controlled the rudder

were unable to supply enough force

to handle the job reliably. Some ore

and some crude oil carriers displace

almost a million tons. But progress

again came to the rescue.

Huge steering engines now supply



hydraulic fluid under great pressure

to valves which operate huge pistons

or “rams” which control, are you

ready for this? A TILLER. Rams on

either side of the tiller push it left or

right according to instructions, not

from the captain directly, but from

the computer, which is controlled by

him or some other authority figure.

I have it from a reliable source that

the system works damn near as well

as the sailor with a vertical staff of a

thousand years ago.

If one of those tiller-pushing

grunts from the past could see how

we steer our largest ships, I bet he

would say something like, “Gee, we

used to steer with just one guy on

the tiller directed by the old man

on deck yelling at us. Ever think of

getting rid of all that machinery,

blue glowing screens, push-buttons,

and whatnot, and just putting more

guys on the tiller? It’s located exactly

where we used to have our tiller. All

you’d have to do is make your tiller a

little longer. It might not work given

the tonnage of your ships, but it’s

worth a try. You guys probably just

let your ships get too big, but at least

you had enough horse-sense to go

back to the good old tiller.”

I’m happy to say that not only is

the good old tiller still with us, but



other traditions of the sea continue.

Many years ago on a tour of one of

our aircraft carriers, I saw not only

a traditional wooden wheel, but a

Turk’s head knot on the spoke,

indicating the “rudder amidships”

position, despite the presence of a

“Rudder Position Indicator.”

Of course, a tiller shows the

rudder position instantly. That’s one

reason for my preference for the tiller

over the wheel whenever practical.

Another is that the tiller provides a

better “feel” for the boat, assuming

one doesn’t have to contend with a

tiller extension. The tiller extension,

a device invented by a sailor with

short arms, is usually seen only on

very small “high-performance” boats,

thank God. It interferes with the feel

for even a small boat. It is also rather

clumsy to handle.

It does, however have a venerable

history, for it is, after all, similar in

principle to the old vertical staff that

connected to the tiller below the deck.

We seem to be progressing steadily

into the early Middle Ages. I’m

looking forward to the introduction

of the starboard-mounted steering

oar tied on with walrus-hide rope

soon. If it was good enough for Leif

Eriksson, it’s good enough for me.
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“Race Horse”

Donald Tofias

Yacht Developer

W-Class Yacht Company

617-901-5242

™



Yachting is the Winner!
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w-class.com

Photo by Cory Silken
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T 23rdAnnual

The

Annual

EXHIBITOR LIST

AS OF MAY 15

Adirondack Guide Boat

M/V AIMEE BETH (Paul A. Grace)

Airchairs 

M/V ALICE (Inshore Boat Shop, Inc.)

M/V ALICE W (Thomas Townsend Custom

Marine Woodworking) 

American Schooner Association

Amidon Woodcarving

S/V AMISTAD

Antique Tools and More

Arey’s Pond Boat Yard 

S/V ARIEL II (Ballentine’s Boat Shop)

Artisan Boatworks

Atkin Boat Plans

Avesta & Co

Awlgrip

S/V BAGATELLE (MP&G)

Beetle, Inc.

S/V BEN MY CHREE (Ballentine’s Boat Shop)

Benford Design Group

Berkshire Boat Building School

Bete Fleming, Inc. 

The Beveled Edge 

Boat Name Gear

Brewer Banner Designs

Brightworks, Inc. 

Bristol Boat Works

Brooks Boats Designs

Cali Optics Importer

Calli b.

CHART Metalworks

Chesapeake Light Craft

S/V CLARA J (Dave Hubbard)

Classic Boat Magazine

Classic Sailboat Shop

Cocktail Class Wooden Boat

Racing Association

Connecticut River Books 

Cottrell Boatbuilding

Crushable Hats Inc.

S/V DEFIANCE (Wes Higgins)

Down East Wooden Boat Works

Dudley Dix Yacht Design

East Passage Boatwrights

Epifanes North America

M/V ESCORT (Ron Brouseau)

S/V EURYNOME (Stonington Boat Works)

S/V FERN (Rockport Marine)

Frayed Knot Arts

Great Lakes Boat Building School

Guillemot Kayaks

Hamilton Marine

Hansen Marine, Inc. 

Harris Marine Upholstery

Heritage Marine Insurance
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Hewes & Company

HMS Enterprises, Inc.

Hoist Away Bags

Housatonic Canoe Shop

S/V INTENT (Bristol Boat Company)

Interlux Yacht Finishes

International Yacht Restoration School

(IYRS)

Island Jewelers

Jamestown Distributors-TotalBoat

JJ Best Banc

J.M. Reineck & Son

The Jerky Hut

John’s Vintage Mercury Outboard

George Kirby Jr. Paint Company

The Landing School

M/V LAURIE JEAN (Thomas Townsend

Custom Marine Woodwork)

LBI, Inc.

Lee Valley & Veritas Tools

M/V LET’S GO (Christopher Ward)

Lowell’s Boat Shop

Mack Boring and Parts

Maggie Lee Designs Compass Rose

Mahogany Heartthrobs

Maine Island Trail Association

Malcheoni Sporting Antiques

MAS Epoxies

M/V MISS SUE (Grigg Mullen)

S/V MYTH (Myth Syndicate) 

Nantucket Bagg

National Maritime Historical Society

Nautical Classics, Inc

S/V NEITH (Taylor & Snediker)

Newport Nautical Timbers

Noah’s

Noah Publications/Calendar of

Wooden Boats

Oak Cliff

OffCenterHarbor.com

Old Charts of New England

S/V ONDINE (Robert Lacombe)

Parkerville Wood Products, Inc.

Pease Boat Works & Marine Railway

Penobscot Bay Porch Swings

S/V PEEPER (Bristol Boat Works)

Periwinkle Designs

Pert Lowell Co., Inc.

Pettit Paint

S/V PILOT (Monroe Boat Shop)

Place Unique Forms

Points East Publishing

Power Home Remodeling Group

R&W Traditional Rigging & Outfitting

RBG Cannons



M/V REMBRANDT (Brooklin Boat Yard)

Reuben Smith’s Tumblehome Boatshop

Rhineland Cutlery

Rocking the Boat

S/V ROGUE (Seville Simonds)

Ron Rantilla Rowing Systems

Ross Bros

Salt Pond Rowing

M/V SCOOTER (Neel Thompson)

M/V SEA REBEL

Sea-Legs, Inc.

Shelter Institute

Ships Coy Forge

S/V SILENT MAID (Peter Kellogg)

M/V SINE METU (Mark Grady)

SoftPoint Industries

Solvent Free Paint

Sound Marine Diesel LLC

S/V STAR STRONG (Rockport Marine)

Strong Fire Arms

Sunglass World

Swanson Boat Company

T & L Tools

Tandy Leather Factory

Taylor & Snediker Boatbuilding & Yacht

Restoration

S/V TEASER (Ballentine’s Boat Shop)

M/V TOMTE (Devlin Surf Scoter)

Tiller Publishing

Two Daughters Boatworks

U.S. Sportswear

Van Cort Gallery

M/V VIM (Artisan Boatworks)

S/V VIM (Colie Family)

M/V JAY-DEE III (Vintage Craft Boats/

Classic Restoration & Supply)

M/V WHEELER (Crocker’s Boat

Yard, Inc.)

Winchester Boat Works

West System Inc.

S/V WINNIE OF BOURNE

(Concordia Company)

Wood-Mizer Products, Inc.

Wooden Boat Chandlery

Wooden Boat Rescue Foundation

WoodenBoat Books

WoodenBoat Magazine Editorial

WoodenBoat Magazine Subscriptions

The WoodenBoat School

WoodenBoat Store

World’s Best Dog Harness

Yan Yan Jewelry 

YNOT Yachts 

York River Traders
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Mystic Seaport, Mystic, Connecticut
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RO PE



HOTKNIFE



SCISSORS



WE B BIN G



HOTKNIFE



SCISSORS



FA B RIC



HOTKNIFE



The Sailrite Edge Hotknife

cleanly cuts through rope,

webbing, fabric, and other

synthetic materials that

would fray when cut

with scissors. Heats

up in seconds for

the perfect

heat-sealed edge.

Great for the

workshop

or the boat!



NEW F BLA DE



Make quicker, straighter cuts when

cutting webbing, rope, and narrow tapes

and trim with the extra wide 55mm

F Blade for the Sailrite Edge Hotknife.



SCISSORS



Available Exclusively at www.sailrite.com

800.348.2769
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CURRENTS



Edited by Tom Jackson



In Finland, young sailors learn the confidence that seamanship

brings, and also help to preserve maritime heritage aboard 23’

gaff-rigged boats built to types once common among island villages.

COURTESY OF SAMI UOTINEN



Keeping up with

young boatbuilders

by Tom Jackson



Y



outh is wasted on the young,

George Bernard Shaw is said to

have observed. We can only think that

the young of whom he spoke had no

wooden boats.

Far and wide, young people are finding the joy of taking a fine shaving with

a sharp plane, learning the satisfaction

inherent in a good fit, and seeing that

mathematical formulas have very specific advantages. They’re also discovering that this thing they’ve helped to

bring to life can fly across the water,

harnessing the pressure of wind or the

leverage of oars to demonstrate the

refraction of sunlight in dazzling spray

coming over the rail.

Often, these young people benefit

from the insight of someone of greater

age, perhaps someone fondly recalling

a relationship with a mentor—or maybe

lamenting one’s lack. It isn’t uncommon



to find boatbuilders in the seventh or

even eighth decade of life, still poring

over small-boat plans and readying a

space for the next strongback, eager to

pass skills along. It turns out that youth,

or at least youthfulness, isn’t wasted on

the old, either.

From all walks of life and all corners

of the world, we hear of good ideas,

whether created or replicated, for passing on the perspective that boatbuilding and boat handling seem uniquely

suited to provide. Periodically in this

space, we clear the decks so that we

can pass these stories along, broadsidefashion. (The usual Currents format

will reappear next issue.) We especially

favor stories that are new to us. Read on.

 “A group of traditional boat sailors

has decided to revitalize the culture

of building and sailing the traditional

boats of the southwest island communities

of Finland,” Sami Uotinen writes from

his country. “The people living on this

vast group of Baltic islands between Finland and Sweden have always relied on

boats, and historically several purpose-



built vessels were developed, perhaps

the most common being a 23-footer

used for everything from fishing to mail

delivery. The objective of our ‘Jibe’ organization was to construct five engineless working sailboats of this type.

“Since there were regional differences, it was agreed that each boat had

to be typical to a particular community,

leaving it to the builder to decide the

final style and shape. Gaff rig, which

was most commonly used historically,

was selected as well. On top of that, all

the boats had to share the same sail

area and overall length, 23', as well as

the ability to row if the wind dies. With

five different builders in three different

locations, the end result was five beautifully hand-crafted individual boats,

funded in part by the European Union

cultural heritage fund.

“The other objective of Jibe was to

start a youth sailing program with these

boats. Each boat can accommodate

three to seven sailors, depending on

the weather and the level of experience.

The shallow draft and low-aspect-ratio

rig makes these boats safe and forgiving.
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COURTESY LYME REGIS GIG CLUB



n “On September 29 last year,” Josephine Whetlor writes from Lyme Regis,

England, “the Lyme Regis Gig Club

[www.lymeregisgigclub.com] launched

a new Cornish skiff, built for a new generation of rowers between the ages of 8

and 12 years old by traditional wooden

boat builder Gail McGarva. The lines

for the skiff were taken from MANDARINE , the oldest surviving skiff built

by the late John Badger of the Helford

Estuary in Cornwall. We were able to set

up a bespoke lofting course in partnership with the Boat Building Academy

with funding from the Transport Trust

and National Historic Ships.

“The skiff is 15' LOA with a beam of

4' 7". She is carvel-built with very lightweight spruce planking and is ideal for

young rowers, using the Cornish ‘randan’ style, with one rower amidships

with two oars and two other rowers,

one aft and one forward, with a single

oar each. GALE FORCE joins a fleet that

includes three Cornish pilot gigs built

by McGarva, who received a commendation at Buckingham Palace in 2012 for

her contribution to traditional wooden

boat building.

“This spring, we will be launching

a new training program for our young

skiff rowers to enable them to delight

in the joys of sea rowing and compete

in regattas organized by the Cornwall

Rowing Association.”



A Cornish skiff built by Gail McGarva

will join a fleet dedicated to young

rowers in Lyme Regis, England.



COURTESY OF BUFFALO MARITIME CENTER



The boats have been in use for two

years now, and they have proven to be

excellent for sail training. Specific programs and activities—including spring

maintenance—have been organized,

and these boats are also actively participating in traditional boat racing, which

takes place every weekend between June

and August in the islands.”

Jibe, Sami Uotinen, samianteriuotinen@

gmail.com.



Volunteers working through the Buffalo (New York) Maritime Center serve as

mentors for high-school-age students.



n Boatbuilding is introducing young

students in Buffalo, New York, to skills

that can change a life and last a lifetime. The program focuses on a 12'

skiff designed by Russell Ross, a volunteer at Buffalo Maritime Center

(www.buffalomaritimecenter.org). The

skiff, which is built over jigs that Ross

designed to be knocked down and

transported to area schools as needed,

is at the heart of the center’s “Hand to

Hand” program. “The program is not

meant to be vocational but instead one

that targets kids at risk of dropping

out of school, in hopes of directing

them into further technical and tradesoriented educational programs,” Ross

writes. “The objective is to create opportunities where young people work sideby-side with knowledgeable mentoring

adults, with 12 to 15 high-school or

middle-school students per class. The

boatbuilding curriculum is presented

by a certified teacher but in a nontraditional, hands-on format while the kids

build a boat with BMC mentors.

“The protoype Hand to Hand class

is being run by Amy Miller, a science

teacher at the Maritime Charter School

for Western New York. BMC draws on

the diversified talents and skills of its

1,500 members and from other organizations. As program director Roger

Allen says, the program embraces

‘self-discipline and the craftsmanlike

attitude demanded in the building of

a wooden boat, presenting science,

technology, engineering, and math

basics as hands-on subjects, combined

with the use of hand tools and machine

tools to achieve important life skills,

enhanced by a sense of self-sufficiency

and self-esteem.’ With five other cultural



organizations, BMC has created a new

intergenerational community learning

center in its recently acquired 27,000sq-ft facility in the Blackrock section of

the city.”

n Matthias Krueger and his colleagues

at a vocational school in Germany have

been partnering with a Danish maritime center to give his young apprentices a solid grounding in traditional

wooden boat construction. “Most

apprentice boatbuilders in Germany

are trained in a dual system with two

partners, the company and the vocational school,” he writes. “The companies provide practical training as well as

job experience. Depending on the company specialty, the apprentices learn

quite different things, from high-tech

composite construction to boat service

and repair to metal or wooden boat

building. In the vocational school, the

trainees learn theoretical knowledge,

such as technology about materials

and construction, technical drawing,

or calculations.”

Since 2004, two classes at Berufsschule Lübeck, Landesberufsschule für

Bootsbauer, have been traveling to the

small island of Strynø, Denmark, every

year for experience in hands-on traditional skills at Øhavets Smakkecenter

[www.smakkecenter.dk], which is led

by Flemming Walsted of the boatbuilding family of Walsteds Baadeværft in

Thurø.

“The Smakkecenter’s expert boatbuilders give us the chance to learn

about the traditional way of Baltic Sea

boatbuilding that was common for

many hundreds of years, mainly for

double-ended clinker-built boats with
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German modern boatbuilding apprentices have been learning the ways of

traditional boatwrights at a maritime center in Strynø, Denmark.



copper-riveted larch planking on oak

structure. When building new traditional

boats, our apprentices take the lines from

an existing boat, develop lines drawings

from it, loft, make and position molds

on the keel, cut the rabbet in a solid

keel, line off planks, and shape planks,

all of which is a great challenge. Besides

building new boats, the apprentices also

replace broken planks and frames, old

decks, damaged rudders, and all sorts

of other parts of the rental boats from

the Smakkecenter.

“After work, it is time for sailing.

Since many of my students are no sailors when starting in boatbuilding, the

simple, safe, and forgiving sprit-rigged

boats are well suited for beginners. In

addition, it is a great opportunity to

learn sailing in the same type of boats

they build during the day. If something

gets damaged, its repair becomes a

training lesson for my apprentices.

“Since we started the cooperation in

2004, more than 450 German apprentice boatbuilders have studied at

Strynø. This helps them to understand

where modern techniques come from—

and they also learn that it is possible to

build a watertight hull without using

epoxy resin or polyurethane sealants.

For me, working with traditional clinker

double-enders, which evolved from the

Vikings, helps to keep the cultural heritage of Northern European boatbuilding alive.”

n “Seven students from St. John’s

Prep, an all-boys school in Danvers,

Massachusetts (www.stjohnsprep.org),

decided this year to build a 13' hardchined skiff designed by Glen-L,” Marcus



Soule writes from the school. “They

purchased plans, created materials lists,

set a budget, and placed orders. Once

the lumber and supplies came in, they

set to work in after-school sessions at

Danversport Yacht Club Marina. Along

with learning about boatbuilding, many

were learning basic hand- and powertool skills.

“After the strongback was built, the

mahogany frames were attached. Battens to stiffen the bottom were screwed

and epoxied into place. The chine logs

and sheer clamps had to be steamed for

bending, using a wallpaper steamer and

a length of dryer vent with rags stuffed

into the ends. For planking, they used

okoume plywood, shaping scarf joints

in the panels with hand planes. After

the planking was installed, an exterior

sheathing of 6-oz fiberglass cloth was

set in epoxy. When the boys flipped the

hull over, they took a few moments to

admire what suddenly looked an awful

lot like a boat.

“This break was short, however, as

they moved on to fit seats, trim, transom

A Glen-L outboard

skiff became the

focus of an afterschool project for

seven students

at St. John’s

Prep in Danvers,

Massachusetts.

They donated the

new boat to the

school’s annual

auction.



n Students this spring launched four

Harbormaster Skiffs at the Workshop

on the Water at the Independence Seaport Museum in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (www.phillyseaport.org). Darrah

Foster of the museum reports that the

design for the skiff comes from John

Brady, the museum’s current executive

director and previous workshop program leader. Twenty-six students were

involved in building the skiffs, from

three schools: Charter High School for

Architecture and Design, Urban Promise, and Mastery Charter School.

The skiffs already carry a full cargo

of acronyms: The students enroll in

the SAILOR program (for Science and

Arts Innovative Learning On the River)

and they are learning STEAM skills (for

Science, Technology, Engineering,

Arts, and Mathematics), in pursuit of

“specific educational objectives, competencies, and key concepts.” But the

language they’re learning while working on boats is the practical language

of engaging work that brings them the

satisfaction of tangible results. Dovetailing with their school classwork either

directly or as an after-school activity,

they’ve studied physics in the museum’s

exhibits, and they’ve applied math and



COURTESY OF ST. JOHN’S PREP



COURTESY OF MATTHIAS KRUEGER



knees, motor board, and breasthook,

all of sapele. At that point, the far-lessglamorous job of sanding and finishing

began, using spar varnish for the interior and paint matching the blue-andwhite school colors for the exterior.

“As a side project, senior Joe Caruso

rebuilt a 1957 Evinrude 5.5-hp outboard using parts from two engines he

had found. After reconditioning the

engine in his garage, he donated it to

the project.

“The crew tested the boat on a

40-degree March day and deemed it

seaworthy. The very next day, they gave

the boat to the school for its yearly auction, completing their five-month project. The boys are very proud of their

efforts and are already looking forward

to next year’s project: a stitch-and-glue

sailing dory.”
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COURTESY OF WORKSHOP ON THE WATER



Museum director

John Brady

has designed a

skiff being built

by students at

Workshop on

the Water at the

Independence

Seaport Museum in

Philadelphia.



COURTESY OF RENBROOK SCHOOL



n Mercedes Maskalik writes with news from

the Renbrook School in West Hartford,

Connecticut. “Ask science instructor

Toby Goodrich why his students joined

the school’s BoatBuilding and Rowing



Renbrook School, in West Hartford,

Connecticut, became the first

middle school in the United

States to build a St. Ayles Skiff

for the BoatBuilding and Rowing

Challenge.



Challenge, and he’ll give you a simple

answer: ‘We recognized a beautiful

boat when we saw one, and we

thought Renbrook should take on

the challenge.’

“‘Shipp Yard’ signs hang in the doorways of the boatbuilding room, named

in honor of the late Bill Shipp, a strong

supporter of boatbuilding at the school.

In the summer of 2011, the Renbrook

Navy, the school’s boatbuilding club,

received an official St. Ayles Skiff kit,

made possible by the Bill Shipp Boat

Fund. Over the next year, eager students and many teachers helped to complete the boat. The process included a

multidisciplinary approach to learning. ‘There is a lot of math in building

boats,’ Toby says.

“In spring 2013, Renbrook became the

first middle school in the United States

to build a St. Ayles Skiff, christened

W ILLI A M S. SHIPP and given the

official number US07 by the Scottish

Coastal Rowing Association. Renbrook

placed second overall at the North

American St. Ayles Skiff Championships

held at Mystic Seaport that summer.



COURTESY OF LIFESAIL, INC.



science lessons to skiff construction.

The students have lofted the boats;

erected strongbacks and station molds;

shaped the stem, transom, and keel;

steam-bent the garboard planks; and

spiled the rest of the planks and riveted

them into place. By spring, they were

finishing out the interiors, planking the

bottoms, and giving the boats the final

fitout and finish, with a goal of rowing

the boats that came from their own

hands by May 29. The boats are used in

on-the-water programs at the museum.



“What’s next for the Shipp Yard?

‘A certain fanatic at Renbrook School

will be working this year to organize a

North American association to be affiliated with the international association

based in Scotland,’ Toby says. And perhaps even a trip to Ullapool, Scotland,

for the 2015 World Championships [see

Currents, WB No. 235].”

For kit information see Jordan Boats,

www.jordanboats.co.uk and Hewes & Co.,

www.hewesco.com. See also www.scottish

coastalrowing.org and www.woodenboat.

com/boatbuilding-and-rowing-challenge.

n At LifeSail, Inc., in Marina del

Rey, California, Optimist dinghies

form the core of a boatbuilding and

education program for underprivileged teenagers. “Call it the little nonprofit that can,” Miguel Llanos writes.

“Founded in January 2003, LifeSail

[www.lifesail.org] has just one regularly paid part-time staffer yet reached

some 450 underprivileged teens last

year alone. Its core program has girls

and boys building wooden Optimists

and then teaching them how to sail

their creations, encouraging them to

learn life lessons such as teamwork

and real-world skills in science, technology, engineering, and math. ‘Sailing is just a tool,’ says LifeSail founder

Matt Schulz. ‘We’re pulling talent out

of each child, helping them become

the person they want to be.’ The boatbuilding component began three years

ago, and the student-built armada is

now up to eight Optis, with two more

in the works. Several of the boatbuilders were even able to show off their creations in an exhibit at their local library

in East Los Angeles.

In 2013, US Sailing gave LifeSail

its Excellence in Instruction award,

named Schulz a National Sailor of the

Week, and has sanctioned LifeSail to

instruct under US Sailing’s auspices by

naming it a Community Sailing Center.

At LifeSail, Inc.,

in Marina del

Rey, California,

teenagers have

set to work on

building a fleet

of Optimist

dinghies.
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The Art of

M aking Fast

Text and Illustrations by Jan Adkins



With a few turns around a bollard, a young boy can resist the force of a gang of men pulling on a line.



E



ntropy is an inescapable principle of

physics: All systems move from states

of organization toward states of chaos.

The sea often seems like the demon of entropy,

jostling, tugging, tossing, rusting, bleaching,

and shifting at every moment to attack our

boats—our hopeful little bits of order.

Yet we wouldn’t get anywhere unless we were

damned clever at kicking back entropy temporarily. We know we will lose to entropy in the

long voyage, but our ways of dissuading it for

a bit, of making fast to keep our boats securely

tied to their docks or moorings, is a basic sailor’s skill. The old sailor’s (temporary) victory



cry over entropy is “All a’tanto!” All lines taut

and secure!

There’s an ancient saying in the British

Royal Navy, and it provides a reliable basic

premise: “A round turn saved Her Majesty’s

ship.” With one hand, a 10-year-old child

can arrest the pulling might of 10 men and

a burro if the intelligent moppet takes a few

turns around a tree—or a cleat, or a bollard.

The logical youngster allows the friction of

round turns to diminish forces out of proportion to his strength. When you make fast,

remember what saved Her Majesty’s ship; go

thou and do likewise.
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Fenders, Chafing Gear, and Surge Protection



A



mong the most annoying characteristics

of the sea is that it just won’t be still.

You thus must protect your hull against

the ravages of dock-bite with good fenders.

You must also mitigate the shock on lines

and hardware with chafing gear and surge

protection—so-called “line snubbers.”



Fenders

Choosing fenders shouldn’t be a temptation to economy: You need at least

three comfortably hefty cushions

between you and the rough wood

or concrete of the dock. Determine

over time, trial, and error, what the

vulnerable tangents of your hull

are, and place your fenders accordingly. In addition, you might consider

one large, round, “roving” fender to be

used in close-quarters maneuvering—

a what-if fender to drop between you

and another boat, a dock, or a piling.

The condition of your fenders

and their pennants, and the way you

handle them, is a mark of your seamanship. Setting off with your fenders cavorting in your lee wake is unsightly and slovenly. Un-whipped and

casually hitched pennants reveal a lazy,

heedless side of your command. Tie off fenders

close to the water’s surface but not touching

it—unless the structure of the dock demands

a higher position. Don’t tie fenders to lifelines;

if they’re caught between hull and dock, a

wave-shift can snap the lifelines. Tie them to

stanchions or hard-points, and use consistent

hitches to do so, as you will not always be the

one untying them, and it will not always be in

daylight.



Chafe and Surge Protection

Anywhere your dockline crosses an edge or

passes through a fairlead or makes a sharp

turn, it needs chafing gear to protect it from

the friction of the boat’s constant shifting.

In any kind of seaway, a dockline may need

surge dampers to ease the jerk of the water against your hardware and the dock’s

holdfasts. Chafing and surge gear can be

simple, improvised, or high-tech, but it

shouldn’t be an afterthought. Afterthoughts have a way of becoming

after-calamity regrets.



Chafe gear can range from elegant stitchedon leather to lengths of canvas or old garden

hose. Surge protection, too, ranges from storebought snubbers to an old tire. Determine your

needs, and choose accordingly.
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Holdfasts: Shipside



N



umerous pieces of hardware—holdfasts—are at your service for securing

the end of a line. Here are some of the

basic holdfasts you’ll encounter aboard ship.



Cleating versus Belaying

Two nautical verbs have separate meanings:

To cleat has the sense of securing a line with

turns; to belay means to secure the turns

by a secure hitch. The verbs are distinct

because it’s sometimes inadvisable to “lock

down” a secured line. Halyards are usually

belayed, but sheets—which may require

sudden release or frequent changes—are

almost never belayed. Cleating and belaying are indispensable skills made simpler

by nautical hardware, some ancient and

some that continues to evolve with new

materials and needs.



Belaying Pins

The belaying pin is an ancient device, a movable wooden or metal peg

thrust vertically through a robust

horizontal pinrail. A working line,

usually from above, passes first under the lower half of the belaying pin,

and is then secured by several figureeight turns. Like most holdfasts, the

belaying pin is a friction tool.



Jam Cleats

Cam Cleat



Timbers as Belaying Points

Knightheads (1), bitts (2), samson posts (3),

and Jonesport cleats (4) are hefty timbers

that take working strain on the body of

the well-anchored vertical wood members

and are then cleated and sometimes belayed

with figure-eights about a horizontal metal or

wood timber or pin.



1



4



2

3
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Cleats

The cleat is a horizontal version of the belaying

pin. The working line passes under both ears of

the cleat before several figure-eight turns are

laid on. Marine pundits insist that after the

initial pass under both ears, one figure-eight

and a tucked half-hitch will hold nearly anything. This may be true, but remember: Holding is only half the job. Releasing tension

gradually is the other half. Take more

than one figure-eight. The cam and jam

cleats seen above are generally used for

sheets and other sail controls—and not

for mooring lines.
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Holdfasts: Dockside



A



s you travel about in your boat, you’ll encounter a varied menu of holdfasts for

securing lines to docks. The following

are the basic ones, and how to use them. As

shown on the following page, you have the option of adjusting docklines from your vessel or

from the dock. If you’re snugging the boat down

at a slip, adjusting tensions and the boat’s position might be easier from the dock. If you want

to handle it from the deck, do so by laying your

docklines’ eyesplices around—or through and

around—the dock cleats. When you’re shorthanded or wanting a quick getaway, you may

wish to double-up the lines: eyesplice on your

vessel’s deck cleat, once around the dock cleat,

and then adjusted and belayed on deck. Caution:

This deck-release arrangement works very well

if you and your crew get the docklines in doublequick, keeping them out of the propeller!



Bollards

Bollards are basic posts, large

or small. Classical bollards were

made from outdated cannon

set into the cobbles of the

quay. These simple hardpoints require intelligent

line arts. Always start with

the Queen’s round-turn, or two, or more. The

round turns should take the strain. The task

of belaying is not resisting tension but merely

locking the friction-turns in place.



Hitching Rails

Hitching rails are found in front of the Longbranch Saloon, but also along dinghy floats and

even larger docks. Their linear form encourages

linework that resists lengthwise pull to keep your

boat in one place. Is the hitching rail bolted or

nailed? Is it faithfully sturdy? Caveat constringor!

(“Let the binder beware!”)



Pilings

Pilings are ubiquitous sentinels along the waterfront, and can be faithful holdfasts. Beware

of splinters, tar, and occasional hardware or nails that might chafe your

lines. Give the piling a shove. If

it sways, consider

how much it might

sway with a wake or

a bump and what

this additional tension might impose

on your vessel’s

hardware.



Rings

Rings are ancient devices, ironmongery set into

stone quays or bolted into wooden docks. They

invite their own set of linework, special ringhitches.

Making Fast
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Securing Your Boat



Making Fast to a Floating Dock

Dinghies strung by their painters and hobnobbing with one another at the floating dock during a skipper’s meeting may be a necessary evil.

But making a larger vessel fast requires more

thought. Your boat’s particular shape and the

interplay of tensions are a geometric study. A

bow and a stern line provide the basic security

of keeping your boat alongside. Spring lines triangulate the tension system, keeping the boat

from sliding forward or aft along the dock.

Your docklines should not be old sheets beyond their service life. They carry a constant

shifting load and must be strong, well-cared-for

parts of your inventory: hefty nylon lines that

stretch. A dockline without “give” transmits



waves and wind-shifts in sharp, damaging jolts

that will tear away hardware over time.

Keep in mind: Making fast is only half the

job. Releasing tension in a controlled, gradual

manner is the other half. Figure-eights and other

friction turns allow you to control the release. If

your boat is likely to shift with tide or wind, take

an extra set of turns.



Left—The situation will dictate the arrangement of

spring lines (shown in blue). Alongside a dock, they

can be led from a single point amidships to dock

cleats forward and aft; in a slip, a spring line may

be located on the boat’s inaccessable side, if the

situation calls for this. Above—Docklines may be

made fast to the dock and controlled from the boat

(blue line) or made fast to the boat and controlled

from the dock (green line). Again, the situation will

dictate the best choice.
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— A Pair of Benches for Handsawing —

Mousing a Mooring Line

Picking up the mooring float is always a

tense moment. Done right, it’s a dance; fumbled, it’s an embarrassment. But when the

big mooring line eyesplice is laid around the

bow cleat or bitts, there’s still a task remaining. Use the pennant between that eyesplice

and its float to mouse the mooring line by

taking figure-eight turns around the cleat

or bitt and then belaying it. This locks the

eyesplice in place and keeps the pickup buoy

from rolling about the deck. Use a dedicated

line for mousing if the pickup buoy line is

not up to the task.



Making Fast to Pilings

Lying against pilings is not ideal and it’s not

convenient, but it’s the hand that chance deals

you now and then. A comfortable item to have

in this case is a bearing-board: a length of 2×6

or 2×8 with a pennant attached at each end.

Fenders hang against the hull and

the bearing-board spans them on

one side and rubs fore-and-aft

along the pilings on the other.

A spring line should keep the

position of your boat generally

stable, but this is a critical situation to monitor: rising and

falling tide can’t be allowed

to “hang up” any lines on the

pilings and place the weight

of the entire boat on them.

There will come a time

when your boat must share a

piling with a previously docked

vessel. There’s a bit of nautical

etiquette involved in this. If you

simply throw the loop in the

end of your line over the piling

above the previous boat’s line,

that boat can’t undock unless it

unties your line. If, however, you



bring your loop up through the previous boat’s loop

and pass it over the top of the piling (see drawing,

page 5), the first docked boat can remove its

loop over the top of the piling without casting

you off for even a moment.
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The Flat Flemish Flake



The Flat Flemish Flake

A single line trod-upon crossways is a remarkably efficient banana peel. It rolls, making a

smooth bearing that can dump you or your

dockmates on wood or water. Doing up the free

ends of your docklines in a flat Flemish flake is

a kind of dock etiquette. Sure, they look fussy, a

bit precious, and way-cool, but they’re also practical. You can step on them without breaking

your bottom.



Getting Started in Boats is dedicated to those who are new to boats and boatbuilding.

Please tear out and pass along your copy to someone you know who will be interested.

Earlier volumes of Getting Started are available in past issues of WoodenBoat, and as PDF (electronic) files,

from The WoodenBoat Store, www.woodenboatstore.com
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1959 40̕ Kettenburg sloop for sale

‘The Lady J’



Recently restored with a custom, remodeled interior.

Visit our Facebook page for additional information

and photographs; www.facebook.com/kettenburg40ladyj

Asking $95,000

Please contact Don Forbes at 206–388–8787 or email [email protected]



Fairing compounds

Laminating compounds



Tri-Tex



co inc.



1-800-363-2660

www.tritex.com
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COURTESY OF HARBOR SCHOOL



for further information



www.barkleysoundoar.com

tel. 250–752–5115

toll free 877–752–5156

3073 Van Horne Road

Qualicum Beach, BC

Canada V9K 1X3



Model Shown

Beta 38



Smoother…quieter



All of our new engines now are equipped

with a serpentine drive belt system for

the alternator as standard equipment.

Engineered to be serviced easily.

• Beta Marine Superb Propulsion

Engines using Kubota Diesel

• From 14 to 150 HP including our

famous Atomic 4 replacements

• Marine generators



(877) 227-2473

Phone (252) 249-2473

www.betamarinenc.com

e-mail: [email protected]

P.O. Box 5 Arapahoe, NC 28510



The Harbor School has had a long Students at the Harbor School on

Governors Island in New York City standing relationship with the LETTIE

have been working on maintenance G. HOWARD. “The youth involved with

projects for the 1893 Gloucester fi sh- LETTIE are specifically from the Harbor

ing schooner LETTIE G. HOWARD for School’s Vessel Operations and Marine

the South Street Seaport Museum, Systems Technology programs,” the

school’s Ann Fraioli says. “Harbor

which has owned her since 1968.

“The museum, which is still slowly School is a Career and Technical Edurecovering from the effects of Hurri- cation school, where students prepare

cane Sandy, is thrilled about the col- not only to go to college but also to

laboration,” writes Capt. Jonathan segue into maritime careers. Through

Boulware, museum president. “LETTIE their work, students apply their experience toward merchant marine license

G. HOWARD is a very special little

schooner. After a substantial refit by requirements and earn industry creDavid Short in Portland, Maine, she’s dentials allowing them to pursue skilled

readying to sail again. Without the entry-level jobs upon graduation.”

See www.newyorkharborschool.org and

energy and dedication of Harbor

School students and staff, the project also www.southstreetseaportmuseum.org.

would be considerably harder.” Students installed a winter cover and  “On any given Wednesday in Port

repitched deck seams, and have been Townsend,” Kelley Watson writes from

preparing machinery and systems for Washington State, “you can see ponyCoast Guard inspection and the coming tails bobbing up and down as young

sailing season. “It’s truly inspiring to see women grab hand planes and continue

a group of high-school students exhibit work on their latest boat construction.

the sort of passion we’re seeing here These seven students are at school,

for LETTIE,” he said.

The museum has suffered

in recent years from budget

shortfalls, management difficulties, and severe staff and

collections cutbacks, only

to have Hurricane Sandy

deal yet another blow, forcing closure. “South Street

Seaport Museum is paving

the path toward its next

chapter,” Boulware writes.

“Necessary fleet reductions

begun under previous management continue now, and

Young women build boats in a program at

significant strides forward

the Northwest Maritime Center in Port

are being made on numerTownsend, Washington.

ous fronts.”

COURTESY OF KIM CARVER/

NORTHWEST MARITIME CENTER



Laminated Sitka Spruce Oars

straight or spoon blade



Heating pitch that is used to pay deck seams was but one of the tasks that

Harbor School students of Governors Island, New York City, took on for the

schooner LETTIE G. HOWARD.
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working in the woodshop at the Northwest Maritime Center. They form the

crew of the Girls’ Boat Project.”

Watson, the program coordinator

(see www.nwmaritime.org and www.

maritimediscovery.org), founded the high

school portion of the program in 2012

to help young women gain competency

in the often-male-dominated marine

trades. The for-credit class allows young

women to gain skills as woodworkers, mariners, and navigators, leading

toward careers in marine trades, if they

so choose.

“This year, the students, working

with instructor Alicia Dominguez, are

building an El Toro sailing dinghy in

a joint project of the Port Townsend

School District, the Northwest Maritime

Center, and The Center for Wooden

Boats in Seattle, which provided materials and will use the boat in youth sailing

programs.

“Last year, one young woman said,

‘I never thought I could do anything

like this; now I wonder what else I can

do.’ Programs like these give students

a chance to step outside of the box

that typically contains public school

education, applying math skills and

forming relationships with other students. Hands-on maritime education is

becoming a norm in Port Townsend.”



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show
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n “Paths to the sea have always been

complex,” David Schmidt writes, “but

that’s just fine by Ted Box, a boatbuilder,

environmental artist, and longtime resident of Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts. In his youth, Box struggled to find

his life’s course until he met Francis

‘Flyer’ Santos, his boatbuilding mentor. Now, more than 40 years later, Box

is helping alternative-minded youths

the same way he was helped, this time

by building a 70' LOA Gulf Coast scow

schooner. Box, 69, working with his son,



Ted Box has been mentoring

young boatbuilders on a scow

schooner project in Martha’s

Vineyard, Massachusetts.

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show
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When Did It Start For You?



Photo by Classic BOATING Magazine



The love of classic boats and all they offer

starts young and lasts a lifetime.

the ACBS is 55 chapters strong throughout

the USA, Canada & France.

Join The Antique And Classic Boat Society Today

for a lifetime of Classic boating pleasure.



WWW.ACBS.ORG

for membership information and an online application

The Antique & Classic Boat Society Inc.

Clayton, New York. 315.686.2628



n “In Croatia this summer,” James

Bender writes, “enterprising students

from Kastel Lukšić, a small town outside of Split, will participate in ‘The

Great Watermelon Voyage,’ a real cargocarrying voyage through the Dalmatian

Islands. For the second year in a row,

students will help preserve maritime

heritage in coastal communities by

sailing a traditionally rigged cargo vessel to the Croatian agricultural center

of the Neretva River valley, where they

will load a cargo of watermelons, one

of the region’s largest, most abundant,

and delicious crops. Returning by sail

to their hometown, the students will sell

the watermelons to support the Maestral Home for Children, where they

reside.

“The Adriatic Maritime Institute, a

small non-governmental organization

dedicated to using traditional boats as

a platform for youth development and

maritime preservation in the Adriatic,

has teamed up with the Dolphin Dream

Society, which has built a replica of a

bracera (BRATS -air-ah), an 18th-century

type of lateen-rigged cargo vessel used

in the islands to carry goods to and

from the mainland. Named GOSPA OD

MORA , which translates as ‘our lady of

the sea,’ the replica was built over several



ljubo gamulin



a match hitting dry tinder,’ Box said.

Among his students are twin brothers

Skyler and Dylan Cole, both 17, and

Nate London, 9.

“As of this writing, SEEKER’s hull had

been planked, her masts and spars were

built, and Box and his volunteer crew

were laying the deck, fitting hatches,

and building skylights. He hopes to

launch in August. Then, he’ll focus on

hauling cargo and shaping the lives of

at-risk and alternatively minded youths.



JAMES BENDER



Jake, 39, envisioned a project in which

youths would find mentors, especially

when the schooner is at sea, carrying

cargo under sail.

“He has been building SEEKER , as

she is to be called, in Vineyard Haven’s

Boch Park. The builders have all been

volunteers, some of them through a

boatbuilding mentorship program he

set up with the Martha’s Vineyard Public Charter School. ‘When the kid is

right and the mentor is there, it’s like



Croatian students from Kastel

Lukšic' will sail cargoes of

watermelon aboard a lateen-rigged

replica bracera.
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n Working with students in Philadelphia’s Wooden Boat Factory (www.

woodenboatfactory.org) left a powerful impression on Rhode Island boat

designer Tony Dias. When Brett Hart,

the director, asked him for a daysailer

design, Dias—who is also a painter—

sought inspiration in an 1875 Thomas

Eakins oil painting of two young fellows

quite at home in a sprit-rigged Delaware

River tuckup.

This is what Dias hoped for: “A boat

built by the kids of North Philly, sailing on the Delaware, drawing from the

city’s rich maritime history, reflecting

the long tradition of working-class sailing craft—a feature of the Delaware

over a century ago.” This is what has

come of the project so far: “PURPLE

LADY—the name says it all! Built during their school year evening program

by small groups of younger teens from

the neighborhood. Sailed in a summer

recreational program.” The boat is also

the beginning of a fleet: “Boats built for

a purpose. Built with a mission. Sailed

by the same kids who built them. A

contribution to their community they

can be proud of. Their shop might be

hidden away in post-industrial North

Philly, but they will sail on the Delaware

in view of the whole metropolis.

“On the first day, four teams of

four gathered around instructor Victoria Guidiand and me and began lofting, a task many adults find daunting.

They got right down to it. They’ve been

exposed to the most demanding tasks

with the expectation that they can do

it. They rose to the challenge.” PURPLE

LADY, launched in 2013, was the first of

an envisioned 10- to 15-boat fleet of the

12'10" LOA sprit-rigged sloops for

the Factory. 



Students at the

Philadelphia

Wooden Boat

Factory built

a Tony Dias–

designed sailboat

from lofting to

launching.
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years on the island of Murter and is

homeported at Dubrovnik.

“The Watermelon Voyage will be the

boat’s first cargo-carrying expedition.

The voyage will take place as a traditional sail training and environmental

education program for the young adult

sailors. ‘Cooperation with the Adriatic Maritime Institute on the Great

Watermelon Voyage is a step forward in

transferring our core values from the

program to young people so they can in

turn share those values and knowledge

with others in time,’ said Goran Stojanovic of Dolphin Dream. The cooperative goal is both to preserve the vessel

and the living heritage associated with

the stories, songs, work ethic, and other

intangibles of maritime heritage. These

are national treasures not found in

maritime museums or archives.”

For more information, see Adriatic Maritime Institute, www.adriatic-maritime.org,

of which Bender is the director.



GREAT PRICES!

GREAT STUFF!

800-639-2715

hamiltonmarine.com

FREE CATALOG!



HAMILTON



MARINE



Captain’s Varnish



Cotton Wicking

7 Strand Wick. 2 oz.

MAS-CW7

$

Order# 121854



Outstanding gloss retention and

all-around durability. Contains

ultra violet absorbers and filters.



299



List 49.91

$

ZSP-1015QT

Order# 137763



Caulking Cotton

MAS-CC

Order# 121852



$



1899 lb



Caulking Iron



PER-185-1

Order# 126223



$



26



Gloss Varnish

Extremely high solids content

and a perfect balance of UV

inhibitors.



$



List 58.84

EPI-CV-1000

Order# 109982



Malleable Iron. Polished blade,

black Japanned shank. 1/8" thick.

5-7/8" L x 2-1/4" W.



2999qt



3499

1000 ml



Seam Compound



99



Caulking Removal Tool



For removing caulk or other sealants

from a seam. A razor knife should be

used to free the caulk from the sides

of the seam. You can remove most

of the caulking, leaving minimal

material for final hand sanding.

List 23.40

$

49

TDS-REEFINGHOOK

Order# 742363
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Brown, Underwater Use

List 50.40

$

INT-0030QT

Order# 119714



3999qt



White, Above Waterline

List 54.65

$

INT-0031QT

Order# 119716



4299qt



Traditional Style Gunwale Guard

1-1/4" Diameter. 3/4" flaps. Made from a

heavy-duty, non-rotting polyester cover which

is vulcanized to a non-collapsing, air-cell

sponge rubber. The old look in a new product.

List 10.54

HM-1518QR

Order# 134053



3/4 Round



6



$ 99 ft



Photo courtesy of The Landing School, Kennebunkport, ME



Typographical errors are unintentional and subject to correction.
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WOODENBOAT SCHOOL

2014 Schedule at a Glance

MAY



JUNE



ALUMNI WORK WEEK



ALUMNI WORK WEEK



18–24 / 25–31



JULY



1–7



15 – 21



8 – 14



Fundamentals of Boatbuilding

with Greg Rössel



22 – 28



29 – 5



Fundamentals of Boatbuilding

with Wade Smith



Fundamentals of Boatbuilding

with Greg Rössel



Making Friends with

Your Marine Diesel

Engine with Jon Bardo



Fine Strip-Planked

Boat Construction

with Nick Schade



Build Your Own

Annapolis Wherry

with Geoff Kerr



Build Your Own

Greenland-Style Kayak

with Mark Kaufman



Glued-Lapstrake

Plywood Construction

with John Brooks



Introduction to

Boatbuilding

with Bill Thomas



Boatbuilder’s

Hand Tools

with Harry Bryan



Build Your Own Plank

Traditional and Modern

Building a Nordic Pram

Constructed Pond Yachts

Oarmaking

with F. Jay Smith

with Thom McLaughlin

with Clint Chase



Blacksmithing for

Boatbuilders

with Doug Wilson



Lofting

with Greg Rössel



Coastwise Navigation

with Jane Ahlfeld



Elements of Sailing with

Jane Ahlfeld &

Annie Nixon



Traditional Wood-andCanvas Canoe Construction

with Rollin Thurlow



Vintage Pond Yachts

Part II

with Thom McLaughlin
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20 – 26



13 – 19



6 – 12



Fundamentals of

with



Sparmaking

with Jeremy Gage



Building the Caledonia Yawl

with Geoff Kerr



Build Your Own

Stitch-and-Glue Kayak

with Eric Schade

Building the

with



Building Half Models

with Mark Sutherland



Seascape/Landscape

in Watercolor

with Paul Trowbridge



Elements of Sailing for

Women with

Jane Ahlfeld & Sue LaVoie



Elements of

Boat Design

with John Brooks



Elements of Sailing

with Jane Ahlfeld &

Annie Nixon



Craft of Sail on MISTY

with Queene Foster



Elements of Sailing

with Martin Gardner &

Sue LaVoie



Skills of

Coastal Seamanship

with Andy Oldman



Elements of

Coastal Kayaking

with Bill Thomas



Sailing Traditional Daysailers

& Beach Cruisers with

Al Fletcher & Mike O’Brien

Craft of Sail on

TAMMY NORIE

with Joel Rowland

Coastal Cruising

Seamanship on ABIGAIL

with Hans Vierthaler



Can’t make it to Brooklin, Maine?

Try our courses at Chesapeake Light Craft Shop in Annapolis, Maryland:

We’re very excited to be working

with John Harris and the good folks

at CHESAPEAKE LIGHT CRAFT in

Annapolis, Maryland, and, once

again, to be able to offer courses

at their excellent facility.
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MARCH 24-29 BUILD YOUR OWN ANNAPOLIS WHERRY

With Geoff Kerr

APRIL 7-12



BUILD YOUR OWN NORTHEASTER DORY

With David Fawley



APRIL 14-19



BUILD YOUR OWN SASSAFRAS CANOE

With Bill Cave



MAY 5-10



BUILD YOUR OWN STITCH-AND-GLUE KAYAK

With Eric Schade
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ACC E S S TO E X P E R I E N C E

The finest instructors available and a beautiful location on the coast of Maine make

WoodenBoat School an exciting learning experience for amateurs and professionals alike.

This season, our 34th, we are offering over 90 one- and two-week courses in

various facets of boatbuilding, as well as, seamanship and related crafts.



SEPTEMBER



AUGUST

17 – 23



24 – 30



31 – 6



7 – 13



14 – 20



21 – 27



3–9



10 – 16



FAMILY WEEK



Building a Sharpie Skiff

with Thad Danielson



Build Your Own Fox

Canoe with Bill Thomas



Build Your Own

Jimmy Skiff

with David Fawley



Introduction to ColdMolded Construction

with Mike Moros



Stitch-and-Glue

Boatbuilding

with John Harris



Fine Strip-Planked

Boat Construction

with Nick Schade



Build Your Own

Northeaster Dory

with David Fawley



Glued-Lapstrake

Plywood Construction

with John Brooks



Build Your Own

Northeaster Dory

with George Krewson



Making Friends with

Your Marine Diesel

Engine with Jon Bardo



Penobscot 13

Arch Davis



Build Your Own

DragonFlyer

with John Brooks



Build Your Own

Mastermyr Tool Chest

with Don Weber



Introduction to

Boatbuilding

with John Karbott



Woodcarving

with Reed Hayden



Introduction to

Boatbuilding

with Bill Thomas



Building the

16’ Gardner Semi-Dory

with Walt Ansel



Finishing Out

Small Boats

with John Brooks



Building Half Models

with Eric Dow



Metalworking for the Boatbuilder & Woodworker

with Erica Moody



Build Your Own

Chuckanut Kayak

with Dave Gentry



Painting the

Downeast Coast in Oils

with Jerry Rose



The Art of Woodcuts

with Gene Shaw



Lofting

with Greg Rössel



Coastal Maine

in Watercolor

with Amy Hosa



Marine Photography

with Jon Strout &

Jane Peterson



Introduction to

Canvas Work

with Ann Brayton



Rigging

with

Myles Thurlow



Learn to Sail

with Jane Ahlfeld &

Gretchen Snyder



Introduction to Small

Boat Racing with

Dave Gentry and Milo Stanley



Bronze Casting for

Boatbuilders

with Michael Saari



Elements of Sailing II

with Martin Gardner &

David Bill



Craft of Sail on

BELFORD GRAY

with David Bill



The Catboat with

Martin Gardner



Elements of Sailing

with Martin Gardner &

Robin Lincoln



Elements of Sailing II

with Jane Ahlfeld &

Eric Blake



Open Boat Cruising

with Geoff Kerr



Sailing Downeast

with Andy Oldman



Craft of Sail on MISTY

with Queene Foster



Craft of Sail on ABIGAIL

with Hans Vierthaler



Craft of Sail on MISTY

with Queene Foster



Sea Sense Under Sail

with Havilah Hawkins



Tallship Sailing and

Seamanship with Capt.

Barry King & Jane Ahlfeld



Coastal Touring &

Camping

with Bill Thomas



Elements of Coastal

Kayaking (over 40)

with Mike O’Brien



27 – 2

Boatbuilding

Warren Barker



Traditional Lapstrake Construction

with Geoff Burke



Fundamentals of Boatbuilding

with Greg Rössel



Wooden Boat Restoration Methods

with Walt Ansel



Cruising through the

Watches on ABIGAIL

with Hans Vierthaler



Fundamentals of Boatbuilding

with Wade Smith



Sea Sense Under Sail

with Havilah Hawkins



Coastal Cruising

Seamanship on ABIGAIL

with Hans Vierthaler

Advanced Coastal

Kayaking

with Stan Wass



For additional information

SEPT. 15-20



BUILD YOUR OWN ANNAPOLIS WHERRY

With Geoff Kerr



SEPT. 22-27



BUILD YOUR OWN SKERRY DAYSAILER

With David Fawley



OCT. 13-18



BUILD YOUR OWN PETREL/PETREL PLAY

With Nick Schade



OCT. 20-25



BUILD YOUR OWN NORTHEASTER DORY

With David Fawley
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Check our website for our entire 2014 program:



www.woodenboat.com

or call Kim or Rich at 207–359–4651



To order a complete course catalog, call toll-free



1-800-273-SHIP (7447)

WOODENBOAT SCHOOL



P.O. Box 78, Brooklin, Maine 04616-0078
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From Standing Tree to Boat in Record Time

by Richard Jagels



I



often get questions from readers who are seeking sources

of small quantities of wood for boatbuilding projects.

Perhaps a small plywood-planked boat is anticipated, but

solid wood for such pieces as inwales, outwales, keel, skeg,

thwarts, knees, risers, and sprayrails is needed. Or perhaps a

boat restoration is planned for which a small quantity of wood

is required. Buying from a large wholesaler is not practical, so

the local lumberyard, a local small woodlot, or a small sawmill

yard are the choices often available.

Wood from the local lumberyard in my area of Maine is usually limited to just a few species of wood in relatively large

dimensions and lengths. For example, I can purchase reasonable

lengths of yellow poplar locally, but oak and other hardwoods

are only available in small dimensions and short lengths—and

they are costly. Furthermore, all of this wood has been kiln-dried

and has a moisture content of about 6% to 8%, which is drier

than desirable for all but cold-molded boatbuilding.

Local woodlots and sawmills often provide a wider assortment of

species, and this timber can be custom-cut to desirable dimensions. But now we face the task of reducing the moisture content

(MC) to about 15%—or 20% to 25% if the wood is to be steambent. The question then becomes how long will it take to get

freshly sawn wood dry enough to begin building. The answer is

not straightforward. It depends on the tree species chosen, your

climate zone, and what sort of strategies you apply to hasten drying without introducing defects.



Moisture Content in Trees

Despite folklore to the contrary, the moisture content in living

trees remains about the same regardless of season. The idea



that the sap drains back to the roots in winter and then rises

again in spring is biologically not possible for trees of any

height. The pressure that roots can exert is insufficient to

re-establish a new water column in the trunk during the

succeeding growing season—the tree would quickly die.

Therefore, it doesn’t matter when trees are felled, the wood

MC will be very similar at any time of year.

Within a tree, MC can be different in the sapwood compared

to heartwood. In general, conifers (softwoods) have a much

higher MC in sapwood than heartwood while hardwoods often

show little difference (see table). Slabbing off the sapwood

from conifer logs might help speed up drying of lumber that

is then sawn from the logs.

Heartwood MC varies from species to species. The Wood Handbook has published average green moisture contents in several

U.S. tree species, but it is a limited list. Among softwoods used

by boatbuilders, bald cypress (Taxodium distichum) is the wettest,

with an average heartwood MC of 120%. (See WB No. 228, pp

94–95 for why MC in wood can be more than 100%.) In comparison, Alaska yellow cedar (Chamaecyparis nootkatensis) and

coastal Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) have average heartwood

MC of, respectively, 32% and 37%. Among the tested softwoods,

heartwood MC is mostly below 55% except for bald cypress,

some species of true firs (Abies), hemlocks (Tsuga), sugar pine

(Pinus lambertina), and redwood (Sequoia sempervirens).

Among the hardwoods measured by The Wood Handbook, the

heartwood of white ash (Fraxinus americana) and rock elm

(Ulmus thomasii) had quite low MC, of 46% and 44%, respectively. White oak (Quercus alba) had MC of 64%, while the MC

of northern red oak (Quercus rubra) was 80%.



Percent Average Moisture Content in Some Living Trees Useful to Boatbuilders*

Softwoods 



Bald cypress 

Western red cedar 

Alaska yellow cedar 

Douglas-fir 

Western larch 

Longleaf pine 

Sitka spruce 

Tamarack 



Hardwoods



Heartwood Sapwood 

121 

58 

32 

37 

54 

31 

41 

49 



Heartwood Sapwood



171 

Apple 

249 

Ash, white 

166 

Cherry, black 

115 

Elm, American 

119 

Elm, rock 

106 

Oak, northern red 

142 

Oak, white 

- Yellow-poplar 



81 

74

46 

44

58 

95 

92

44 

57

80 

69

64 

78

83 106



Mean Values of All Woods Measured in The Wood Handbook

28 wood species 



58 



151 



40 wood species 



82 



83



*Values from The Wood Handbook (2010), Forest Products Laboratory FPL-GTR-190. Madison, Wisconsin.
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ACTUAL SIZE OF A



The low MC of ash is well-known among those who heat

with wood. It is a favorite firewood for anyone who has only a

few months to dry logs before popping them in the

woodstove.



Seeking Sick Trees

A number of ring-porous hardwoods (such as ash, oak, elm,

and chestnut) are subject to various “wilt” diseases such as

ash dieback, oak wilt, Dutch elm disease, and chestnut

blight. Many years ago, as a graduate student, I had a research

grant from the Adirondack Bat company to determine

whether the wood properties of standing, but dying, white

ash trees were affected. My results showed that wood mechanical properties were unchanged during the 2 to 10

years during which trees affected by ash dieback were slowly progressing to the final stages of life, where only a few

sucker shoots with leaves remained on the tree. Even one

year after no sign of life, the wood was unchanged. After

that, of course, the wood’s mechanical properties were soon

reduced through deterioration caused by insects and decay.

Probably the same holds true for many other tree species.

For example, spruce trees slowly defoliated, year after year, by

spruce budworms retain good mechanical properties during

this period and even for a few years following complete death.

My reason for mentioning these slow, lingering tree deaths

is because the wood MC in most of these trees will be decreasing. Hence, harvesting from dying trees will yield lumber that

will dry more quickly.



HYDRALIGN

‘APERTURE A’

PROPELLER HUB



3.250”



Subdivide Again

In order to have wood that will yield the largest dimensions

needed for present and future boatbuilding projects, it is

common practice to dry boards that are 8⁄4" or more in thickness. However, these thick boards will take a long time to dry.

For pressing current projects, wood should be resawn to

smaller dimensions while still allowing for shrinkage and final

planing. As always, the ends should be coated with oil-based

paint or other sealer. Drying in the shade or in an unheated

garage or shed is best for at least a few weeks. After that initial

surface drying, the wood can be brought into a heated shop;

but it should be closely monitored and if surface checks

appear, the wood should be moved back outside.

A simple solar kiln can also be used, and here the trick is

to keep the kiln closed during sunlight hours in order to

maintain a high humidity around the heated wood to avoid

surface checking or other drying defects.

By a multi-pronged strategy of choosing “drier” green wood

species or standing, dying trees, milling to smaller dimensions, and hastening air or solar drying procedures, you may

be able to reduce, by several weeks or months, the waiting

time needed to get green wood sufficiently dry for boatbuilding. Some components, like inwales, outwales, and sprayrails,

can even be applied while still somewhat green—but you may

need to retighten fastenings later.

Dr. Richard Jagels is an emeritus professor of forest biology at the University of Maine, Orono. Please send correspondence to Dr. Jagels by mail

to the care of WoodenBoat, or via e-mail to Assistant Editor Robin

Jettinghoff, [email protected].



With over 20 years of experience in

global seas, Hydralign provides compact

self-feathering propellers with minimum

drag and equal thrust under forward

and reverse gear.



Competitive pricing - International Shipping

[email protected]



www.hydralignprop.com



PH: +61 2 9957 5123

4/1 Bradly Avenue, Milsons Point

NSW, Sydney, Australia, 2061
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Aboard

≈



WINIFRED



A 1926 Lake Union Dreamboat

Text and photographs by Greg Gilbert



T



he 1920s in Seattle, Washington, were boom

times for boatbuilding. The center of all the

action was Lake Union, a 580-acre freshwater

lake in the middle of the city. After the Hiram Chittenden Locks opened the lake to Puget Sound in 1917,

five new boatyards opened: Vic Franck and Schertzer

Brothers at the north end, Grandy on the west side, and

N.J. Blanchard (see WB No. 94) and Lake Union Dry

Dock (LUDD) on the east side. LUDD and Franck’s are

still active today.

It was a time when power cruisers were quickly

gaining popularity. In 1924, Blanchard’s offered a 36'

raised-deck “Standardized Cruiser” designed by Leigh

Coolidge. LUDD, founded in 1919, responded in 1926

with a 42' raised-deck cruiser designed by Otis Cutting,

one of the yard’s founders. In very clever advertising,

Cutting called his designs “Dreamboats.” Technically,

the only authentic “Lake Union Dreamboats” were

those built at LUDD, but in casual use the name has

come to mean almost any Lake Union–built cruiser of

the period.

WINIFRED was launched as a 42' Lake Union Dreamboat at LUDD in November 1926. It is unclear whether

she was the first Dreamboat, but if not, she was most likely

the second or third. Later, her hull was lengthened

to 46'.



Adolph Schmidt and his wife, Winifred, for whom

the boat was named, were WINIFRED’s first owners. They

lived in Olympia, where Schmidt and his brothers owned

the Olympia Brewing Company, which was founded by

their father, Leopold Schmidt, in 1896. The company

stayed in the family until 1983. WINIFRED was moored

at the Olympia Yacht Club, where Schmidt was an active

member. He cruised WINIFRED extensively every year.

In 1928, inspired by a Motor Boating article, he proposed

a Northwest predicted-log race, a new kind of competition in which powerboat skippers predict arrival times

beforehand, calculating the effect of estimated winds,

tides, and currents of the route. Under way, no timepieces can be used, and the throttle is set at a stated rpm

that is part of the prediction calculation. The winner is

the skipper with the lowest margin of error in the predicted arrival time. Schmidt called his event the “Capital

to Capital Race,” with nine yachts voyaging more than

900 nautical miles from Olympia, the capital of Washington, to Juneau, then the territorial capital of Alaska.

In this type of race, an onboard observer records actual

times at various waypoints, for comparison with the

predicted log. In 1928, the observer aboard WINIFRED,

at Schmidt’s invitation, was Charles F. Chapman, editor

of Motor Boating and the author of Chapman’s Piloting,

Seamanship and Small Boat Handling, which is still updated



The ample windows of WINIFRED’s 9’ x 12’ pilothouse provide great visibility from the helm, which is to port. The helm chair was

added after launching, and the starboard seat a few years later. This is also the boat’s social center: Two of my sons have been married

here, and it has been a venue for soirées and birthday parties. WINIFRED’s original 1926 logbook rests on the dropleaf table.
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and published today. Chapman wrote about the race in

the August 1928 Motor Boating. WINIFRED won in Class

A, for boats over 40' long, with a corrected time of 123

hours, 11 minutes, and 12 seconds—only 6 minutes 12

seconds off her predicted time.

I have owned WINIFRED since 2000, and I live

aboard her in Seattle. I first spotted her some 30 years

ago and never imagined I would ever own her. But it

would be better to say that she owns me—I consider

myself the caretaker of a piece of floating Northwest

history. I retain as much original material as possible,

and her logbooks and records from the 1928 race are

still aboard.

In an earlier life, I owned MER-NA (see WB No. 94),

a 1930 Blanchard 36' “Standardized Cruiser,” which I

totally restored. She won the 1983 “Best Overall Power

Boat” award at the Victoria (British Columbia) Classic



Boat Festival. We sold MER-NA in 1986. When I purchased WINIFRED, I moved aboard immediately. My

children were grown, and I was now single. I love entertaining aboard; birthday parties and family weddings

have been part of WINIFRED’s life. Grandchildren take

the wheel from time to time. I have donated evening

cruises for various fundraisers.

I enjoy all the adulation she receives while sitting in

Lake Union on warm summer evenings or at various boat

shows. At the 2012 Victoria Classic Boat Festival,

WINIFRED won “Best Overall Power Boat”—the same

honor accorded to MER-NA almost 30 years earlier. I

plan to continue as WINIFRED’s steward for many years

to come. 

Greg Gilbert is a Seatle photojournalist and occasional WoodenBoat

contributor.



Vintage gear

Period authenticity

extends to the vintage restored Sterling fire-truck siren

on the port side of

WINIFRED’s wheelhouse roof. Beyond

it is a repurposed Klaxon car horn. The Perko cowling

vent at left and the other rooftop hardware was

polished and clear-coated by Queen City Plating in

Mukilteo, Washington.



An appropriate choice

Respect for period details carries through

to the outboard motor for WINIFRED’s

tender, FRED. The 1923 Johnson Water-Bug

outboard, which has been fully restored,

would have been a common sight on Lake

Union at the time of the yacht’s launching.



A raised-deck cruiser

WINIFRED was launched in 1926 as stock cruiser at a price of $5,125. Originally, the 42' length ended at the



aft roofline, but in the 1940s the hull was lengthened to 46' to allow roomy outdoor seating aft. The 48-star

American flag aft reflects the number of states in the Union at the time of the yacht’s launching.
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Double bunks and skylights

The bunks aboard WINIFRED were originally much narrower, with Pullman-style

backs that swung up to make an upper

berth. They were replaced with wider

bunks, fitted with custom mattresses, to

accommodate two people. Deep drawers

were installed just below the bunks, and two

75-gallon freshwater tanks are fitted under

the drawers. The bookshelves are from the

original configuration. Sunlight streaming

in through the original skylight makes the

room bright and airy

in the daylight, and its

wire-mesh glass is original from 1926.



China rack

The china rack holds

period plates and

bowls by the Homer

Laughlin China Co.,

bearing a U.S. Navy

“fouled anchor” pattern.



Galley

The cozy galley has a restored 1950s diesel Olympic

Y–12 stove, gravity-fed by a 30-gallon tank forward.

Olympic stoves originally were designed for woodburning but were later converted for use with diesel. The stove heats the boat comfortably on winter

cruises. Vintage touches include the silver fruit bowl

and tray, which is period U.S. Navy issue for officers,

and the 1928 electric toaster, which is totally restored

and (with an eye on the stopwatch) functions beautifully. The flooring is made up of hand-cut 4" blackand-white linoleum tiles. The copper lid at lower right

is the top of a vintage copper boiler, repurposed for

use as a trash container.
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Head and shower

Seattle shipwright Stan

James set the tile for the vintage shower. The fixtures for

the showerhead and handles

as well as the sink’s nickelplated faucets were found

in a local building salvage

store. The medicine cabinet,

made of teak with beveledglass mirrors, was custommade. Behind it is the 12-volt

fuse panel.



A classic dinghy

WINIFRED’s cedar-and-teak lapstrake

tender, FRED, 10' LOA with a beam of



4', matches the mother boat’s vintage.

The tender was rebuilt with teak floorboards and seats, replacing painted

Douglas-fir.



Engine compartment

The reliable 120-hp Detroit Diesel 4–53 engine,

which was installed new in 1974, is only the

second engine the boat has had since 1926. It

burns about 2 gallons per hour. Two 90-gallon,

black-iron fuel tanks are situated next to the

engine to port and to starboard. The boat was

originally powered by a 1926 Lathrop six-cylinder

gasoline engine.
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Touch of class

Silver trays and

various bowls and

pitchers are all U.S.

Navy wardroom vintage pieces collected

since 2000, and all

have the “USN” and

the fouled anchor

motif engraved

on the side, with

matching silverware.



Northwest woods

Below the waterline, WINIFRED

is planked with Alaska yellow

cedar, about 80 percent of which

is original material. Her topsides

are planked in clear Douglas-fir.

Her framing is steam-bent white

oak, although during repairs aft,

where the turn of the bilge is

severe, locust sawn frames were

used as replacements.



Want the key to get in?



84% placement rate. Salaries that outpace tuition. More jobs than skilled workers.

Associate degrees in Marine Industry Technology

Diplomas in Marine Systems, Yacht Design, Wooden Boat Building, Composites

Choose your program, choose your career.

We’ll get you there.

[email protected], www.landingschool.edu



The Landing School



®



Educating Future Leaders of the Marine Industry



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show
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A reflection of the past

WINIFRED is a frequent visitor to boat shows in Puget



Sound and British Columbia, but I also enjoy the morning sun on varnished wood in a quiet anchorage such

as Fox Cove on Sucia Island. I live aboard the boat in

Seattle, but the home port painted on her transom

remains “Olympia” in tribute to her history. Her first

owners owned a large brewery in Olympia, and I was

raised in that city.



Homage

The tribute to Olympia

continues with two Bavarian-style

beer steins, found online and

displayed prominently near the

starboard pilot house bench. The

steins were made for the Olympia

Brewing Company, the maker of a

very popular Northwest beer. The

family of WINIFRED’s first owner,

Adolph Schmidt, owned the company from 1896 until its sale in

1983. Schmidt moored WINIFRED

at the Olympia Yacht Club from

1926 to the early 1930s, when he

sold the boat.



Natural beauty.

Use WEST SYSTEM 105 Epoxy Resin®

and 207 Special Clear Hardener™ for

a natural wood finish.

westsystem.com



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show
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A Modern

Traditional Boatbuilder 

The long and innovative career

of Louis Sauzedde



L



ouis Sauzedde is not your average wooden boat

builder. He loves boats to be sure, and has spent

his life on and around them, but his real devotion is not so much for boats as it is for work, and for

working efficiently, intelligently, and quickly—and

sharing his knowledge with others. He’s spent the better part of the past 60 years doing little else.

Sauzedde has the grizzled and weather-worn look

of a true waterside character. Small but strong and

wiry in stature, he moves around like a 20-year-old and

talks quickly and purposefully. His impressive career

has spanned decades and includes an extraordinary



by Jay Picotte



Photographs by Halsey Fulton



roster of boats. He’s very confident and self-assured

in his abilities, and enjoys a well-earned reputation

as an extremely gifted and inventive woodworker and

boatbuilder around the Newport, Rhode Island, area.

Recently he’s become more recognizable by the series

of instructional videos on boatbuilding topics that he

hosts (see sidebar).

Born in Peace Dale, Rhode Island, in 1949, he lived

a landlubber’s life during his first few years. He was a

naturally curious and precocious kid, and remembers

clearly his first glimpse of the nautical realm. He was

still a toddler when his father, a tree surgeon at the



Above—Shipwright Louis Sauzedde of Rhode Island contemplates his next move after having hung the first 4”-thick garboard

plank on the starboard side of the 131’ schooner-yacht CORONET. Launched in 1885, CORONET is being rebuilt in nearby

Newport, and Sauzedde was involved in the project earlier this year.
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Sauzedde takes the lines from a model of a 23’ V-Bottom skiff of his own design. The boat, whose model sits on the drafting

table, incorporates a “truss” bottom—a vee-shaped underbody built onto a flat-bottomed hull.



time, came home with a striped bass he had caught,

immediately capturing the boy’s imagination. Shortly

thereafter, the Sauzedde family’s landlubbering days

came to an end as the family moved the few miles to

Jamestown, Rhode Island. On the way, they stopped

at the J.A. Saunders boatshop in Saunderstown on the

shore of Narragansett Bay and bought a small dory

before crossing the bridge over the West Passage to

their new lives on Conanicut Island. That little dory

was the first boat young Louis had ever seen, and from

day one it provided the boy with adventure. “We would

fish in it, and row it all around Jamestown. I remember

in those days there were sharks bigger than the boat.”

Maintaining that boat also provided him with his first

boat work. Thus began a professional life that has never

slowed down.



I



n Jamestown, the Sauzedde family had a series of

small boats ranging from Beetle Cats and skiffs to

runabouts and knockabouts. Sauzedde didn’t waste

any time figuring out how boats were built. He was a

serious student of wooden boat construction from as

early as six years old. “I remember when I was a young

kid and all the other kids were playing baseball, I was

down on the beach in some old hulk trying to figure

which piece went first. It really meant something to me.



I would study the construction and tell myself, ‘Okay,

this piece must have gone first—the keel.’ But then I

got Howard Chapelle’s book on boatbuilding. I could

understand all those things in the book—geometric

and mechanical things, they made sense to me right

away—and that, to my recollection, is the only book I’ve

read entirely cover to cover. Even today, I have no problems with reading, but I don’t read novels and stuff like

that, but Chapelle’s book put me in the expert category

right away.”

In addition to the study of boat construction,

Sauzedde was also curious about design. Before the age

of 10, he observed different boats and how they went

through the water. He noted the V-bottomed boats for

their seakeeping abilities, and flat-bottomed work skiffs

for their structural integrity. “My neighbors built a boat

for swordfishing and put a Model A engine in it. That

boat was 25' long and I thought it was huge. I remember

watching the boat go through the water and being fascinated,” he said. When his father began working as a

commercial quahog fisherman in work skiffs, Sauzedde

fell in love with skiffs because of their usefulness and

versatility. To this day, the boats he admires most are

workboats—those with specific, useful purposes.

Looking back, he tends to remember everything

in his past in terms of what he was working on at the
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time. By age 11, he began spending summers working

in local boatyards. He hung planks on draggers, built

skiffs, made countless repairs to all manner of craft,

and even lofted and built a 51' motorsailer, all the while

absorbing information and devising ways to improve

efficiency. “I remember the first time I saw plywood. I

couldn’t believe it. I tried to put it on the bottom of a

little rowing boat, but the boat had too much curve and

I couldn’t get the plywood to lay down, so I ended up

kerf-cutting it on one side. I should have used two layers

of lighter ply, but I was figuring it out. I was learning.”

His education in the boatyards was valuable, but

he was mostly self-taught. He found many of the older

workers didn’t like what they were doing and weren’t

eager to share their knowledge. One exception was an

elderly boatbuilder named Lian Arnold, who worked

for Tiny Clark at Clark’s Boat Yard in Jamestown. “I

loved Lian. He first came on the scene before they made

use of electricity in boatyards. I liked the things he did

and learned a lot from him about heavy work”—things

such as “using hydraulic jacks and pushing planks into

place.”

There was no high school in Jamestown, so all the

students had to take the ferry across the East Passage

of Narragansett Bay to Newport to attend school.

Although Sauzedde found the commute by water

inspiring as he looked out at the comings and goings

of so many boats, he had a difficult time being inspired

by school when he could otherwise have been working.

During those high school years he had a motorcycle

shop as well as his own contracting business, all before

he had a driver’s license.

At 14, Sauzedde was already somewhat of an expert

and very confident in his skills. He found work in Connecticut at the Luders yard working on the 12-Meter

AMERICAN EAGLE. “I just rented a room down there

and walked to work,” he said. “They all thought I was

16, but I’m sure they didn’t care.” When Wickford

Cove Marina in Rhode Island needed a shipwright,

they came and found him. He was paid $2 per hour

as a carpentry foreman. By then his father and older

brother were working as boatbuilders too, and they

both ended up working under him at Wickford Cove.

When Sauzedde wanted a raise to $2.10 per

hour they refused, so he packed up and went

to Maine to work on the construction of the

replica schooner AMERICA at the Goudy &

Stevens yard for $2.25 per hour.

By then his career was well underway. He

has remained busy to this day and has strived

to complete every job quickly and efficiently.

“I want to do things faster and easier, so I



just invent the necessary equipment and processes,” he

said. In fact, Sauzedde has become very well known for

thinking outside the box, and in the somewhat custombound world of wooden boat building, where timehonored techniques have been passed down from one

generation to the next, he’s been accused of breaking

tradition. “I’m really only breaking tradition in process,

not in finished product,” Sauzedde said. He has his own

methods for just about everything—lofting, lining off

planking, spiling, cutting and hanging planks, you

name it—and he asserts they are far more efficient than

any other known methods. When pressed for a list or

description of all of his innovations and contrivances,

he insists that it would fill a book. Getting him to sit still

long enough to write that book has been a frustration

for some editors, but his recent video endeavors have

tapped a dormant screen presence in the man, and

revealed a number of his inventions. His best-known

departures from traditional methods are his use of

progressive bevel sawing and plastic frames.



I



n 1993, Sauzedde created his first progressive bevel

saw, using a portable worm-drive Skilsaw with a

convenient dial that can change the bevel of the

cut incrementally by degrees. As one cuts out a plank, it

can be cut to the final bevel, even if the bevel changes,

simply by turning the dial to the correct number of

degrees as the wood is being cut. This method can be

used for planks up to 4" thick. When done correctly, the

plank is “seamless right off the saw, it requires no fitting—just cut it out, bevel for caulk, and hang it. Done.”

Although he doesn’t claim to have invented the concept, Sauzedde is also the go-to guy for plastic framing

in traditional wooden boats, whether in new construction, repair, or restoration. He knew a lobsterman who

had sistered some frames with plastic, and that gave

him the idea to frame entire boats this way. He uses

high-density polyethylene sourced directly from plastics

manufacturers, and his frames have proven to be flexible and unbreakable. They hold screws well, require

no paint or finish, and most important are 100 percent

impervious to rot. “I’ve been subject to tremendous

amounts of ridicule over the plastic frames, but some



Sauzedde saws a 3”-thick oak plank with one of

his custom-built progressive beveling circular

saws. The saw allows for adjustment of the

blade’s angle during the cut, creating a changing

bevel along the length of the plank.

Carefully done, progressive beveling yields a

ready-to-hang plank—except for the

caulking seam.
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Utilizing the half-model of CORONET, Sauzedde determines the plank lines for the schooner.



boatbuilders and owners who initially ridiculed me for

it have since been doing it themselves.”

In addition to working quickly and efficiently,

Sauzedde is adamant about doing things correctly. “On

very few boats I’ve worked on is there any evidence whatsoever of where I worked. That’s the way I like it. I want

it right. I’m very fussy and not willing to take extra time

to be fussy. To me, if someone’s taking too much time, or

is frustrated, something’s wrong.”

Yes, in a conversation with Sauzedde about boatbuilding or repair, he is going to tell you how good he

is and how fast he is. He obviously takes pride in his

knowledge, abilities, and workmanship. But he’s not

a know-it-all. When the conversation veers to another

subject he’s quick to say, “I don’t know anything about

that.” If you happen to question that his abilities aren’t

quite as extraordinary as he claims, you don’t have to go

far within the Rhode Island wooden boat community

to verify it.

The job on AMERICAN EAGLE at age 14 was only the

beginning of his work on 12-Meters. He’s done considerable repair and rebuilding on NYALA , INTREPID,

WEATHERLY, NEFERTITI, as well as NORTHERN LIGHT

and GLEAM of the renowned Tiedemann Collection in

Newport (WB No. 189). Elizabeth Tiedemann duPont,

owner of NORTHERN LIGHT and GLEAM, told me,

“Louie is extremely gifted and is always trying to find

a better, more efficient way of working with wood and



composites to accomplish the job while keeping the

integrity of the yacht’s design.  He was a key player in

helping my late husband, Bob Tiedemann, restore

NORTHERN LIGHT back in the mid-1980s in Michigan,

where she had been sunk. His work was extraordinary

and remains intact today. He is a genius in his field.”

Genius is a word that comes up frequently when asking around about Sauzedde. On the 1950, 65' Alden/

Hinckley yawl NIRVANA , Sauzedde replaced the stem,

replanked the hull from amidships forward, replaced

floor timbers, and made maststep improvements. NIRVANA’s longtime owner, David Ray, said, “The work

that he did on NIRVANA was exceptional. Louie has a

unique ability to think three-dimensionally, and he can

build anything out of wood except a tree.”

In the late 1990s Sauzedde was hired by Gary Maynard to help rebuild Robert Douglas’s 1926, 90' pilot

schooner ALABAMA (WB No. 149), which sails out of

Vineyard Haven, Massachusetts. According to Maynard,

“Louie is a remarkable shipwright. During the restoration of the ALABAMA , he was a key member of the crew.

He was a dynamic worker with more energy than most

of the younger guys, as well as [having] a vast depth of

experience with all aspects of shipbuilding.  He built

several of his beveling worm-drive Skilsaws that were

used to cut out all of the 97 new planks for the project.

These were full 3" oak and hard pine planks, many over

30' long and obviously very heavy. His saws allowed one
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For WoodenBoat Subscribers:

Boatbuilding Videos

from Louis Sauzedde

Beginning in late July, Louis Sauzedde will team

up with WoodenBoat Publications on a series of

instructional videos. The series will appear on a

special section of WoodenBoat’s website available

only to subscribers of the magazine. In addition

to videos, it will feature back issues of the magazine from the past five years and a selection of

rare material from the WoodenBoat Library. For

more information, visit www.woodenboat.com.

—Eds.

or two guys to get out all the planks needed without

having to manhandle them through the ship saw, as fast

as we could hang and trunnel them.” He went on to

add, “That was 17 years ago. I can’t imagine how much

more Louie knows at this point.” Continuing his lifelong practice of thinking outside the box, Sauzedde is

currently building a new 43' Alden schooner with double-planked glued mahogany planking over fiberglass

floor timbers and plastic frames.

In 2000, Sauzedde restored the Trumpy motoryacht

SEA TABBY with all plastic frames and replanked her

with progressive-bevel-sawn single planking. Later, he

spent a few years as lead shipwright on an ambitious

rebuild of the 1926, 104' Mathis-Trumpy motoryacht

FREEDOM for McMillen Yachts (WB No. 214). On this

project he installed progressive-bevel-sawn laminated

wood framing, laminating all frames in place on the

boat. He also replaced the original single-thickness

carvel planking with a double-planked system—

strip-planked, with carvel planking over the strips,

slightly biased—all glued together to create a strong

monocoque hull. FREEDOM went on to win the 2010

World Superyacht Rebuild Award, an indication of the

magnitude and success of the impressive endeavor.

Walter Baetjer, a shipwright with McMillen Yachts who

joined that project early on, shortly after graduating

from boatbuilding school, felt very lucky to go straight

from school to working alongside Sauzedde: “We

worked together for several years, and I learned something from him every day. He is remarkable in that he’s

able to think like a mechanic and an artist at the same

time. Some people are right or left brained. I think

he’s both.”

Sauzedde is a natural teacher. His ability is immediately apparent as soon as one hears him explain

a complicated concept or watches one of his videos. Elizabeth Tiedemann duPont noticed that “He



delights in sharing his knowledge.” Sauzedde is very

interested in education but also realizes that because

he always wants things done his way, he has no choice

but to instruct others how to do it that way. “I would

say it’s been a constant effort to teach others my entire

lifetime.” For a period he ran a school teaching skiff

building. “I wasn’t accredited or anything, but doctors and lawyers would take a kid out of school for a

week, and at the end of the week they’d leave with a

completed 18-footer.” He thinks kids today are too

sheltered. “I can understand wanting to protect your

children, but today they’re sheltered from work! Without work, you can’t learn.”



S



auzedde’s “on camera” work began back in 1993

when a friend came by and filmed him working

on the Trumpy motoryacht LITCHFIELD LADY.

When he first saw himself on screen he was taken

aback, but quickly he recognized his knack for it and

the potential for using video in education: “There’s a

place for the written word, but a video shows action that

words and still photos can’t convey.” He went out and

bought Hi8 cameras and equipment and began filming himself working, but a busy schedule and difficulty

figuring out how to market the videos led him to put

it aside. Years later he met Halsey Fulton, a young film

producer, and the two hit it off. Sauzedde gives Fulton

credit for being the technological force on the team,

and claims not to have any interest or knowledge of



Sauzedde demonstrates his method of steaming large

planks in place, rather than in the traditional box, by sealing

them in a plastic bag fed with steam. This method eliminates

the cooling that can take place during the run from the box

to the boat.
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Standing under the stern of CORONET, Sauzedde considers

the lining off of the planking in the tuck area.



such things. “I don’t want to be editor or producer,” he

said. “I’m a shipwright and the host. I’m also the writer,

although I don’t write anything; it’s all ad lib right out

of my mouth. I take advantage of technology and the

Internet, and I haven’t even punched a key. I can’t even

send an email.” Listening to him discuss his video plans

and ambitions tells a different story. His knowledge of

social media is impressive. Every so often he’ll clearly

explain the “subscription format” of his Vimeo page,

discuss the income generated on his YouTube channel,

Tips from a Shipwright, or explain how he regularly

tracks hits by “checking the analytics.”

When you see him on screen, there’s no denying his

natural ability. He’s a great communicator and articulates concepts with clarity and a subtle charm. “Yes, I’m

able to deliver information. Also, I’m a real character,

people like me, they like what I do on camera, and the

subject matter’s great. That’s it. I’ve got a niche, and it’s

getting bigger fast.”

In the 50 or so years since he started his career as a

boatbuilder, he’s rarely taken any time off. “I’ve gotten

away from woodworking for short periods to work on

motorcycles and other things. Early on I started a boatmoving business with a trailer made out of railroad



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show
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In his Wickford, Rhode Island, shop, Sauzedde stands with

an Old Town yacht tender he recently rebuilt. The boat was

originally built canoe style—that is, planked with short

lengths of thin cedar, and covered in canvas. Sauzedde

replanked it in full-length cedar strakes, spiling them with

his innovative “wrap-and trace” technique, in which the

planks are marked directly on the boat.



tracks. I had a charter fishing business. But someone

has always found me and enticed me with an incredible

job and brought me back. Oh, and I did work a night job

as a doorman at a bar for 30 years. I kept that place

incredibly safe. I was only 135 lbs, but there was no man

that could knock me off my feet.”

Today, Louis Sauzedde is going full steam with the

enthusiasm and bravado of an eager young man about

to embark on a dream career. There’s little doubt we’ll

all be hearing more from him in the future. He predicts he’ll be shipbuilding continuously for another 10

or 15 years—and that his production company will continue to grow and eventually produce documentaries

and television as well. “It’s a freight train. There’s no

derailing it.” 

Jay Picotte is a lifelong sailor and power boater. He is the former

curator of the Museum of Yachting in his hometown of Newport,

Rhode Island. 
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MARITIME

MUSEUMS

I



f you want to learn more about wooden boats,

particularly about their origins and history, visit a

maritime museum. Each of the museums listed here

has something to offer the wooden boat aficionado —

from half models and historical photographs to full-sized

watercraft. Boatbuilding skills are sometimes taught

under the auspices of maritime museums and there

are often gatherings where people can rendezvous

with their boats. Plan a summer visit to a maritime

museum — call today for more information!



Oswego, New York

Oldest U.S. Freshwater Port



Since 1982



Home of boats

that plied our canals, great

lake & the mighty Atlantic



Over 400 years of

Maritime History



Open Daily—1-5

Open July & August—10-5

West 1st Street Pier, Oswego, NY

315–342-0480

www.hleewhitemarinemuseum.com



TradiTional norTh Carolina

BoaTBuilding



Comes Alive



(802) 475-2022



www.lcmm.org



The harvey W. Smith Watercraft Center offers several boatbuilding courses including

Traditional Carpentry, Contemporary Carpentry, Build a Boat in a day and a nine-day

Boatbuilding course. Contact us today about our 2014-15 course schedule.



North Carolina Maritime Museum 315 Front Street, Beaufort, north Carolina  252.728.7317  www.ncmaritimemuseums.com
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Visit Philadelphia’s Only Maritime Museum!

Kayak and Rowboat Rentals

Available Apr 27 – Oct 12



Seafarin’ Saturday

Every Saturday, 11am-1pm

Hands-on activities

for children



PHILLYSEAPORT.ORG

Penn’s Landing on the Delaware 211 S. Columbus Blvd • Philadelphia, PA



THE INTERNATIONAL



SMALL CRAFT CENTER

AT THE MARINERS’ MUSEUM



Visit our online catalog!



If you can’t visit America’s National Maritime

Museum in person, be sure to bookmark The

Mariners’ Museum’s new online catalog for the

International Small Craft Center. This catalog

provides access and information about our

renowned collection of boats from around the world!



100 Museum Drive

Newport News, VA 23606

1-800-581-SAIL (7245)



iscc.marinersmuseum.org
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O N E PA S S IO N



History

for

your walls



MAINE’S OUTSTANDING

HISTORICAL

PHOTOGRAPHY ARCHIVE



• Museum-quality prints



ONE MILLION

PHOTOS



• Image licensing

• Free online access

to our photo collections



SEA HISTORY ALIVE

mysticseaport.org/stories



www.PenobscotMarineMuseum.org

40 East Main Street, Searsport, Maine

207-548-2529 • 800-268-8030



Through September 1, 2014



Explore J.M.W. Turner’s lifelong preoccupation with the sea and view works by Constable, Whistler,

Sargent and others that illuminate how Britain’s greatest painter influenced generations of artists.

Turner & the Sea was produced by the National Maritime Museum, part of Royal Museums Greenwich,

London. Supported by an indemnity from the Federal Council on the Arts and the Humanities.

Generous support provided by Carolyn and Peter S. Lynch and The Lynch Foundation, and The Manton

Foundation. Supported by the East India Marine Associates of the Peabody Essex Museum.



161 Essex Street | Salem, MA | pem.org



Media Partners



Joseph Mallord William Turner, Venice: The Dogana and San Giorgio Maggiore (detail), 1834.

Courtesy National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., Widener Collection, 1942.9.85.
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A Tiller Control



Short-term self-steering

by Harry Bryan



MARTHA BRYAN



T



here are times when a boat must take care of herself while the helmsman tends to some pressing

chore. It would seem that the ideal helm would

be so well-balanced that the boat would hold a straight

course whenever she was left to her own devices. However, few sailboats achieve perfect balance over varying

wind strengths: A neutral helm in a 15-knot breeze will

likely be an undesirable lee helm in a 5-knot breeze.

And besides, some weather helm is a good thing, as it

allows a boat to hang into the wind while the singlehander goes below to make a sandwich. Should this

singlehander have the misfortune to fall overboard, a

boat with a weather helm will automatically head up

and luff to a stop.

This same tendency to head into the wind can be

annoying if you want the boat to hold her course while

you leave the tiller to trim a sheet or do some chart

work. It is therefore convenient to have some way of



temporarily locking the tiller in any position. I have fitted most of my own boats with light lines spliced to padeyes on each coaming; I’ve doubled these lines around

the tiller and secured them with rolling hitches, allowing the tiller to be locked at any angle. It is hard to beat

this arrangement for simplicity—a strong recommendation for any system on a boat. In high winds though,

especially in a centerboard boat, it is important to be

able to unlock any tiller-restraining device instantly.

The rolling hitch approach is not ideal in this respect,

because the fastest method of release is a quick pull of

the tiller to windward in order to throw off the restraining line—just the opposite motion to that commanded

by instinct.

When a friend purchased a product called a TillerClutch (see Review, page 44) at The WoodenBoat Show,

I was immediately interested. This apparatus had a

small lever that, depending on its position, clamped or



Above—Nothing defines the essence of sailing a boat so much as the feel of the tiller. But sometimes it’s handy to let the

boat sail herself for a few moments, and this elegant shop-made tiller control allows that. Here, the tiller control is engaged,

locking the tiller and freeing up the skipper for a possible change of clothes before returning to the yacht club. Inset—A piece

of braided line is passed through the control device. The line locks firmly when engaged by the locking lever, and slides freely

when the lever is disengaged.
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released a light line running athwartships, under the

tiller, from coaming to coaming. The device presented

in this article does not try to improve on the mechanics of the TillerClutch, but is meant to address two

issues important to me. One is that I wanted to match

the look of the brass and bronze from which almost all

other fittings on our boat were made. The second concern was that it should be mounted or removed easily

without having to drive fastenings into the tiller.

This control has now seen a season of use, and I am

well satisfied with its performance. It is easy to put in

place and, with its clutch released, has no impact on

the normal feel of the helm. A flick of the finger locks

or releases the tiller as need requires. The leatherlined arc of brass that forms the body of the control

drops over the narrow forward end of the tiller but

jams as it is slid back along the taper.



shifting the hold of the vise as needed. Try the strap’s

fit on the tiller, holding the piece of leather in place

that will eventually be bonded to the inside of the strap.

The strap should drop over the smallest section of the

tiller and jam as it is slid back. When the fit is satisfactory, file away any vise or hammer marks, and give the

outside edges and corners a slight rounding.



Lever Support

The support for the locking lever is made from brass or

bronze ½" × ½" × 5⁄8" long. It will be much easier to saw

out and finish the slot if you have at least ½" of extra



Making the Strap, Lever Support,

and Fairleads

Strap

The round strap that forms the base of the control is

made from 1⁄8" × ¾" flat brass. The length of the piece

will depend on the diameter of the tiller. Draw a cross

section of the tiller where the control will be located.

Add to this the thickness of the leather liner that will

prevent the brass from marring the tiller’s finish. Now

draw the 1⁄8" brass strap outside the leather (see drawing). For a round or oval tiller, the brass will be shaped

to the arc of a circle whose perimeter is two-thirds the

full circumference. The length of the brass strap can

now be determined by bending a wire or strip of paper

around the drawing.

Clamp the brass in a stout vise against a bending

form made from a piece of steel shaft or pipe about

¼" less in diameter than the finished shape (to allow

for springback). Hammer the strap around the form,



Harry Bryan (this page)



The ½” x ½” piece of brass needed for the lever support is

sawn from a piece of scrap. It is cut longer than needed in

order to hold it easily in the vise.



The brass strap is hammered around a form (in this case a

1¼” OD pipe coupling). It will spring back close to the 1½”

needed to fit the tiller.



length to hold in the vise while this work is carried out.

With a scriber, lay out the sides of the slot. To form its

bottom, use a 7⁄32" drill centered 7⁄16" from the end. While

the slot will finish ¼" wide, don’t use a ¼" drill because,

if a hole of that diameter is only slightly off center, one

of the slot’s sides will be weakened. Saw and file the slot

to its finished width. Round the tops of the sides, then

slightly round the bottom of the slot so that it will not

chafe the control line.

Now saw off the support to its 5⁄8" length, leaving 1⁄16"

of thickness at the slot’s base. Shape the outside of the

base to fit the curve of the strap.
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Harry Bryan



and support on an insulating brick. Heat both pieces

to a dull red and then apply solder to the joint’s edge,

allowing capillary action to pull the solder through.

Clean off the flux and straighten up the support’s arms

if they have distorted due to the heat.

Position the fairleads so the center of the control

line coming from the coaming aims at the center of the

tiller. In this way there will be no tendency for the control to twist with alternate port and starboard strains.

Clamp the strap in the vise as shown in the photograph

and solder the fairleads.



Locking Lever

The completed control assembly includes two fairleads

silver-soldered to a bent brass strap, and a locking lever held

in place by a shop-fabricated support.



Fairleads

The fairleads are made from ¼"-inside-diameter,

½"-outside-diameter round brass thimbles. Hold them

in a vise and file a flat on the outside so they will seat

firmly for brazing to the brass strap. A slight hollow,

formed with the back of a half round file, should further improve the fit against the curved brass.



The locking lever is made from a piece of ¼" brass or

bronze rod silver-soldered to the edge of a ¼"-thick

disc sawn from a ½"-diameter rod of the same material.

Heat about 1" of the end of the ¼" rod to a dull red,

flatten it out with a hammer, and file it to a pleasing

shape. Its finished length should be 1¾" or a bit more.

File the disc for a close fit between the arms of the lever

support.



Assembling the Control



W yatt Lawrence



W yatt Lawrence



The lever support and fairleads will be silver-soldered

(silver-brazed) to the brass strap (see WB No. 215 for a

lesson on silver-soldering). The lever support should be

soldered first, as the extra heat needed to bring the center of the strap and relatively heavy section of the support up to temperature would likely cause the fairleads

to un-solder themselves if they were bonded first. Clean

and flux the mating surfaces and then stand the strap



Above—Fairleads, made from ½” OD sail thimbles, are

brazed to the strap. The vise will conduct some of the heat

away from the strap, ensuring that the previously fastened

lever support will remain secure during this process. Inset—

The lever support is silver-soldered (aka “silver-brazed”) to

the strap. Clean material, flux, and a dull red heat in both

parts will assure success.



W yatt Lawrence



Harry Bryan



A length of ¼” bronze rod (in this case the unthreaded

portion of a bolt) is brought to a dull red color and

hammered into a comfortable shape for the thumb and

fingers to engage.



A ¼”-diameter file is used to make a shallow groove on

the bottom edge of the locking lever’s disc. This will give

clearance for the control line in the disengaged position.
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Shape the end of the lever to fit the curve of the disc,

hold it upright in the vise by its thin tip, and, balancing

the disc on the lever, solder it in place. Now clamp the

lever in the vise as shown in the photo on the previous

page and use a ¼" file to create a shallow groove (about

1

⁄16" deep) on one side of the disc. Make a smooth transition at the end of this groove to the full ½" of the disc.

This groove will assure clearance for the control line

when the locking lever is disengaged.

Use files and fine sandpaper to clean up the pieces of

the control, and give it a nice polish on a buffing wheel.



Locating and Drilling the Pivot Pin

The pivot pin is made from a short piece of 1⁄8"-diameter

brass rod, which is available at most welding shops as

brazing rod and may well be flux-coated; if it is, tap the

flux off with a hammer and sand the rod smooth. Carefully drill a 1⁄8" hole through both ears of the support

and make a shallow countersink for peening the pin

later on. The hole is centered on the width of the support 3⁄16" in from the upper end. Countersink both ends

of this hole ever so slightly.

Drill a 1⁄8" hole through the disc of the locking lever.

To locate this off-center hole, draw a line, aligned with

the locking lever, across the disc’s diameter. Now draw

a second line perpendicular to this, also across the

disc’s diameter. As shown in the drawing at right, locate

the center of the hole 1⁄16" from this intersection point,

toward the groove you filed in the disc.

Cut the pivot pin 1⁄16" longer than the distance

through the support, and assemble the control. Make

sure that the 3⁄16" braided line you will use renders freely

when released and that it locks when the lever is upright

or slightly past upright. Now gently rivet the pin on

both ends, testing frequently to see that the lever is still

free to move. File the rivet ends flush, then do a final

polishing.

A 1⁄8” hole for the pivot pin is centered 3⁄16” from the lever

support’s top edge.



The disk of the locking lever pivots on an off-center hole,

which creates a cam-locking mechanism that grips the line

of the tiller control.



Now cut a piece of leather with which to line the

strap. Sand the inside of the strap to clean the metal,

then bond the leather to it with a good-quality contact

cement.



Control Line

The control line is made from 3⁄16" braided polyester

line. New England Rope’s Sta-Set is my choice, but as

the strain on the line is low, a nylon braid may work

as well. The line used must be flexible enough to run

freely through the control with the lever released.

Some way must be devised to attach the ends of the

line to the coaming with almost all slack removed yet

without significant tension. The photo shows snap

hooks clipped to padeyes. One end of the line is seized

to a snaphook while the other passes through the snap

hook’s eye, doubles back, then ends in a rolling hitch

around the standing part of the line. This provides a

variable tension. However, a season’s use with this control convinces me that, once the proper length is found,

further adjustment is not needed. 

Harry Bryan is a contributing editor for WoodenBoat.



Supplies and Sources

Brass strap—1⁄8” x ¾” brass flat stock

(from C.E. Beckman, 508–994–9674)

Lever support—½’ x ½” brass, sawn from scrap or as ½”

key stock ½” brass key stock (C.E. Beckman; Hamilton

Marine, 800–639–2715)

Locking lever—¼-round brass or bronze (C.E. Beckman;

Hamilton Marine; Jamestown Distributors, 800–423–0030)

Fairleads—¼” ID x ½” OD round brass sail thimbles

(Sailrite, 800–348–2769)

Silver solder and flux—Welding supply shop

(not a hardware store)
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CREDIT TK



Th e Master

of Lines

The worldwide reach

of Johan Anker



D



by Elin Kragset Vold and Ole Engen



uring his luminous career, Johan Anker

(1871–1940) was Norway’s foremost designer

of racing yachts. From 1905 to 1940, his

boatyard, Anker & Jensen in Vollen, on Norway’s Oslofjord, launched more than 350 boats both to his designs

and those of others. As a promising amateur

designer, he’d bought into a partnership with the yard’s



founder, Christian Jensen, in late summer 1905 (Jensen

departed the business in 1915 after several years of

discord between the two principals).

Anker was fondly called the “Master of Lines.” His

designs are elegant, timeless, and very fast, and include



Top—The 8-Meter SILJA won the prized Kattegat Cup in 1930—the year she was launched—by a narrow margin. She went on

to defend the Cup against Swedish challengers three times. Owned and skippered by Olaf Ditlev Simonsen, she was the most

successful Kattegat Cup boat of all of Anker’s designs. Inset—Between 1905 and 1940, Anker & Jensen of Vollen, on Norway’s

Oslofjord, launched more than 350 boats. Johan Anker, one of the yard’s owners, was the designer of many of those boats.

His creations were among the fastest and most beautiful of their day, and today many still sail as far afield as Australia (see

page 62), the United States (page 70), and Japan.
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Abel Collection/Norwegian Maritime Museum (this Spread)



The 12-Meter sloop MAGDA IX was designed by Johan Anker and launched by Anker & Jensen specifically for the 1912

Olympic games in Stockholm. She won gold that year, with owner Alfred Larsen at the helm and Anker navigating. Here, the

yacht creates a spectacular sight on Oslofjord in 1912.



boats to the 22-Square-Meter Rule, the International

Rule

(12-, 10-, 9-, 7-, and 6-Meter yachts), French design

rules (6.5- and 8.5-Meter classes), and the American

Universal Rule whose classes were designated by letters.

Anker built boats for classes Q and R, and this work in

the Universal Rule opened a fertile association with

progressive and wealthy yachtsmen in Marblehead,

Massachusetts, and farther south on Long Island Sound.

Anker had a deeply intuitive design process informed

by a rare gift for yacht racing. He competed in three

separate Olympic Games, winning gold in 1912 and

1928. Over the years, he created ever-faster designs, and

Anker & Jensen gained a global reputation for building

strong and competitive boats. Orders eventually came

from all over the world. That reputation was certainly

built on Anker’s successes in the Meter class, as well as

his construction of oceangoing schooner-yachts, but his

most enduring creation is the popular Dragon class, a

sleek one-design that remains popular today, and that

was, briefly, an Olympic class.

Born into an aristocratic Norwegian family that

owned much of the country’s forest products industry,

Anker was never content to rest on the laurels of this

legacy. He grew up sailing, and had a deep respect for

hard work and perseverance. He also had a native talent for yacht design. As his career blossomed from an



amateur fascination into a livelihood, he cultivated a

vast network of contacts encompassing royalty, political

figures, and industry elites. Today, more than 70 years

after his death, many of his yachts are still sailing in

Australia, Japan, and the United States—as well as all

around Scandinavia and the rest of Europe.

nker’s reputation was on the rise in Norway when, in May 1909, the International

Rule 12-Meter-class sloop BRAND IV slid

down the ways at the Anker & Jensen yard. Only a few

weeks earlier, MAGDA VIII, designed by William Fife and

the first 12-Meter in Norway, was launched on this very

same slipway. The Scottish designer had been reluctant

to send MAGDA’s drawings to Anker & Jensen, for he

had heard Anker had plans to build his own 12-Meter;

not wanting MAGDA VIII to influence Anker’s design,

he insisted that BRAND IV’s construction begin before

he would send the drawings.

Fife needn’t have worried, for Anker had the talent to

design without plagiarizing. He also had the means to

bring his ideas to fruition, for he financed BRAND IV’s

construction himself. The boat was a breakthrough for

Anker, and her success catalyzed his luminous career.

Soon, clients would come calling from throughout

Europe and the rest of the world for an Anker design.
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In 1910, Anker & Jensen built the 12-Meter FIGARO II for Fred Olsen. A patron of Anker & Jensen for many years, Olsen would

ultimately commission six yachts with the yard, all called FIGARO. Oslofjord has a maximum tide range of about 2’, so FIGARO

II ’s crew is employing some imaginative weight distribution and sail trim in order to get her off the bottom.



Anker’s earlier boats, though fast, were reputed for

their boxy sterns, a feature that was particularly prominent on his BRAND II, which he’d designed and built in

1906 to the then-prevalent Copenhagen Rule of measurement specifically to challenge for the Scandinavian

Kattegat Cup. That trophy had first been offered in

1903, and Norway had been humiliated in its two previous challenges. This changed in 1906 when BRAND II

won decisively, and in the process raised Anker’s stature—if not his reputation for beautiful boats. On the

heels of this victory came a number of others: BRAND

III won the Kattegat Cup in 1907, and that same year

the British merchant Alfred W.G. Larsen placed an

order with Anker for the 10-Meter sloop MAGDA VII.

The following year, the Anker 8-Meter FRAM competed

in the Olympics in Cowes, with Anker aboard.

It was BRAND IV, however, that cemented his reputation: The Norwegian magazine Seilas concluded it

was “hugely satisfying to see that Johan Anker, with the

boats he has designed this year, appears to have severed

himself from the former lines and has, with BRAND IV,

achieved full perfection in this extremely important



aspect.” Her performance in the Kiel Regatta that summer

drove home the message: Johan Anker had arrived.

BRAND IV arrived at the Kaiserlicher Yacht Club in

Kielerhafen, Germany, on June 24, 1909, after a cold

and windy voyage from Norway. Her crew members

were anxious about their forthcoming encounter with

the fast German yachts. But the following day marked

a pivotal moment in Anker’s career when BRAND IV

finished first, being the fastest boat in the race, by far.

The next day was just as successful for the Norwegians

when the German Emperor Wilhelm’s METEOR suffered a crushing defeat at the hands of Anker’s boat.

After four days, BRAND IV was the undisputed winner. The emperor was impressed, but also suspicious,

for the situation seemed slightly surreal: A little-known

Norwegian designer who had built his boat himself had

decisively defeated the Germans on their home waters.

Anker enthusiastically invited the emperor’s measurers

aboard to check that everything was as it should be.

“She drives like a steamer,” Emperor Wilhelm

announced in defeat to Anker at the award ceremony.

German newspapers fought to find the strongest superlatives to describe “the Flying

Norwegian,” but Anker took the

his article is excerpted and adapted from

most pleasure from the messages

the book Johan Anker, Master of Yacht

from home. He received congratDesign, by Elin Kragset Vold and Ole Engen.

ulations from friends and strangThis beautifully produced and lavishly illusers, as well as from the writer and

trated volume, set against the backdrop of

national icon Bjørnstjerne BjørnNorway’s political history, details Anker’s

son, who was not even a sailor; his

many sailing victories, his background and

telegram read: “My Norwegian

personal life, and the prodigious output of

heart rejoices, I feel it still.”

the Anker & Jensen yard. For details, contact

Customers soon came pourRandviken AS, PB 2010, 3202 Sandefjord,

ing in from all over Europe. Ship

Norway; www.ankeryachts.no.

owner Fred Olsen quickly placed

an order for the 12-Meter FIGARO



T
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The 6-Meter MOSQUITO of 1913

revolutionized sailing in Norway.

She was the first racing yacht in that

country to carry the Bermudan—as

opposed to gaff—rig.



II to race in Gothenburg in 1910. That same year, the

Anker-designed 6-Meter OLA competed in the One-



Ton Cup in Kiel.

At this time, Anker’s personal life was coming into

focus, too. After a protracted period of strain, he and

his first wife, Julie, had divorced in 1903. On January 6,

1910, he married Nini Roll, an acclaimed Norwegian

novelist. They were two radical souls who had found

each other years before and, if it weren’t for the era in

which they lived, would most probably have preferred

cohabitation to marriage. “Johan did not

want us to get married. He felt it was most

correct not to, and I agreed but did not

have the courage to carry it through,” wrote

Nini in her diary—which records much of

their life together.

The following decade was a litany of

victories for Anker: In 1911 his 12-Meter

ROLLO won regattas in Kiel and Cowes; in

1912 the 12-Meter MAGDA IX (with Anker

aboard) and the 8-Meter TAIFUN won

Olympic gold in Stockholm; in 1914 his

12-Meter SYMRA , the 10-Meter ADORNA ,

the 9-Meter VAV, and the 6-Meter MOSQUITO all won gold medals at Europe Week

in Norway; in 1918 his 8-Meter APACHE

won the Kattegat Cup—and successfully

defended the title the following year; in

1920 Anker-designed boats won five gold

medals at the Olympic Games in Ostend;

in 1922 the Anker 8-Meter BERA won the

prestigious Coupe de France in Le Havre,

and the 6-Meter IRENE V won the inaugural Gold Cup (see sidebar, following page);

in 1923 the 8-Meter RANJA won the Coupe

de France in Horten—and won again in

1924 and 1925.

Early in his career, some thought him

a dilettante because of his privileged



upbringing. But in 1914, a journalist for Norway’s Aftenposten

newspaper summed up the state

of Anker’s image, writing: “I have

come to admire Johan Anker.

There are no airs about him. He

is a true realist, a regular, calm

person with no hint of snobbery

or pretension. He knows his own potential and he

has achieved, along with names such as William Fife,

Nicholson, and Max Oertz, such international acclaim

that he should be as great as Roald Amundsen and

other prominent sporting scholars.”



B



y 1924, Anker’s legend had spread across

the Atlantic to Marblehead, Massachusetts.

In that year, Charles Henry Wheelwright

Foster, one of the town’s leading yachtsmen—a man



The 15-Meter sloop ISABEL ALEXANDRA, built

for a German yachtsman, was, at 77’4”, the

largest Meter boat ever built in Norway. She

carried a beam of only 10’8”.
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The Schooner ADVANCE



T



by Llewellyn Howland

he 88' racing schooner ADVANCE was the

result of a close collaboration between

W. Starling Burgess and his longtime

patron John S. Lawrence. A mill owner and sportsman, Lawrence had been a boarding-school classmate

of Burgess at Milton Academy and, later, at Harvard.

ADVANCE is, arguably, the most important yacht design

of Burgess’s career.

She was a game-changer because she combined the

overhangs, cutaway underwater profile, and relatively

light construction of a Universal (or International) Rule

round-the-buoys racer with the stamina and seakindliness of a bluewater passagemaker. Is this an overstatement? Perhaps. Yet much the same could be said

about Olin Stephens’s famous 53' yawl DORADE, which

transformed the sport of ocean racing six years later by

winning the Transatlantic and then the Fastnet Race

against a field of heavily built, conservatively rigged

yachts, many of them of the so-called fisherman type.

ADVANCE changed the game because Burgess had

taken the complicated, inefficient, crew-intensive,

unthrifty schooner rig that had driven most big American and British racing yachts for a century or more and,

by reconfiguring the sails set between the main and the

foremast (and getting rid of the gaff rig entirely on both

main and foresail), dramatically enhanced the schooner’s windward performance and overall efficiency.

This is not to say that the so-called “staysail rig” devised

by Lawrence and Burgess wrought miracles. Setting and

handling the staysails could be challenging work. With

her jibheaded main, foresails, and headsails, she still

carried more canvas, to less effect, than a well-designed



marconi yawl or cutter of the same dimensions would

have. But given the generations of tradition that had

governed the evolution of the schooner rig, and its primacy among yachtsmen with the means to support the

large crews and clouds of canvas that the great schooners demanded, ADVANCE was more than a step into

the future. It was an inspired leap.

The impact of ADVANCE’s staysail rig was immediate

and far-reaching. Every owner of a big racing schooner

had to wonder what effect the new rig might have on

his boat’s performance. All designers with racing ambitions had to consider whether the rig would be appropriate for schooners to their design still on the drafting

board or being actively campaigned by their owners.

A s early as the summer of 1926, the new rig in variant forms began appearing on several N.G. Herreshoff

schooners, including the recently launched 95' WILDFIRE , the new MARY ROSE , Harold S. Vanderbilt’s

VAGRANT, and the converted AMERICA’s Cup sloop

RESOLUTE . William Hand went so far as to build two

sister schooners, both gaff-headed, but one with a staysail in place of the gaff foresail, with which to make

comparison trials of the two rigs. What he learned, in

brief, was that, at least with his bluff and beamy schooners, the staysail rig outperformed the gaff rig on the

wind but not off it.

The staysail rig never did altogether replace the

gaff-headed foresail. With sheets started under many

conditions, the gaff foresail continues to do its work

and do it very well, even though it is forever destined to

lose drive from its peak when sailing close-hauled. But

in fact the staysail rig as it appeared on ADVANCE and



who owned, serially, more the 90 boats in his lifetime—

commissioned Anker to design a boat to Class R—a

so-called “20-Rater” under the then-in-vogue Universal

Rule, and at the time the most popular fleet in Marblehead. Anker answered with NORSEMAN, which arrived

by steamer in New York in late July 1924, and was towed

to Marblehead by the 50' power yacht PRILLA .

The NORSEMAN commission brought more American business for Anker. The following year, three more

of his R-boats were launched for the U.S. market. One

was for Edsel Ford of Detroit, to be used at his summer home in Seal Harbor, Maine; the other two were



for the Marblehead fleet. The sales of these boats were

brokered by Andrew Blom, the American agent for a

number of European yards that were seeking expansion into the American market. They were shipped by

steamer to Halifax, rigged there, and sailed on their

own bottoms to their new homes. A succession of Universal Rule boats followed, including two Q-boats that

arrived in Halifax later in the spring of 1925—one

for former (Marblehead) Corinthian Yacht Club commodore Lawrence Percival, and the other for Robert

Amory.

This association with Marblehead led to the largest



I



The Gold Cup

n 1921, the Scandinavian Sailing Association

established a new international cup for the

6-Meter class. Finland, which at the time was the latest member to join the association, donated a new

cup made of pure gold. Aptly named the Gold Cup—

and not to be confused with the famous American



powerboat trophy—the competition for this award

has been held annually since 1922, and was won by

Norway eight times during Johan Anker’s lifetime.

Today, the cup is raced for in the 5.5-Meter class.





— EKV and OE
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The 88' LOA ADVANCE, designed by W. Starling

Burgess, pioneered the staysail schooner rig made

famous by NIÑA (see WB Nos. 237 and 238). She

was also the largest yacht built by Anker & Jensen.

She’s shown at left with her delivery rig shortly

after her arrival from Norway in Marblehead,

Massachusetts, in 1925. Within a few weeks of

this photo she was put into racing trim (below)

by the Lawley yard.



MIT Museum/W.B. Jackson (both)



four years later, in refined form, on the incomparable Burgess schooner NIÑA , did signal a final

ingenious stage in the development of a rig that

had ruled among American yachtsmen since the

time of the yacht AMERICA .

This sidebar is excerpted and adapted from its



author’s new book, No Ordinary Being, a biography

of W. Starling Burgess to be published by David W.

Godine in late 2014.



boat Anker & Jensen would build: the 88' (27m) LOA

schooner ADVANCE for John S. Lawrence. Designed by

W. Starling Burgess, she was the first boat to carry the

staysail schooner rig—a concept perfected in her successor, NIÑA , built for Paul Hammond. (See sidebar,

above, for more on ADVANCE; see WB Nos. 237 and

238 for more on NIÑA .) On May 13, ADVANCE sailed to

Boston flying her American flag but with a Norwegian

captain and crew. Nini wrote in her diary of Anker’s

worry over the delivery trip: “Difficult times for Johan.

This evening, the schooner sailed straight from Vollen Bay to America.” And a few weeks later: “Yesterday,

Johan received a telegram telling us that ADVANCE had

arrived safely in America. Such a relief!”

The voyage across the Atlantic was a wet one for

ADVANCE , which was rigged with a short sail plan specifically for that trip. Somewhat bedraggled upon her

arrival at Marblehead, she was taken to the Lawley yard

in nearby Neponset and put into racing trim for the

season.

Lawrence had invited Johan and Nini Anker to

make an extended visit to Marblehead later that summer. On July 21, 1925, the Ankers arrived in the U.S. on



the Danish passenger ship FREDRIK VIII, and did not

return home until October. Johan raced in a number

of his boats during that visit—though did well in only

one, Percival’s Q-boat SALLY. He also sailed a two-week

regatta aboard ADVANCE .

Anker’s experience with ADVANCE led to his designing several schooners in the following years. These

included one for Dr. Albert Soiland of Newport, California, in 1928, who also ordered a 6-Meter designed

and built at Anker & Jensen that same year. The schooner, however, appears to not have been built, as we’ve

unearthed only her lines drawings. We do know, however, that Anker & Jensen built the 79' (24m) staysail

schooner ALBATROSS, designed by Anker, for Swiss

sailor Peter A. Escher in 1931. She was meant to sail in

regattas in the Mediterranean. Interviewed by a journalist from the Norwegian newspaper Aftenposten in

Oslo, Escher was asked, “Why are you having your boat

built in Norway?”

He answered: “I want a boat that will bring me joy...

a strong, robust, seagoing vessel with good sails, beautiful streamlining, attractive furnishings; a boat based on

the experience which only a man such as Johan Anker
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These Anker drawings are for a 75-Square-Meter Cruiser, which Anker conceived as an affordable national class for Norway in

1912. The boats of the class were about the size of an 8-Meter, varying in length from 36’ to 42’ (11m to 13m). Anker built five

boats to these particular drawings.



possesses. There is no other person in the world who

could build such a boat as well as Johan Anker.”

In July 1931, Nini described a sailing trip in ALBATROSS: “Johan took Mr Escher on a three-day trip to

Hvaler. At the end of the journey, Mr Escher removed

all the machinery from the boat. He did not want

any engine, only sails. She is a beautiful boat.” If

Nini’s diary entry is to be believed, it serves as a grand

testament to the schooner’s abilities.



W



hile in his prime, Anker was best known

for his fast Meter boats. But he gained

international fame for a class of boat that



was neither large nor expensive, and didn’t comply with

any existing racing rule: the Dragon class.

In the late 1920s, sailing was growing in popularity,

and the demand for less-expensive boats was increasing. In 1928, Anker received a request from Sweden

to design a junior boat—a counter-sterned hull with a

sail area of about 215 sq ft (20m2). The Swedish request

also stated that the price be low enough to be affordable by the general public. The result was the Dragon.

“A delightful and spacious boat which will be both fast

and reliable on the water,” wrote Halfdan Hansen, a

Norwegian yachting luminary, after having inspected

the drawings. Nobody then could have predicted how

popular the Dragon would become.

Anker was not fond of one-designs. His

previous work had been with so-called “rule”

boats—racing craft designed within a set of

parameters but left open for interpretation

by designers. The one-design concept created

identical boats that allowed a pure test of sailing skill—but excluded designers from continued involvement with the class. Anker thought

one-designs would cause stagnation in the

sport.

However, since the Dragon was aimed at

recruiting young sailors, Anker was able to

overcome this reluctance. The boat he drew

was 29' 2" (8.9m) long with a beam of 6'4"

(1.95m) and a 2,200-lb (1,000-kg) ballast keel.

The maximum price quoted for the new boat

was 1,800 Norwegian kroner. By comparison,

The Anker-designed IRENE V of 1922 was a 6-Meter

sloop designed for Eugen Lunde. She won the first

Gold Cup (see sidebar, page 66), defeating boats

from Sweden, Denmark, and Finland.
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The Anker-designed Dragon class first

appeared in Sweden in 1929 but did not

have its major breakthrough in Norway

until 1935. That year, Dragons composed

the largest fleet at the annual

Hankø regatta.



a 19.5-Square-Meter double-ender cost

3,000 kroner and a 22-Square-Meter

yacht, at that time the most suitable

junior boat, was even more expensive.

Anker’s drawings were quickly distributed to a number of countries, and in

the span of only a few years several hundred Dragons were built. The British

yacht designer Uffa Fox wrote in 1936:

“The reason for the Dragons increasing

in popularity and spreading to so many

countries, is that they are undoubtedly

fine little racers and day cruisers, and at the same time

are very cheap. For Johan Anker, being a builder, has

designed a type of craft that are very easily and cheaply

constructed, yet one that at the same time is fast and

seaworthy and a great pleasure to sail. These points are

exactly what are required in a one design class.”

The Swedes launched the first Dragon in 1929, and

none appeared in Norway until the spring of 1930. In

fact, it wasn’t until 1935 that the Dragon class had its

major breakthrough in Norway. That year alone, 20 new

boats were built and for the first time Dragons were the

largest class at the renowned Norwegian sailing center

of Hankø.

But all Dragons were not created equal: Unlike

Bjarne Aas, who introduced series production with

his International One-Design several years after the

Dragon’s introduction, Anker had not reserved the

right to be the class’s sole builder. Thus, while a good

number of the Norwegian Dragons were built by Anker

& Jensen, many were built at other yards. As a result,

the boats tended to differ slightly among builders. Jan

Mathisen, a former employee of Anker’s (who kept the

yard running after Anker’s death in 1940), wrote of

their first Dragon commission, a beautiful rendition

called ELISABETH:

The Dragon class was designed by Johan Anker, but

then the Swedes and others started to stretch the margins of the design. When we received the order from

the KNS [Royal Norwegian Yacht Club], it came with

a written resolution from the Board of Directors that

the boat was not to exceed the margins of the original

design, but to be comfortably within them. And that is

what we did. However, nobody has yet made this boat

[ELISABETH] go as fast as the others, which were outside the margins of the original design. It is a beautiful

boat, but it does not sail fast.



In 1936, the genoa jib was introduced on Dragons,

followed by the spinnaker in 1938. In 1936, the Clyde

Yacht Club in Scotland founded the Dragon Gold Cup,

and the first races for the trophy took place at Hankø



in 1937, in honor of Johan Anker. In 1938, the Bergen

Cup switched from the 22-Square-Meter Nordic cruiser

to the Dragon class. During the years up to 1940, a total

of 109 Dragons were registered in Norway.

Beginning with the 1948 Olympic Games in London, the Dragon was an Olympic class, and remained

one through the 1972 Games at Kiel. It might have

faded from popularity after that, but the following year

specifications were drawn up for fiberglass construction, and new boats of that material are still being

built. Cold-molding in wood was also adopted by the

class in 1975. Classic wooden Dragons are much sought

after by restorers, and cherished by their owners (see

related article, page 70). While there is no record of

the total number of Dragons built, there are fleets in

26 countries.



I



n the mid-to-late 1920s, talented young

designers such as Bjarne Aas and Robert

Henrik had begun to challenge Anker’s

upper hand. At the end of the annual sailing week at

Hankø in 1926, the main topic of discussion was the

crippling defeats suffered by Norway—and, specifically, by Anker’s boats. At that event, the American

6-Meter LANAI had won the Gold Cup, and the Coupe

de France had also been taken out of the country—

both after unsuccessful Norwegian defenses in Ankerdesigned boats. Speculation was rife that Anker had

lost his touch and was no longer able to keep up with

developments. The situation did not improve in 1927

when the Swedish designer Tore Holm and yachtsman

Sven Salén introduced the genoa, a huge close-hauled

jib that gave the Swedish boats impressive speed.

Nini described the summer of 1927 as a “terrible

time.” She wrote: “Johan is in Hankø now. His boats

have been very unfortunate. Today, the Swedish

sailed around his new 8-Meters, [as well as] VARG and

NOREG....”

The damage was done. These two seasons of poor

results undermined faith in Anker’s boats. Competition from other designers compounded the effect, and

the impact was felt keenly at Anker & Jensen. Despite
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SALLY XIII, a Universal Rule Q-boat for



Lawrence Percival, was designed by Anker

and delivered by steamer from Norway to

Halifax, Nova Scotia, in 1925. From there, she

sailed to Marblehead on her own bottom,

arriving on the morning of June 17; she won

an Eastern Yacht Club Race that afternoon.



MIT Museum/W.B. Jackson



final race, only a few seconds before the

American boat—to the deafening peep of

sirens and joyous shouts from thousands

of spectators. Is it at all strange that we

were proud and happy for Norway at that

moment, and that this was one of the

most moving moments of my life?



this, Anker remained a popular designer in America

and elsewhere, and he knew his boats were his best

form of marketing.

In 1927, the 6-Meter NOREG went to the U.S. to win

back the Gold Cup captured by LANAI at Hankø the

year before. Eight nations raced for the Cup, but the

final was between Norway, Sweden, and Finland. There

was an exciting last sprint to the finish, but the Swedish boat, steered by Sven Salén, came out victorious—

thanks mainly to her new genoa. But there was another

opportunity for victory, for while in the United States,

Norway challenged the Americans for the Seawanhaka

Cup. This regatta was most probably the best advertisement ever for Anker’s boats. Magnus Konow, skipper of

NOREG, later reported:

When I look back over my life as a yachtsman, there

is one event in particular which has imprinted itself on

my mind. It was a lovely sunny day on Long Island Sound

outside New York, with hundreds of yachts and motor

boats loaded with spectators, as well as two destroyers

and six submarine chasers to keep control. Two small,

white 6-Meter yachts were the center of attention. One

of these was carrying the American flag, the other the

Norwegian flag. Both were fighting to the death for the

honour of taking home America’s second oldest and,

after the AMERICA’s Cup, most famous sailing trophy:

the Seawanhaka Cup.

Imagine how we felt as our small, wonderful NOREG

crossed the finishing line to victory in the fifth and



Despite this victory, and despite several orders for new boats, Anker & Jensen

was suffering financially. Anker worried

about the future of the yard, as he could

not find a way to make it profitable. He

was an artist, his main concern being the

creation of the perfect design. He had little interest in figures and commerce. As

he grew older, he was further distracted

by other interests that diverted his time

and commitment. In 1929, he was elected

Chairman of the Board of Directors

of Store Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompani—a mining company on the brink

of bankruptcy. The following year he was asked by the

Norwegian government to take the office of Chairman of the Board of the Norwegian wine monopoly,

Vinmonopolet—a difficult task that he accepted with

great commitment. He was also interested in smallgame hunting and in 1929 was elected chairman of the

newly established Norwegian Association of Hunters

and Anglers, a nationwide association of local clubs.

On top of lack of success in regattas, 1929 brought

with it a global economic crisis and a new recession

from which Anker never quite recovered. Nini wrote:

“Johan has financial difficulties. Yesterday, with a heavy

heart, I signed a bond for NOK 20,000 in Lillehaugen

[their estate]. The floor under my feet suddenly feels

less solid. But if this helps him get over this new crisis

and come out the other side, then so be it.”

There was, however, a bright spot in all of this: In

1930, the Swedes were ready to take up the challenge

for the Kattegat Cup, after losing it to IRENE VI in 1928.

Anker’s new 8-Meter SILJA was selected to defend, with

owner Olaf Ditlev-Simonsen at the helm. SILJA lost the

first regatta to CAGG, designed by Tore Holm, but won

the next two, and the cup remained in Norway. SILJA

then went on to win the next three challenges, which

were by Swedish yachtsmen.

Anker & Jensen had not received any orders for

a 6-Meter yacht to race for the Gold Cup in 1931 so,

despite the economic crisis, Anker decided to design and

build one on his own account. If it sailed well, it would

not be difficult to sell later. ABU, the new 6-Meter, with
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Norwegian National Library



Norwegian Crown Prince Olav (left), Erik Anker, and his father Johan take a moment of relaxation during the 1928 Olympics

in Amsterdam aboard the 6-Meter NORNA . The 57-year-old Johan, despite heart ailments and sore legs, took the helm for the

Olympic regatta, winning gold.



60-year-old Anker at the helm and his two sons as crew,

surprised everyone by winning the Gold Cup in Gothenburg in 1931. It must have been extremely rewarding for

Anker to confound his critics in such fashion. A Swedish newspaper reported: “Sweden has now for two consecutive years defied the sailing elite of the world and

defended the Gold Cup—until Johan Anker in Oslo

became irritated and designed a boat which had to win.”

By 1936, the yard was still not making a profit, and

the Ankers could no longer sustain the losses. Nini

wrote: “Johan has still not decided whether to close

the yard for good this autumn. It is a difficult decision

to make. None of his boats have done well this year. A

major order from Spain came to nothing, but there is

a possibility he may build a rescue boat and a 12-Metre

for England. If these come about, we will keep going.”

Several weeks later, good news arrived. Nini wrote:

“Johan has received an order for a rescue boat. Alfred

Larsen intends to donate the boat to Norway—a

wonderful thing.” At the same time, Anker also received

an order from England for 10-Meter yacht, NOREINE,

for one Mr. Perry. The rescue boat ASTRID FINNE took

shape at the yard over the winter of 1937. She was an

extremely modern design for the times, and the English designer Uffa Fox was impressed by the strength of

her construction:

She is double-ended; with the usual raking bow,

which will act as icebreaker whenever the occasion



arises, and has [a] Bermudian ketch rig, though the

wheel house is situated just forward of the mizzen mast,

for the men handling these ships need all the shelter

the designers and builders can give them. Looking

at the strength of this vessel one realised that she was

intended to be strong enough to go ashore on a rocky

coast without coming to a great deal of harm, while her

engine is powerful enough to drive her against heavy

gales and steep seas.

ASTRID FINNE rescued Anker & Jensen from bankruptcy. She then went on to rescue eight vessels from

shipwreck and 34 people from drowning. The yard survived one more winter, although Anker was forced to

take life a little easier. Although he was still active, his

health was deteriorating. He had been diagnosed with

a heart arrhythmia in 1936, and his doctor strongly

recommended he refrain from any kind of exertion.

Nini constantly worried that he would collapse at any

moment.

Although his body was slowing, Anker’s mind

remained fertile. On February 9, 1936, he received a

visit from the British designer Uffa Fox, who had been

invited to lecture in several European cities and was

making his way to Oslo from Amsterdam and Stockholm. After completing his speech at the merchant’s

association in Oslo, Fox and his small group made their

way straight from the newly built Viking Ship Museum

to the Anker & Jensen boatyard in Vollen. It was a
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Beken of Cowes (both)



Inspired by his experience with the Burgess-designed ADVANCE (page 67), Anker designed and built the staysail schooner

ALBATROSS for Peter Escher of Switzerland in 1931. After a three-day shakedown cruise in Norway with Anker aboard (inset),

Escher deemed the motor unnecessary and had it removed. The boat sailed to Genoa, Italy, later that year.
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Norwegian National Library (both)



Above—Johan Anker (left) stands with Arthur Holth in an

Anker & Jensen shed. Holth was yard foreman until the

business closed; he was also a draftsman and completed

many of Anker’s concepts. Left—Johan Anker, age 60,

in 1931.



beautiful winter’s day. The snow weighed down the

branches of the trees, and a cold winter sun flickered

across the windows of the red boatyard buildings. Fox

wrote an account of his visit:

One of the first boats we saw was the Crown Prince’s

6-Metre, which was soon to sail under British ownership. We then saw his new “six” being built; the hull

was complete and the deck beams were being fitted, so

there was no doubt as to her being completed before

the ice and snow had disappeared. In the middle of the

long shop were several Dragon class boats being built,

these coming from Johan Anker’s board. With their

low cost, high speed and weatherly qualities, this onedesign will go on increasing until finally they become

an International class and are adopted by most countries of the world. Already there are some seventy of

them sailing in British waters. In the far end of this

shop was R.G. Perry’s blue NOREINE having her interior fitted, so she too was well under way, and it is a

pleasure to see such fine examples of the shipwright’s

art being built.

Now we made our way to Johan Anker’s drawing

office in which there seemed to be thousands of plans

of all sorts of craft, from the smallest to the largest.

The minutes sped by all too quickly as Johan Anker

unfolded and explained the different plans to me, but

these moments were some of the happiest I have ever

spent or shall ever spend in my life, for here was a master of our craft explaining his different designs and

boats.



nker persevered until the end. Anker &

Jensen built several boats in 1938, including a handful of Dragons. But his most



important commission that year was an 8-Meter sloop

for a syndicate headed by Crown Prince Olav. The boat,

called SIRA , “undoubtedly constitutes the peak of his

career as a designer,” said Halfdan Hansen in a lecture

to the KNS in October 1940. The boat, he continued,

“refutes all claims that he has grown lax in his older

years. To anyone who observed the tall man sitting at

the helm of SIRA , preferably in a strong wind, it would

become vividly apparent that Johan Anker, close to the

age of 70, was still a young man when it came to sailing.”

Anker placed one condition on the order the order

for SIRA: that he would be allowed to sail the boat her

first season, to make sure she was up to the Crown

Prince’s standards. The designer had not been satisfied

with his last 8-Meter, VIKING, and wanted assurance

that this new boat was very good.

That summer, repeating the act that had launched

his career, he took the boat to Sweden and challenged

for the Kattegat Cup. On the first day of racing, the

wind was so light that the time limit expired before the

boats made it to the starting line. On the second day,

high spirits prevailed. “I slept so well that night, I was

confident it would go well the next day,” said Johan at

the KNS debriefing back in Norway after the event. “As

usual, we started to leeward, caught him on the tack,

and he wasn’t able to catch us on the reach. Our flatter spinnaker gave us more speed than the deep Swedish spinnaker, as we had the wind from the side. And

thus the Cup was ours.” Johan Anker had repeated his

achievement of 32 years earlier with BRAND II, snatching the Kattegat Cup from the hands of the Swedes.

After receiving so much praise for the 1938 season,

Anker dryly commented: “Amazing how young I’ve

become in just one summer.”

Nini’s diary entry on July 23, 1938, reads:
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Abel Collection/Norwegian National Maritime Museum



In July 1933, yachtsmen traveled from North America and Europe to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Royal Norwegian

Yacht Club—and to sail in the aptly named Anniversary Regatta. The 6-Meters, seen here, composed the largest fleet in that

event. LISBETH V, a Johan Anker design of 1932, is closest to the camera. The year 1933 marked the beginning of a difficult

time for Anker, as he was being eclipsed by younger designers. He rallied in the final years of his life, with the design of the

successful 8-Meter SIRA .



“My young husband was victorious in Sweden and

came home very happy and very sleepy. The boats have

done well this year. NORNA [VI] took the One-Ton Cup,

defeating Mr. Svinndal, and is to be sent to America to

compete for the Gold Cup. So it now seems possible

that the yard can remain open, and Johan has started

to negotiate with his old partner, Christian Jensen, for

which I am happy. If they can agree, it will take some

of the burden from Johan; he will have less responsibility. And perhaps both have now learned the art of

interaction.”

But it was not to be: The old partners could not come

to terms. In August, Nini wrote, “Johan strolls down to

the yard and is waiting and hoping for orders.” NORNA

VI, after her fantastic season in Scandinavia, lost her

challenge for the Scandinavia Gold Cup in New York.

She was soundly defeated by GOOSE , designed by Olin

Stephens for Dr. George Nichols—a legendary boat



that ushered in a new generation of 6-Meters. GOOSE

would successfully defend the trophy the following

years, and win it again in 1947 and 1948. Anker’s

American market was being eclipsed.

He closed the yard in 1939 after trying unsuccessfully to rent out the premises for storage. He died the

following year, on October 2, of leukemia. Two former

employees of Anker & Jensen resurrected the business

and built close to 50 boats of various sizes up until

1953, when price and wage increases drove it under,

and the business was permanently closed. 

Elin Kragset Vold holds a master’s degree in nonfiction writing. She

and her husband raised three girls sailing in narrow Johan Anker–

designed 8-Meters.



Ole Engen has worked in shipyards and naval architecture offices

and has a longstanding interest in classic yachts.
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Bronze cap nuts and square nuts in stock!



TOP NOTCH FASTENERS

The Highest Quality Fasteners



we speak rigging!



Many Years of Fastener Experience



Top Notch will fill your fastener needs, whether it’s high corrosion,

or just those hard to find items.

Contact us today

and start experiencing the quality of

our fasteners, the outstanding service

we offer and the value you receive

for your money.



Silicon Bronze-Inconel-Monel-StainlessChrome, and many other alloys.

Sizes from #0 to 3" in Diameter

Lengths from 1/16" to 50"

Bolts, Screws, Nuts, and Washers



Free freight

on orders of

$100 or more

within the

continental US.



75 Navaho Ave, Suite 5, Mankato, MN 56001 T: 800 992-5151 F: 608 876-6337

Email: [email protected]

Website: tnfasteners.com



Anne T. Converse

Photography



WOOD, WIND AND WATER

A Story of the operA houSe Cup

rACe of NANtuCket

Photographs by Anne T. Converse

Text by Carolyn M. Ford



Celebrating its 10th Anniversary!!

Live vicariously through the pictures and tales of

classic wooden yacht owners who lovingly restore

and race these gems of the sea. “An outstanding

presentation deserves ongoing recommendation for

both art and nautical collections.”

10" x 12" Hardbound book; 132 pages with

85 full page color photographs. Price $45.00

Neith, 1996, Cover photograph



For more information contact: Anne T. Converse

Phone 508-728-6210 [email protected]

www.annetconverse.com



Know where one of the most common places is to find a left hand

thread in your sailboat rigging?

The Left-Hand Thread Story at

www.sailingservices.com.



• Same Day Fabricated Rigging

• Highest Quality

• 40 Years Experience

• Intense Support



sailing services, inc

305-758-1074 • miami, fl



High Performance

Marine Wood Coatings



855-423-8009 – www.bristolfinish.com – [email protected]
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WoodenBoat.com



Launchings Online

www.woodenboat.com/boat-launchings

Become a WoodenBoat.com community member today, for free.
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VARG



Re-creating a 1924 Johan Anker 8-Meter

by Bruce Stannard

Photographs by Kraig Carlström



I



n 1924, the Norwegian wine merchant and yachtsman Alfred W.G. Larsen commissioned Johan

Anker to design and build an 8-Meter-class yacht

that he hoped would be fast enough to beat the best of

the British boats racing on the Solent. Anker responded

by drawing a beautifully proportioned long and slender

sloop to be named VARG, the Norwegian word for wolf.

Built in just six months at the Anker & Jensen yard, she

was planked with mahogany over rock elm frames and

strengthened amidships with galvanized steel frames.

Her keel, stem, and sternpost were of oak and her deck

and spars of Norway spruce.

VARG was successful in English waters, and this success continued under the ownership of Lord Henry Forster, a former Governor General of Australia who raced

her for two seasons with the Royal Yacht Squadron

and in 1927 sold her to the Australian music publisher

Frank Albert. Albert had VARG shipped out to Sydney

as a gift for his 23-year-old son, Alexis. Frank Albert’s



wife, Minna, who was Swedish, didn’t much care for the

somewhat daunting name VARG, so she chose to call

the boat NORN —a softer reference to the all-powerful

maidens of Norse mythology who are said to rule the

destinies of gods and men. NORN was to become one of

Australia’s most celebrated racing yachts. Meticulously

maintained by her professional sailing master, Andrew

Lundquist, she reigned supreme at Royal Sydney Yacht

Squadron for over 30 years.

When the Albert family sold her in 1958, NORN (exVARG) was still in A-1 condition, but in the hands of

a succession of owners who lacked the money and the

sensitivity to maintain her, she slid into an inexorable

decline. In time, her classic lines were vandalized by

a series of ugly accretions, including a hideous cabin

aft and the brutal truncation of her long and graceful

counter stern. Her hull was sheathed in a crude skin

of plywood and fiberglass and her rusted steel frames

removed; she became a parody of a boat, a decrepit



Johan Anker designed the 8-Meter-class sloop VARG in 1924 for a British yachtsman. In 1927, she was sold to an Australian

owner, who had her shipped to Sydney.
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rotting hulk too weak to leave her mooring.

As if to hide her shame, she sank to the bottom of Sydney Harbour, where she remained

for weeks until salvaged and put up for sale.

She was inspected by plenty of dreamers,

but none of them had an imagination vivid

enough to perceive anything other than an

old boat in the terminal stages of decay.

It would take a man of profound aesthetic

sensibility to appreciate that beyond all the

debris lay a rare and beautiful example of

one of the world’s most famous and gifted

yacht designers. That person was Kraig

Carlström, a lifelong racing sailor who

also is one of Australia’s leading photographers. Although he saw VARG as a once-ina-lifetime restoration opportunity, he was in

for a dreadful shock as soon as he stepped

aboard. Over 6' of putrid water sloshed

about in the bilge, and her stripped-out interior was streaked with rust and redolent of

the sour smell of rotting timber. Although

most of us would have quickly leapt ashore

and fled, Carlström found himself locked

in the giddy grip of a romantic obsession in

which his heart overruled his head. He had

fallen in love with an 80-year-old boat.



VARG Particulars

LOA 49' 9"

LWL 28'



Draft 6' 7"

Beam 8'4"

Displacement 

8 tons



C



arström stumped up the AU$25,000

asked by VARG’s then-owner, but

wisely made the deal subject to

inspection by a qualified marine surveyor.

He assigned the task to Doug Brooker, Below—Impeccably kept for many years, VARG eventually fell into a long

one of Australia’s best-known and most period of neglect and decline. Above—Photographer Kraig Carlström

respected wooden boat builders. In the sev- was smitten with the boat despite her condition, and committed to a

eral hours they spent examining all of the multi-year restoration. Rebuilt from the keel up, she’s seen here soon

boat’s defects, the no-nonsense Brooker pro- after her relaunching.

duced a pocketknife and thrust it here and

there into her timbers, deftly demonstrating

that she was little more than a waterlogged

sponge held together by the tens of thousands of sta- afterward he was haunted by the specter of the old

ples in her plywood sheathing. Brooker gave Carlström boat that seemed to be crying out for help. After a holia terse three-word report: “She is finished.”

day in Sardinia where he and his wife, Carolyn, were

Carlström’s money was returned and that should inspired by the classic yacht regattas they watched on

have been the end of the matter. But for months the Costa Smeralda, Carlström came home to Sydney,

ignored Brooker’s warning, and offered the

owner AU$17,000—roughly half the original

asking price. With no one else even remotely

interested, the deal was seized upon with alacrity. Thus Kraig Carlström found himself the

owner of one very shaky old boat.

Brooker had advised him that if he insisted

on going ahead with a restoration, he should

speak with the craftsmen at the Wilson Brothers yard at Port Cygnet in southeastern Tasmania where since 1863 four generations of

the same family have been building beautiful wooden vessels. Carlström had the boat

trucked by land and sea the more than 1,000

miles south to Tasmania, the lovely island state

that is in many ways similar to Maine—a place

of great natural beauty, steeped in maritime
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The Portuguese naval architect David Vieira of

Lisbon drew many details for VARG’s restoration, as

well as re-creating her lines drawing and sail plan.



tradition and a stronghold of Australia’s small but dedicated community of wooden boat owners. At Cygnet, a

sleepy little backwater at the head of the picturesque

d’Entrecasteaux Channel, the wreck eventually rolled

to a halt outside the Wilsons’ waterfront shed. Michael

Wilson remembers the moment well. “As soon as I laid



eyes on her,” he said, “I shook my head and told

Kraig straight out: ‘This is a boatbuilder’s worst

nightmare. There’s no way we can restore her.

Don’t even think about it.’

“She was sad,” he said. “She was rotten. There

wasn’t a skerrick of structural integrity in the

hull. In the 1960s she had been sheathed with

two or three layers of plywood fastened with

thousands upon thousands of stainless-steel

staples and covered by a thin fiberglass cloth.

But that had simply accelerated the rotting of

the mahogany planking underneath. Over the

years the water had seeped in and turned her

into a big, soft sponge. She was such a mess.

There were supposed to be steel frames in the

hull, but they had just rusted right away. The

stern had had 3' cut off, probably in a crude

attempt to get at the rot.”

Wilson’s professional advice was to salvage

the lead keel and start from scratch, building a

new boat on identical lines. Carlström agreed.

Thus his obsession with restoration gave way

to an equally obsessive passion: the re-creation

of VARG exactly as she was in 1924. The result

is a breathtaking masterpiece in fine woodworking. Wilson and Warren Innes, the master

craftsmen who worked on VARG for more than

six and a half years, have not only built a boat, but have

created a work of art.

The timber selection took years and involved the use

of only the very best of Tasmania’s unique and beautiful endemic species. Much of the exquisitely figured

honey-blond Huon pine used in the hull was milled
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The plank seams were caulked with cotton, but

instead of being payed with putty in the usual

manner they were dressed off with a wedge-shaped

Huon pine spline, which was driven in and glued to

both of its mating planks. 



from trees that were over 2,000 years old when

they were felled in Tasmania’s remote mountain

gorges back in the 19th century. The aromatic,

resin-rich Huon pine (Lagarostrobus franklinii)

is now a rare and protected species that cannot

be logged. The timber that is currently available has been salvaged from dam construction

sites and wild river systems where logs have lain

submerged for well over a century. Obtaining

the highest-quality Huon proved to be one of

the boatbuilders’ biggest and most frustrating

challenges.

With another boat in their Cygnet shed (the

65' L. Francis Herreshoff ketch GLORIA OF

HOBART), it would be four years before Wilson

and Innes could start on VARG’s construction.

Carlström used that time to search for timber. He was lucky to locate a stash of Burma

teak and magnificent Brazilian mahogany

in Queensland. The rich red mahogany was

more than enough for the covering boards, the

nibbed kingplank, hatches, skylight, and cockpit fitout. The teak went into the deck and the

cockpit sole. Clear-grained celerytop pine for

the keel, stem, sternpost, and deckbeams was

easily sourced in Tasmania together with the

exceptionally hard blue gum for the frames.

But sourcing good-quality Huon pine threw up

what turned out to be an almost insurmountable challenge that cost the project significant

time and money.

At a mill at Lynchford in northwestern Tasmania, Carlström had purchased a large trailerload of

what was purported to be good boatbuilding-grade

Huon, only to find it far from the perfection that

Wilson and Innes were looking for. “There were lots

of knots in the timber,” Wilson said. “It was bony

and not to the thickness we required. We wanted



inch-and-an-eighth, but a lot of it was only inch. We

couldn’t get the right-sized planks out of it. We would

have been happy with 25' planks, but 16' seems to be

the maximum these days. Kraig and I had to drive

all the way back to Lynchford with the trailerload of

rejected timber. The saw-miller admitted it wasn’t

the best quality. We spent three or four hours pulling

timber out of his sheds.

“We really should have spent three days there picking through all he had. We ended up having only just

enough good timber. Twenty or thirty years ago we kept

a big stack of beautiful Huon pine boards in our shed

and every one of those could be cut into really lovely

planks. Poor Warren had the difficult job of trying to

make decent planks out of the stuff we had.”

Innes remembers it well. “We just could not get the



VARG’s original construction incorporated much steel—a



good choice for the sake of strength but not for longevity.

The re-created boat has artful and strong bronze floor

timbers.
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Above—The hull was made bottle-smooth and the bottom

fiberglassed up to the waterline (see sidebar, page 72). Here,

the deck framework awaits planking (see bottom image,

this page). Right—The builders coated all of VARG’s timbers

with 13 brushed-on coats of thin epoxy. The resulting

surface was hand-sanded so as not to remove this coating

from the corners. The interior hull surface received six coats

of varnish. 



right timber,” he said. “We found something wrong

with every piece of timber we wanted. That was the

most frustrating thing of the lot. We spent more time

trying to pick out a particular piece to do a particular

job than we did in actually doing the job.” That frustration, he said, persisted through the entire project. “Tasmania is renowned as the home of magnificent timber,

but I’m afraid it has now become very, very hard to get

good-quality boatbuilding timbers. When

you build a conventional planked boat

the grain has to be perfect because you’re

bending and twisting timbers, and if the

grain is put under too much strain it can

break. If the boat falls off a big sea, that

plank can let go. That’s a big concern. I’d

come home at night and worry whether or



not I’d done the right thing. You shouldn’t have to do

that.”

But timber was not the only issue in re-creating

VARG. The lead keel, the only significant piece of the

old boat that could be saved and reused, also had major

problems that took the builders several weeks to put

right. Both Wilson and Innes came to wish that the

keel had been discarded along with the tired old hull.



VARG’s deck is made up of a layer of

Huon pine, followed by marine plywood

sheathed in Dynel, and finally the layer of

Burma teak seen here. The covering boards

and kingplank are of Honduras mahogany.

The initial Huon pine layer is V-matched,

giving the overhead the planked effect visible

in the interior photo on page 68.
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With only finishing touches to go, such as the gold-leaf

covestripe, the epic six-and-half-year restoration of VARG

nears completion.



Wilson believes that when the keel was originally cast in

Norway, the mold must have collapsed during the pour.

“The port side had a 7 or 8mm bulge in it,” he said,

“while the starboard side had a corresponding hollow.

I had to plane all the bulging lead off and epoxy-glue it

back on the other side to bring the keel back to its true

shape.”

The hollow and bulge turned out to be the least of

the problems with the old keel. When Wilson and Innes

poured new molten lead into the old boltholes, they discovered huge voids within the keel. “We were pouring

lead for what seemed like ages,” Innes said, “but it was

just disappearing. We saw steam coming out of a hole at

the other end so we figured out there must have been a

huge cavity hidden in the middle of it.” Innes believes



the fault may have been with what he calls “the gunk”

and inferior lead that went into the original pour back

in 1924. “They may have used old lead pipes,” he said,

“and perhaps some ingots went into the mold so that

the molten lead never really flowed around them. It

took about 150 kg (330 lbs) of lead to fill those voids.

The keel had weighed 4,300 kg (9,480 lb) when it was

taken off the old boat. It’s up around the 4,500-kg

(9,920 lb) mark now.”

Wilson and Innes mention these things in response

to the carping few who express incredulity that it took

two highly skilled tradesmen six-and-a-half years to

build an 8-Meter yacht identical to one that was originally built in just six months back in 1924. “Quality

work takes time,” Wilson says without apology. “We

don’t waste time. We invest in time. We take the time

required to do the best possible job. Perfection has no

finish line. Johan Anker drew a set of really beautiful

lines when he created VARG on paper. I think we’ve

done the boat proud. We’ve given her the finish she

deserves.” No one is disputing that. Wilson and Innes

have done an absolutely superb job, and Carlström

has no doubt that VARG is up there with the best of

the world’s custom-built boats. “She is a work of art,” he

says, “an absolute joy in every respect.”



Launch day! VARG slides from the Wilson Brothers shed in Tasmania in November last year.
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VARG’s interior was given as much attention to detail as was her deck. Tufted leather covers her elegant settee cushions,



while the plumbing in the head and elsewhere is meticulously done.



M



any creative talents were needed to make

VARG’s re-creation a success. Chief among

them has been the distinguished Portuguese

naval architect David Vieira, who obtained Johan

Anker’s original lines from the archives of the Norsk

Sjøfartsmuseum, Norway’s national maritime museum

in Oslo, and used them to produce scores of detailed



drawings covering every aspect of construction. Vieira

is one of the main figures in the International 8-Meter

Association and has built up an impressive business in

Lisbon catering to the restoration needs of many of the

world’s finest classic yachts. One of Vieira’s specialties

involves the custom designing and casting of bronze

hardware,

and he made many of VARG

’s fittings.
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VARG makes a late-season outing on Tasmania’s



D’Entrecasteaux Channel earlier this year.



John Lammerts van Buren, a Dutch

woodworker and sailor who runs his own

Sitka-spruce mill in Alaska, supplied the

200-year-old clear-grained spruce used in

the mast and spars which were beautifully

made by Cygnet boatbuilder Andrew Denman.

Colin Anderson of Melbourne built the sails,

spending uncounted hours hand-stitching

brass cringles on the narrow-paneled main,

jib, and genoa. Meticulous hand-stitching

of this caliber has not been seen in an Australian loft for more than half a century, the

only exception being Anderson’s own classic

gaff-rigged 8-Meter ACROSPIRE .

Sean Langman took on the task of making and installing all of VARG’s standing and running

rigging. Langman, who is one of Australia’s most experienced yachtsmen, had the pleasure of taking VARG’s

helm for her maiden sail from Cygnet to Dover in

a 30-knot southerly. With no reef in the main, VARG

sliced through the lumpy seas and remained steady and

beautifully balanced. Both Langman and Carlström

came ashore wearing grins that continue to animate

their weather-beaten faces. One can understand why.



In the 50 years in which I’ve been writing about

boats, I have had the privilege of seeing a great many

very fine vessels all over the world. In all that time I have

never seen a racing yacht more beautifully designed

and built than the 8-Meter VARG. In every respect she

is a breathtaking example of the boatbuilder’s art—a

genuine classic.

Bruce Stannard is a regular contributor to WoodenBoat.
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Return of

a Dragon



The careful restoration of HUBRIS

Text and photographs by Bill Jacobs



W



ith a busy medical practice in Neenah, Wisconsin, Dr. Chris Rocke could get free for only a

weekend to inspect a Dragon-class sloop he’d

been offered. The boat’s classic beauty captivated

Rocke, and the price was irresistible: She would be free

to someone who committed to her restoration.

He drove 530 miles to Cleveland, had time for just

a cursory inspection, and decided to proceed with the

acquisition. As he prepared to leave with the boat in

tow, he noticed that the tires on the tandem trailer

were old and bald. The aged tires were mounted on

split rims and would have to be special-ordered. So,

hoping for the best, he drove back to Neenah nonstop

at between 35 and 45 mph, without incident.

Once he had put the hull inside an old rented barn,



he inspected it thoroughly and found it in worse shape

than he had anticipated. There were many cracked

frames, some badly damaged planks, and a partially

rotted keel. The teak deck, however, looked salvageable. He was not a stranger to the realities of wooden

boat repair: Several years before, he had renovated an

old Star-class sloop, and this gave him some confidence

in tackling the rebuild of the Dragon. But the Star was

hard-chined and the Dragon had round sections, and

his early attempts at bending oak to the required tight

curves had resulted in many broken frames. The task

would be enormous, he soon realized, and the learning

curve steep—and he already had a 60-hour work week.

“I wanted a boat to sail before I became an old man,”

he said.



HUBRIS is a Johan Anker–designed Dragon-class sloop built in Denmark in 1954. She had a hard racing career and a rough

later life as a sail trainer. She was in tired shape upon arrival at Yacht Works in Door County, Wisconsin, for a thorough

refurbishing.
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The restored HUBRIS is used mostly

for daysailing. She carries an electric

outboard motor (not shown) mounted on

a custom bracket for easy maneuvering in

the marina.



R



R



ocke’s new boat, Dragon No. USA 144, was built

by Børresen Yachts of Denmark in 1954. Her first

owner, Bruce Huston of Rochester, New York,

named her GALEBIRD and in her won the prestigious

John Foster Dulles Cup, the first American trophy for

Dragons, in 1962. After years of traveling around North

America, Dragon in tow and racing in many regattas,

Huston donated the boat to the Sea Scouts in 1984. She

led a rough life as a sail trainer for the next six years.

In 1990, O.E. Schupp of Rochester purchased

her, renamed her DELAWARE, and began, literally, a

ground-up restoration: He buried her keel in his lawn

in order to lower the deck to a comfortable working

height. Schupp died in 1992 before the project was

completed, and Chris Brizes of Edgewater Yacht Club

in Cleveland purchased her from his estate. He completed the restoration and sailed her with the local

Dragon fleet for a number of years. (One of his crew at

the time was Anne Garrett, who is now the American

Dragon Association’s National Secretary.)

The boat’s next owner, Joe Mansour, purchased

DELAWARE in 2000. By then, she was in bad shape

again. “I bought a lot of rot,” Joe said. Unable to bring

her back to sailing condition but not wanting to abandon her, he placed a classified ad in this magazine in

2009. That’s how Chris Rocke found her.



ocke spends his summer weekends in Door County, Wisconsin,

and Yacht Works, a full-service

marina and yacht yard, is located

near his summer house. When he

began seeking professional help with

his Dragon, which he’d renamed

HUBRIS, the shop had recently completed refurbishing a 78' Consolidated

power yacht. He met with the yard

owner, Russ Forkert, and arranged to

tow the Dragon to him—on its new

custom trailer—in a couple of weeks

to have him take a look at it.

Forkert’s inspection revealed that

the boat had 27 broken frames that

required replacement, as did the

floor timbers and floorboards. To

accomplish the reframing, the yard

removed the mahogany covering

boards (the wide margin pieces surrounding the deck), which allowed

them to slide the steam-softened

replacement frames into place

without removing the entire deck.

With the reframing complete, new

mahogany covering boards were fitted.

Thus reinforced, the boat was then turned upside

down so that all the bad planking and the forward

third of the keelson, which was rotted, could be

replaced. With the planking work complete, the hull

was again turned upright and the rebuilt deadwood

and refinished ballast keel reattached. The hull was

then sheathed with fiberglass cloth set in epoxy and

painted black with a two-part linear polyurethane finish. “A wooden boat purist may cringe at the fact that

she has been ’glassed,” said Rocke after the boat was

relaunched, “but she was saved from a sure demise and

is back on the water again.” There are, in fact, many

stories of successful sheathing jobs—and some outright

failures when the task is done improperly. Rocke seems

to have taken the right steps (see sidebar, page 72), and

the result is beautiful.

The bottom was barrier-coated and given three

coats of bottom paint. The existing teak decks were

simply sanded, and the mahogany house and coamings

refinished. Before the final coat of paint was applied,

Forkert and his crew launched the hull and ballasted

it to approximate the weight of the mast and rigging.

The position of the new boot top was then established

and marked from a dinghy—and it came out right on

the money.
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A Note on

Fiberglass Sheathing



C



HUBRIS’s original coach roof was given a new mahogany



veneer. The covering boards were replaced, as were 27

frames, the floor timbers, and several planks.



Rocke wanted traditional wooden spars, and after

researching possible sources he contacted Woodwind Yachts of Ontario, Canada. He spoke with Ken

Lavalette, the owner of the yard, who has been restoring

wooden boats for over 30 years. They initially settled on

a used mast from Ken’s extensive stockpile, and Rocke

collected it himself with a trailer. But after Rocke sent

photographs of HUBRIS nearing completion, Lavalette

suggested a new mast. Rocke agreed: Lavalette would

credit him for the used one and build a brand-new spar

of Sitka spruce, rigged with custom fittings.



I



n late September last year, I met Rocke and his girlfriend, Ieva, for a daysail. We had an exciting departure from the Yacht Works dock. The Torqueedo

outboard motor, because it is mounted amidships on

the starboard side of the boat, made backing and turning in a tight fairway very tricky, particularly in a crosswind. But once underway in a straight line, it worked

fine.

We made sail in an 8-knot northerly, hoisting a mainsail and jib borrowed from another Dragon. (Rocke has

new sails on order from Dorsal Sails.) The day was gray

and chilly with a leftover chop from a recent cold front.

As we moved out into the bay, HUBRIS sailed firmly

through the chop, sending up just enough spray to wet

the foredeck. As the breeze built to 10 to 15 knots, the

Dragon came into its own.

Taking the helm, I watched the cold, clear spray

shoot over the windward bow as the leeward rail

pressed into the water. The helm was well balanced

and we handled the occasional puff with a quick ease

of the mainsheet. The hull tracked as if on invisible

rails. Rocke didn’t say a word, and he didn’t have to; his

expression revealed a satisfied man.

Bill Jacobs is a marine photographer and writer who cruises the Gulf

coast of Florida in winter and sails on Lake Michigan out of Baileys

Harbor, Wisconsin, each summer.

Thanks to Anne Garret, North American Dragon Secretary and John

Sudbury, North American Class Historian, for their time, knowledge, and assistance in answering the author’s many questions.



hris Rocke decided, in consultation with Russ

Forkert of Yacht Works in Sister Bay, Wisconsin,

to sheathe the Dragon-class sloop HUBRIS’s hull

in fiberglass. Kraig Carlström likewise chose to cover

the bottom of his 8-Meter-class sloop VARG in Dynel

set in epoxy (page 62). For many wooden boat aficionados, such a thing is blasphemy, and with good reason: The annals of boat repair are rife with stories of

failed sheathing jobs—ones that either delaminated

or held water and exacerbated rot.

But there are success stories: On a recent visit to

Pendleton Yacht Yard on Islesboro, Maine, I examined a pristine Dark Harbor 20 sloop, a long-ended

one-design racer designed by Sparkman & Stephens

and endemic to the island. The boat had a high-gloss

finish, and I walked up to it, like a moth to light, for

a close look. I was startled to see the subtle printthrough of woven fiberglass cloth. I learned that

this was one of a few Dark Harbor 20s that had been

sheathed a decade or more ago. I also learned that a

similarly sheathed Dark Harbor 20 hull had not fared

nearly as well: Its plank edges had curled away from

the frames and shown through the 6-oz fiberglass.

What was the difference in the two boats? Why had

one job failed and the other succeeded?

Part of the answer lies in the procedures followed

by the builders who restored HUBRIS and re-created

VARG. They took the following steps:

1) They epoxy-coated the hull interiors. This is

critical, Forkert says. If the inside of the planking is

allowed to get soaked, the planks will swell and cup—

and perhaps even crack the fiberglass.

2) In the case of HUBRIS, they glued the planks to

the frames. Although it’s labor-intensive to unclamp

and remove the bent-and-cooled replacement frames

for glue-spreading, bonding the frames to the planks

helps to minimize plank movement. It has the added

benefit of sealing the surface of a plank where it

mates to a frame, helping to keep water from entering the planking in that area.

3) They began with very dry planking. If the planking is wet and swollen tight when the boat is sheathed,

it will shrink if the boat dries; the resulting opening

seams might cause cracks in the sheathing. By starting with dry wood (but tight seams, so splining may

be required here), the planking will tend to expand

when wetted, but will be constrained by neighboring planks. HUBRIS had been out of the water for

years before her rebuilding, and stored inside, making her planking quite dry. She was ’glassed in the

spring, before the rising ambient humidity of the
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coming summer could swell her planking. VARG was

planked with dry stock, assuring her planking would

remain tight.



JOYANT more than ten years ago, and reluctantly gave



that double-planked hull a sheathing of 6-oz fiberglass

per the owner’s wish. JOYANT is owned by the same

man who owns the Dark Harbor 20 mentioned above—

4) HUBRIS was built tight-seamed, and VARG had the one with the successful sheathing job. She is stored

shallow splines (instead of putty) fitted over her cot- in the same shed as that Dark Harbor 20, and has not

ton caulking. This means there was no soft seam to been repainted since she was rebuilt; her topside finish

be bridged by the fiberglass, and no putty to squeeze remains in fine condition after more than a decade.

out and exert force on the sheathing. Forkert has fiberNotably, both JOYANT and the Dark Harbor 20 are

glassed hulls that had caulked seams, but in doing so he double-planked, and Rutherford believes that’s critiinstalled splines in place of the caulking.

cal. Glued-together double planking creates a stable

surface—one that’s sealed on the inside by the glue

The Dark Harbor 20 mentioned earlier—the one with holding the layers together, and on the outside by

cupped planking—was single planked, and its inboard the fiberglass skin. (The inboard surface of the inner

surface had not been sealed the way HUBRIS’s and planking is epoxy-coated, as well.) That well-sealed,

VARG’s were. When that inner planking surface became thin outer layer of planking is unlikely to swell signifiwet, the faces of the planks swelled to cause cupping. cantly; it’s more like a layer of cold-molded wood than

Her sister with the gleaming hull was double-planked, of traditional planking. Both HUBRIS and VARG are

with the outer layer glued on with epoxy. The inboard single-planked. But the planking of both boats was

surface of the planking was also well sealed. Thus, water- hung when it was very dry, sealed on both the inside

induced movement was minimized—especially in the and outside, and fitted tightly.

thin outer planking skin.

If you are considering a fiberglass sheathing as a

The fact that the mahogany-planked HUBRIS will be means of keeping a structurally compromised boat in

sailed in Wisconsin bodes well for her, for the season service, you’d be better served by the method develthere lasts only about three-and-a-half months, and the oped by Allan Vaitses and described in detail in his

boat is stored inside in the offbook, Covering Wooden Boats

season. I asked Forkert if he’d

with Fiberglass. The method was

sheathe such a hull if it were

further illuminated in WB No.

to be in year-round service in

He thinks of fiberglass

228 in an article describing

South Florida. He thought for

the refurbishing of the ketch

as not so much

a moment, and then said, “I’d

CARIB II. That process involves

dry-sail it in Florida.”

a thick structural shell of fibera part of the structure

Dry-sailing a carvel-planked

glass built up over the existing

hull is generally considered a

hull—a boat over a boat, if you

as a part of the finish.

bad idea. The shrinking and

will. The Vaitses method is a

swelling of planking from wetroute typically taken with boats

to-dry cycling would take a toll

whose as-original rebuildings

on the boat’s structure and

would cost an unreasonable

finish, and the waiting period for the boat to swell tight sum, or whose pedigrees don’t justify the expense of

after each launching would be prohibitively long. But originality.

the dry-sailing of a sheathed boat such as HUBRIS is a

HUBRIS and VARG, with their careful reconstructantalizing prospect.

tions and diligent maintenance and storage, should

Sheathing in light fiberglass is not a quick fix for a each be strong, leak free, and gleaming for years to

leaky hull, and nor does it save labor. So why do it at all? come. As with any wooden boat, a period of neglect

The primary reason for fiberglassing HUBRIS was to cre- and excessive drying might cause the fiberglass to split

ate a stable substrate for the linear polyurethane paint at the plank seams. “Even if the glass does tear,” Ruththat was used to finish her. Forkert estimates that, if the erford said, “she would still be a sound boat and the

paint system he used were applied to an unsheathed cosmetic issue wouldn’t be hard to deal with.”

wooden surface, it would require repainting every three

Having carried a lifelong bias against the idea of

to four years. He reckons that the sheathed hull will sheathing planked hulls in fiberglass, I find it illumirequire refinishing only every ten years.

nating that several experienced shops have confidently

Jeff Rutherford, a deeply experienced builder from opened their minds to the idea—and developed some

Richmond, California, agrees with this. He’s sheathed clear protocols for it. I look forward to observing these

several hulls in light layers of fiberglass, and thinks of boats over the next several years to more fully understand

’glass as not so much a part of the structure as a part of the parameters for successful sheathing.

the finish. He rebuilt the 58' Herreshoff P-class sloop

—Matthew P. Murphy
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ALBATROSS

Taking a much-loved lobster yacht into the future

by Walter Ansel

few years ago, Mike Coyle, a young mariner from

Noank, Connecticut, bought a 1954 Newbert &

Wa llace lobster yacht named A L BATROSS,

a lovely, 60-year-old boat of masterful design

and construction. She had been the second true love of

Dr. George Gilbert ever since he had her built in Maine.

Her sole former owner, George not only had built a permanent boathouse for the boat’s winter storage but also

had purchased a lot on a tidal creek where he could

keep ALBATROSS at her own dock during the summers.



George without a doubt built a large part of his life

around this boat and his family, with many of their

early voyages documented in hauntingly beautiful

8mm films. He also spent many happy hours puttering

away on ALBATROSS’s care. Coyle inherited the

stewardship of a boat with an astonishing legacy.

Mike soon found that George’s recall of ALBATROSS’s

detail was encyclopedic. He ran the same six-cylinder

Palmer PH-135 inboard for more than 50 years and

without hesitation could tell you the setting of her timing or the proper weight and type of lube oil. If you had

further questions, George would most likely pull out

his original Palmer manual, the one that came with the

engine, to straighten out any mysteries.

Mike acquired not only a lovely boat but also a great

friend in George, who is a people person through and



CAROL ANSEL (BOTH)



Above—Because of careful attention for six decades by Dr.

George Gilbert, her only previous owner, the 1954 Newbert

& Wallace lobster yacht ALBATROSS only needed deck, cabin

top, and cockpit sole resheathing when she came to a new

owner last year. Left—Dr. Gilbert’s penchant for workboats

extends to a tiller-steered oyster launch of his own design

and construction, powered by a vintage one-lung Lathrop

engine that he rebuilt. He passed along his encyclopedic

knowledge of ALBATROSS to her new owner, Mike Coyle.
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MIKE COYLE



ALBATROSS looks right at home hauled out by owner Mike Coyle at a lobsterboat slip belonging to a relative in Noank,



Connecticut. The boat was hauled only for routine below-the-waterline work; Coyle was able to do much of his work on the

boat while she was still in the water.



though. Knowing the boat and both owners over the

years, I have heard many of their discussions about

ALBATROSS, and I witnessed one about a burned-out

diode on the six-volt generator that left me mystified.

My guess is that Mike had no idea of the depth of

the relationship he was getting into upon becoming

ALBATROSS’s new owner.



G



eorge is retired now, but during his working

life as a dentist he always had to be sure of getting home from his boating weekends so that

he could be back in the office on Monday mornings to

keep his appointments. Although he had a knockabout

sloop that he loved to sail and race, when the time

came to move up to a bigger boat he knew he would be

looking for a reliable power cruiser. George had long



admired a Down East power cruiser named MALLARD,

owned by friends of his from New Haven. The boat

was designed by Roy Wallace and built at Newbert &

Wallace. In 1953, George found his way to the builders’

yard in Thomaston, Maine, and placed an order for a

36' cruiser to be built in workboat fashion of the best

materials, to be launched in time for the next season.

Varnish was to be kept to a minimum.

The Newbert & Wallace yard was then in its prime,

mostly building rugged, handsome, Eastern-rig draggers for offshore work. George easily recalls what a

wonderful time and place it was to have the boat of

his dreams built. The mahogany-planked hull was fastened with Monel Anchorfast nails onto a rugged backbone that included a sternpost of heroic proportions.

George, upon seeing the great thick slab of a rudder
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MIKE COYLE



Displaying the classic lobsteryacht lines that so attracted Coyle, ALBATROSS after restoration continues to cruise Long Island

Sound, homeported in Noank, Connecticut.



that Roy had built for the new boat, asked if it couldn’t

be slimmed down a little so the boat might slide through

the water a little more easily. Wallace, with a twinkle in

his eye and Down East understatement, asked George

a question: Do you like to steer a lot? Apparently the

big sternpost cut such a hole through the water that

Wallace had found that a thick rudder made for better

tracking and steadier, more comfortable steering.

George took delivery of his new boat in 1954, with

the interior unfinished, for the princely sum of $6,816.

He named her ALBATROSS, after the much-admired

seabirds that make clumsy landings yet always find their

way home.

The more I’ve looked at ALBATROSS, the more I’ve

come to realize that her appeal, beauty, and practicality are based on a design of subtlety and many small

compromises. Her hull is a sweet, understated shape,

with modest flare at the bow, a nicely curved stem that

blends in with just the right amount of sheer, and a

transom with both tumblehome and curve. All of this

looks great on a hull that has less beam than the modern, overpowered Down East lobsterboats. Wallace, a

man who had sighted many a sheerline and lots of battens during his career, thoroughly knew the meaning

of “fair.”



According to George, ALBATROSS is 36' 13⁄4" LOA

with a beam of 10' 6" and a draft of 3' 6". The somewhat

deeper-than-usual draft, together with topsides one

plank higher than usual in commercial lobsterboats

and with a built-down skeg, allowed Wallace to place

the Palmer engine completely below the wheelhouse

floor under flush hatches, a convenience that neither

of my own working lobsterboats had. ALBATROSS’s

trunk cabin extends 16' aft, a bit farther than in working boats, allowing for a larger fo’c’s’le. Below, just aft

of the forepeak where the anchor rode is stowed, she

has a V-berth. Then comes a galley with counter, drawers, and sink to starboard; and an enclosed head and

hanging locker to port. It worked even for George’s

family, with his daughters bunking in the wheelhouse,

and Mike recognized it as the perfect cruising boat.

Wallace built a nicely proportioned, simple, flat

windshield with three windows, which had extended

curves at the bottom, much like an old locomotive. The

wheelhouse has 6' of standing headroom, and the dash

formed by the top of the trunk cabin creates a nice

and deep place for navigation gear. George altered

the wheelhouse about 20 years ago, lengthening it to

accommodate an additional window. The helm is situated to port, and the tongue-and-groove bulkhead
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New Decks for ALBATROSS



MIKE COYLE



In any aging boat, decks and cabin roof leaks are a source of

concern, the culprit being rainwater. The trunk cabin posed

no serious problems, so Coyle merely stripped off the old

canvas sheathing, then glued down 3⁄8” MDO over the pine

planking and sheathed the scarfed panels with two layers of

fiberglass cloth set in epoxy.



T



here’s an old saying among watermen and boatbuilders that boats rot from the top down. Fresh

water is the enemy. Leaky decks are bad news.

Windows, low points in the sheer, and badly bedded

moldings and rubrails are also vulnerable. If topside

caulking has been neglected, rainwater can work its

way into the underlying structure, allowing rot to damage hard-to-replace, expensive frames. Mike Coyle knew this when

he surveyed ALBATROSS, and although

he found her hull to be in excellent condition he knew that her aging decks would

be another story. Sure enough, they were

already damaged from leaking; left as they

were, they would cause major problems

down the road.

ALBATROSS’s painted side decks and

cockpit sole, which were unsheathed,

leaked. The canvased-over roofs of the

trunk cabin and wheelhouse were still tight



but needed to be resheathed. Mike decided to work

on the boat while it remained in the water, starting by

removing grabrails, hatch coamings, half-round moldings, and then the canvas itself. Underneath, the pine

tongue-and-groove decking showed some iron staining

but was in good shape overall. It had been face-nailed

with common galvanized nails, which Mike supplemented with 11⁄2" × No. 12 stainless-steel wood screws.

Then he sanded the surfaces to bright wood and

filled any dings and voids with thickened epoxy. After

another sanding to fair the cured filler, he rolled on a

coat of epoxy to seal the surface.

At this point, Mike was ready to apply new sheathing

to replace the original canvas, which had been bedded

in white lead paint. Lead compounds were the most

common bedding for canvas sheathing when I was a

kid, but the quality of today’s cotton canvas isn’t what it

used to be, and lead paints and compounds have fallen

from favor. The best alternative today is fiberglass cloth

set in epoxy over a plywood substrate, which makes a

very long-lived and watertight covering. Canvas sheathing “gives” with the swelling and shrinking of deck

planking, but such movement would eventually crack

a fiberglass sheathing at the seams, allowing water

to penetrate. Plywood over the planking gives the

fiberglass sheathing a dimensionally stable foundation.

The ’glass sheathing method that Mike used is a

variation of one used by our friend Thomas Townsend,



MIKE COYLE



Coyle carried the ’glass-and-epoxy sheathing

down the sides of the trunk cabin, to be

cut off cleanly and eventually covered with

half-round moldings.
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Left—Freshwater intrusion over the

decades, in the form of rainfall, had

deteriorated the heavily trafficked cockpit

sole and damaged the deckbeams and

carlins underneath. Lower left—Coyle

replaced the entire cockpit structure,

taking advantage of the open access

to clean and repaint the bilges and clean

the tanks.



MIKE COYLE (BOTH)



M



staving makes a handsome backdrop for the varnished

mahogany wheel and a vintage folding shift lever. This

bronze lever stands vertically between the wheel and

companionway, and situated between the lever and

wheel is a black oval instrument panel with “Palmer

Power” etched on it. There are two comfortable helm

chairs with mahogany backs, one for the helmsman

and one for the critic. That’s about the whole setup:

uncluttered, clean, and painted, with a blessed lack of

plywood and plastic.

Oh yes, I almost forgot the air horn, which has

received some notoriety in Noank. It is a nice brass

trumpet bell mounted on a long cylindrical air reservoir fitted with a hand-operated piston. A steady pull

on the lanyard gives you a most satisfying PWAAAAP.

Apparently the Buell Company still makes and sells

these delights.



ike lent me some copies of

George’s ALBATROSS movies, which George shared

with Mike. Not really knowing what to

expect, I thoroughly enjoyed an evening in front of the screen and found

myself transported back to cruising

Long Island Sound as it was 50 years

ago, on the waters that I know well.

George’s movie, shot in color, starts

with the delivery trip that he and his

red-haired wife, Martha, made from

Thomaston to Madison, Connecticut,

in 1954. They stopped at Kennebunkport and transited the Annisquam and

Cape Cod Canals on their way down. I

was thrilled to see footage of old workboats underway, including Easternrigged draggers and trap boats towing

seine skiffs. Many of the boats and

yachts that George saw and filmed

are long gone. What stands out is the

uniqueness of their designs, so unlike

today’s cookie-cutter cruisers. Many

were converted working craft, while

the sailing yachts have the big, old,

long-boomed sail plans that required

a large crew.

The Gilberts were certainly well

traveled in ALBATROSS. Ports of Eastern Long Island and Block Island

Sounds are easily recognizable: Greenport, Coecles Harbor, Sag Harbor,

and East Hampton; Old Harbor and New Harbor on

Block Island; Point Judith, Mystic, and the Connecticut

River, with Hamburg Cove and Essex. They cruised in

company with MALLARD, which also features prominently in the footage, usually puttering along abeam or

behind, showing off her slate-blue hull and sweet sheerline. Those were very different times. There are many

swordfish boats and swordtails nailed to pilings.... Men

with long-billed caps and khaki pants that appear to be

belted just below their ribcages.... Clam bakes on the

beach with driftwood fires, many sunsets and stunning

footage of Irving Johnson’s brigantine YANKEE sailing

by Point Judith in a summer sou’wester with all sails set

and drawing, headed east.

George was lucky that Mike took a shine to ALBATROSS. Mike, like the rest of his generation, is a savvy

Internet navigator and a fellow living very much in the
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MIKE COYLE



On the decks, the mahogany covering boards were in good

shape, and graving pieces that George Gilbert had installed

over the years saved the pine planking. Coyle used a 3⁄8” MDO

overlay, sheathed in fiberglass and epoxy and butted to the

trunk cabin sides, followed by a quarter-round molding well

bedded to prevent leaks in what can be a problematic joint.



an experienced builder who specializes in lobster

yachts (see WB No. 189). Mike works at Tom’s shop,

which in a couple of restorations has had good results

using epoxy to glue 1⁄4"-thick mahogany plywood over

original decking. The thinness of the plywood makes it

easily conform to the crown of the deck. Epoxied scarf

joints ensure a seamless surface, since square butts

would eventually “print through,” risking a crack in the

sheathing. For ALBATROSS, however, Mike chose to use

3

⁄8" medium-density overlay (MDO), which costs one-half

to one-third as much as imported mahogany plywood.

Plus, Townsend and his crew had been impressed with

MDO’s durability during the restoration of a 60-yearold Penbo trawler that had a wheelhouse built of MDO.

For the trunk cabin roof, Mike made the panels

large enough to overhang the sides. First, the surfaces

were wetted out with epoxy, and then epoxy thickened

to a peanut butter consistency with silica fibers was

spread with a notched trowel to glue the panels down

effectively. He temporarily fastened the new panels

with drywall screws driven through fender washers,

set 8" apart in a square pattern to ensure

good squeeze-out. (Alternatively, the

scarfs could also have been held down

with temporary tape-covered battens

in order to ensure even pressure along

their edges.) After the epoxy cured, the

screws were removed, using the trick of

holding a hot soldering iron to a screw

head when necessary to loosen the epoxy

bond. The resulting holes, along with the

scarf joints, were filled with epoxy, thickened with adhesive fillers for strength,

and then faired. The overhanging edges



were cut back and planed flush with the cabin sides, then

given a 3⁄8" radius to accommodate the fiberglass cloth

that was to follow.

After fairing the surface, Mike rolled on a sealer

coat of unthickened epoxy, sanding it well after it

cured. The first layer of 10-oz ’glass cloth was fitted

dry so that the selvage, or finished, edges would butt

together but not overlap, with tape holding the pieces

in place until wetted out. The cloth followed the radius

of the edges and was left a little long to run down the

sides, where he taped off before the cloth went down to

give the sheathing a clean edge, which would later be

covered by half-round moldings. He used 2"-wide tape

for this purpose, with paper taped on as well to protect

the cabin sides and decks from drips. Later, when the

epoxy was set but not yet fully cured, this taped edge

would allow Mike to use a sharp utility knife to cut off

the fiberglass cloth to a crisp edge just above the tape.

Using slow-cure epoxy, Tom and Mike worked

together to wet out the stretched-out cloth, pouring

from small containers and spreading the liquid with

7"-wide, metal-framed, rubber window squeegees.

These tools seem to move epoxy evenly and smoothly

without disturbing the cloth much at all. They spread

a nice, bubble-free layer that penetrates well without

floating the cloth off the wood, an essential detail that

ensures a top-quality, strong, and fair surface. And the

good news is that these squeegees can be cleaned with

acetone and reused—even for cleaning windows.

After the layup had cured and the amine blush was



MIKE COYLE



Piecing together the MDO overlay, with joints

scarfed together, Coyle used screws driven

through fender washers to hold the panels

down during glue-up. Later, the panels were

cut flush with the sheerstrakes and radiused

at the edges during fairing.
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present. However, his Noank roots go way back, and he

is a waterman who would have had no problem fitting

in with the crew of the Noank-built well smack EMMA

C. BERRY in the 1870s. Mike’s grandfather and uncle

were both high-line lobstermen out of West Cove, and

his great-uncle fished offshore and ran a boatyard

on the east side of Mystic. Mike is a 2002 graduate of

The Landing School’s traditional boatbuilding program and holds a 100-ton license. Besides being selfemployed in yacht restoration, Mike has skippered

survey vessels from Maine to North Carolina, often well

offshore. There isn’t much that Mike can’t do when it

comes to the care and feeding of ALBATROSS.

ALBATROSS had never been rebuilt or altered in any

significant way in 50 years. Because of George’s meticulous and knowledgeable care, Mike acquired a boat that

mostly just needed deck and finish work. The original

canvas on the cabin trunk and wheelhouse roof was

deteriorating. Also, the cedar cockpit sole was leaky

and tired, and the windshield had a bit of rot in it. Mike

opted for a modern repair for the decks and coach and

wheelhouse roofs (see sidebar, page 77), which was a

wise choice: a hull this old regardless of its condition

needs a watertight lid.

Stripping all the paint from the fo’c’s’le ceiling,

overhead, and joinery was a time-consuming but ultimately rewarding task; Mike has done all this and much

more as well, having, for example, replaced the glass
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washed off with fresh water and detergent, Mike used

80-grit sandpaper to rough up the surface for a good

mechanical bond with the second layer of ’glass cloth.

This layer was applied the same way as the first, but

with the selvage-edge butt offset to be at least a foot

away from the first layer’s butt. The second layer was

wetted out the same way as the first and allowed to

cure. Washing and lightly sanding between coats, Mike

filled the weave with two additional coats of unthickened epoxy to achieve a smooth surface. He painted

with a commercial coating of linear polyurethane.

After the primer, he reinstalled grabrails, coamings,

and moldings, all well bedded. Preparing for the

nonskid surface, he masked off to provide waterways

around those pieces. He applied three coats in the

area receiving the nonskid surface, then removed

the tape and applied a final top coat without nonskid.

Next, Mike turned his attention to the deck. George

Gilbert, the boat’s only previous owner, had patched

it with many graving pieces over the years, which had

been its salvation. The covering boards and kingplanks were mahogany, while the rest of the planks

were pine, all fastened to the deckbeams with galvanized nails, which he supplemented with stainlesssteel screws. He then capped the deck with plywood,

as with the house-tops, giving the edges a radius that

would allow the ’glass cloth to extend down onto the
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sheerstrake, where it would be covered

by the rubrails. The new toerails were

set inboard a little to reveal the rounded

deck edge. For the critical joint between

the decks and the house sides—often

the source of wet bunks, if done improperly—Mike prefit the ’glass to stop at

the face of the house sides. Later, after

completing the layup and painting, he

installed quarter-round moldings, thoroughly bedded, wherever the deck and

house sides met.

Mike’s last challenge was the cockpit sole, which was in worse condition than the deck

or cabintops. He removed all of the cockpit planks

and beams and started over. While the bilge underneath was exposed, he removed the fuel tanks for

cleaning and inspection and painted the inside surfaces of the planks. He was able to save the stringers



MIKE COYLE



With the advantages of being watertight

and also adding torsional strength, the

deck, cabin roof, and cockpit sole overlays

promise to keep ALBATROSS healthy for

the foreseeable future.



that supported the beams. Margin boards around the

perimeter of the cockpit—which around here all the

lobstermen call “mop boards”—had to be replaced to

ensure a new, watertight, self-draining sole. Mike made

his deckbeams out of white oak, tracing the camber off

one original deckbeam that had been screwed to the
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MIKE COYLE



Just as with the decks, Coyle used MDO for cockpit sole decking, but using 3⁄4”

panels in this case. The sole, too, was given a double layer of ’glass-and-epoxy

sheathing.



Marine Education

and Training Center



forward bulkhead, which was probably

the only one that had not flattened

out over time. He made the sole of 3⁄4"

MDO, with butts scarfed and glued.

’Glassing proceeded in the same

way as for the deck and cabintops.

An interesting detail to me was the

mop board installation—he extended

the sole outboard all the way to the

frames, and only then sheathed it in

’glass and epoxy. The mop boards

were then screwed in place, like ceiling planks, to the frames. Their lower

edges were fitted to the cockpit sole,

where they were generously bedded,

then painted. Mike also used MDO to

make the engine hatches, which could

be supported by brass strips since

they were under the protection of the

wheelhouse, where drainage was less

of an issue.

I rode on ALBATROSS last summer

with Mike, George, and my wife, Carol.

When George took the wheel, he had

a big grin on his face, and I couldn’t

imagine a happier former owner or a

more deserving boat.
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From original owner George Gilbert, boatbuilder Mike Coyle

received a wealth of information, the benefit of decades of

careful attention, and a sense of stewardship for a boat with

a charmed past and a promising future.



CAROL ANSEL



in the windshield and made and installed new white

oak rubrails and ipe toerails that should last for years.

George has been mighty pleased with progress. Mike

has accomplished a tremendous amount of work, yet

has managed to keep ALBATROSS in the water and in

commission the whole time.

Last summer, Mike and ALBATROSS puttered over

to Montauk Harbor, which lies 10 miles south of Noank

across Block Island Sound. The old Palmer ran a little

hot, but that was to be expected—George had been

running it ever easier as the years had gone by. ALBATROSS nosed into Lake Montauk for a quiet night, and

I don’t doubt that she remembered being there with

George 15 years before, when he rode out a ferocious

thunderstorm that blew in from the Connecticut shore.

I can only hope that there was still someone at Montauk who recognized ALBATROSS, that beautiful little

cruiser from Maine.

Walt Ansel is a shipwright at the Henry B. duPont Preservation

Shipyard at Mystic Seaport in Connecticut, and he also teaches

regularly at WoodenBoat School in Brooklin, Maine.
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ADVENTURE



at Sea

MARY BARKER (BOTH)



After a long, hard reconstruction,

a 1926 Gloucesterman sails again

by Randall Peffer



“T



his is big,” says the waitress at Sailor Stan’s, a popular breakfast stop at Rocky Neck in Gloucester,

Massachusetts, putting her hands on her hips

and staring at the bleary-eyed man who has just settled

at a table. It’s only minutes after 7 a.m., and she’s clearly

surprised to see him here well before his normal arrival.

“Race Day.” He grins. “Can’t miss that. ADVENTURE’s finally going to sail, going to race!”

He’s just a habitual customer, but on this day, September 1, 2013, he speaks for all of Gloucester and all

admirers of the port’s fabled fishing schooners. The

last of Gloucester’s dory trawlers and the most financially successful is about to go to sea again. She’s going

to compete in the annual Labor Day weekend schooner race that draws the remnants of a breed that once

numbered in the thousands. This moment and the

restoration of ADVENTURE have come after 25 years



of work—and waiting, as $4.5 million in donations

arrived in dribs and drabs to keep the project moving

forward little by little. No doubt the vessel’s renaissance

is one of the longest renovation projects in the annals

of historic vessel restorations. But on this day, one of

the most famous of all Gloucester’s fishing schooners is

making her debut before her city and the faithful.

This big black schooner is a beast of a boat. She is

130 gross tons, 122' LOA , with a beam of 24' 6" and a

draft of 14'. Her design came from famous naval architect Thomas McManus. Her hull is of the “knockabout”

type (see sidebar page 86), meaning she has an extended

foredeck and no bowsprit. And like most of Gloucester’s legendary schooners, she was built in nearby Essex.

Her original construction took less than six months to

complete. Framed and planked largely of white oak at

the John F. James & Son yard, ADVENTURE slid into



Above left—At the helm of ADVENTURE for light-air racing at the 2013 Gloucester Schooner Festival, Capt. Greg Bailey was

joined by PRIDE OF BALTIMORE II ’s Capt. Jan Miles (second from right) and Capt. Jim Sharp (right). Sharp owned the 1926

schooner for more than 30 years, and it was he who donated her to Gloucester in the late 1980s. Above right—After years in

restoration, ADVENTURE, photographed during her second sail of 2013, completed sea trials in time to enter the festival races

in September.
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mary barker (both)



Left—Making ADVENTURE ready for sea took time,

and she was hauled out in August 2012 for hull work.

Bill Holmes, standing in the bow, retired as ship

keeper after her 2013 season, succeeded by Geoff

Deckeback. Above—With her bottom cleaned and

painted, a new propeller installed, topsides refreshed,

and inspection completed, ADVENTURE was ready for

relaunching in January 2013, and later that year she

sailed again for the first time in many years.



the Essex River in September 1926. Besides her full

schooner rig, she carried a 120-hp diesel auxiliary when

Capt. Jeff Thomas took her to sea to fish for cod and

haddock with 14 dories. It took only a few trips for her

to earn the reputation as a top-earner, a “high-liner.”

Aboard ADVENTURE, lying to her dock at the

Gloucester Marine Railway on Rocky Neck, the core of

the racing crew is already stirring. They are a gang

of 20-somethings—sun-tanned young women and men

in T-shirts, jeans, rigger’s shorts—under the leadership

of chief rigger Barb Krasinski and first mate Ryan Graham. Many show tattoos as they sip coffee in the vacant

fish-hold. They are all seasoned tall-ship deckhands out

of other large, traditional vessels, and they are here to

make sure that today everything aboard ADVENTURE

goes safely on the race course.

The schooner has had only three trial sails this summer since the work was finished. Her interior remains

little more than watertight bulkheads and cabin soles.

The past three months have been a blur of 13-hour

workdays for both paid crew and volunteers—a race

to prepare for the race. No wonder the crew is a little

twitchy. Krasinski has a long to-do list, and she’s assigning her shipmates last-minute tasks like final seizings.

As the youth scramble to their tasks, an older generation surges aboard. Bill Holmes, who has been

the shipkeeper for 14 years. Joanne Main, who has



volunteered and run the office for as long. Various board members and loyal volunteers here

provided woodworking, architectural, mechanical, rigging, and fund-raising talents without

which Gloucester Adventure, Inc. could never

have brought ADVENTURE to this moment. Each of

the senior crew also has been assigned duties. They

bend to tasks as diverse as greeting guests, loading

food and drink, shepherding a TV crew, making sure

the Detroit 6-71 diesel engine is ready to perform, and

raising the big, blue-and-white homecoming pennant

to the masthead.

You can hear the electricity in the crews’ voices, the

energy building. This schooner has a lot to live up to

today. In her second life, after 28 years of dory fishing,

ADVENTURE served for more than three decades as a

passenger cruising schooner in Maine. Some called her

the “Queen of the Fleet” and considered her the perennial favorite during the annual schooner races. Today,

she will be racing against a traditional nemesis as well

as some swift, new blood. Her old rival, another Jamesbuilt vessel, the former Boston pilot schooner ROSEWAY, is carrying topsails while ADVENTURE will race

with only her working sails—but brand-new ones built

by Nat Wilson of East Boothbay, Maine.

Capt. John Foss is here with his smaller and slippery

AMERICAN EAGLE , the last Gloucester schooner built

to fish. She’s now a passenger schooner, like ROSEWAY. Mystic Seaport’s schooner-yacht BRILLIANT and

the swift ADIRONDACK III are both sailing today, too.

Fortunately, these greyhounds are not racing in the

same big-boat class. But VIRGINIA is. And she looks
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Thomas McManus and the Knockabout Schooners



O



ften considered the most influential and prolific

designer of American fishing schooners between

1890 and 1925, Thomas McManus was a naval architect

whose family had emigrated from Ireland to Boston in

the 1840s. They took root in New England as fishermen

and sailmakers. His father built sails for Boston-owned

AMERICA’s Cup defenders, and the young McManus

spent a lot of his free time around the fishing wharves

as a boy—and, later, as a young man working as a fish

dealer. Eventually, through his association with naval

architects such as Dennison Lawlor and Edward Burgess, he began designing his own fishing schooners to

be built in the river town of Essex, Massachusetts, north

of Gloucester.

Many of the hundreds of schooners he designed had

a yachty appearance, with a rockered (not straight) keel

profile and a spoon bow. Schooners with this spoon

bow came to be known as an “Indian Headers” because

quite a few had Native American names such as SAMOSET and SQUANTO. These boats proved safer and more

weatherly than the older clipper-bowed style of schooner, and they gained more favor as the type evolved

through the heyday of the international schooner races

of the 1920s. One of McManus’s most famous schooners

was the heartbreakingly beautiful and fast racing fisherman HENRY FORD.



In a more practical vein, McManus decided to take

on the primary causes of crewmen’s loss at life at sea:

being washed overboard while working on the bowsprit

to lower headsails in heavy seas. He borrowed from

the style of small racing boats then gaining popularity, which were built with outside ballast and no bowsprits. These new boats, which gained a reputation for

being capable of standing punishing seas, were named

“knockabouts.” McManus adapted the concept to a

schooner by extending the foredeck and employing the

spoon bow with no bowsprit.

McManus developed a new knockabout design on

speculation and placed a model of it in his shop window. It languished there for a year before construction

was commissioned by business partners Capt. William

Thomas and Cassius Hunt. (The latter, a Boston fish

dealer, was the grandfather of yacht designer C. Raymond Hunt, whose design legacy includes the Concordia yawl, the Boston Whaler, and the International

110 and 210, among many other boats). The Oxner

and Story yard of Essex built the vessel, the HELEN B.

THOMAS , launching her in 1902. Safety came initially

with a financial penalty: The extended bow was more

expensive to build but added little usable volume to

the hull. Even so, the THOMAS’s sailing qualities were

roundly praised: She could tack in 20 to 25 seconds,



mary barker



intimidating. She’s a 2005 re-creation of the large

and powerful knockabout schooners once used by the

Virginia Pilots Association. With topmasts, she has a

tall rig and is reputed to have an inventory of at least

eight different sails, compared with ADVENTURE’s

four. Clearly, ADVENTURE and her crew have their

work cut out for them today. They want to make a good

showing before the swarming spectator fleet and the

crowds that are already beginning to line the shores of

Gloucester Harbor.

When Capt. Greg Bailey arrives from the skippers’

meeting, the skies are looking deadly dark to the

westward and the crew is consulting the radar apps

on their smart phones. Thunderstorms are popping

up all along the Massachusetts coast this morning,

but the barrel-chested Bailey looks unperturbed. He’s

new to ADVENTURE but a man with plenty of experience as a tall-ship master, having recently shepherded

the replica topsail schooner AMISTAD to Puerto Rico.

And he’s not going to be alone on the quarterdeck

today. He’s joined by Jan Miles, the highly respected

captain of the replica topsail schooner PRIDE OF BALTIMORE II, who is sailing as tactician, and by Capt. Jim

Sharp of Camden, Maine, who owned and operated

ADVENTURE as a passenger schooner from 1964 until

1988 before donating her to the citizens of Gloucester. Sharp wrote about his experiences in his book,



In late August 2012, the schooner’s masts were restepped.
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The HELEN B. THOMAS of 1902 was the first schooner built to



and the journal Marine Engineering remarked that

her quickness in stays compared favorably with the

AMERICA’s Cup racers COLUMBIA and SHAMROCK .

In the photo at right, the HELEN B. THOMAS is competing in the Lipton Challenge Cup Fishermen’s Race

on August 1, 1907. Although a number of Gloucester

fishing vessels, representing a range of designers,

responded initially to the challenge posed by English

tea tycoon and yachtsman Sir Thomas Lipton, only a

small fleet appeared off Boston on race day; all were

designed by McManus.

The THOMAS didn’t win that race—perhaps

because she wasn’t pushed to her fullest. She had just

returned from fishing that morning and dashed to

the starting line after unloading her catch in Boston.

Despite this, and despite her shortcomings as a fishing vessel, she began a trend. McManus refined his

knockabout concept in later vessels such as ADVENTURE , retaining the THOMAS’s good sailing qualities while increasing buoyancy and carrying capacity

forward while doing away with the unusually upswept



w. b. jackson/peabody essex museum, salem, massachusetts



Thomas McManus’s “knockabout” concept, in which a long

forward overhang eliminated the bowsprit, and with it a

primary cause of loss of life among Gloucester fishermen.



and narrow bow—which, in the THOMAS, was possibly

the result of the builders taking some license during

construction.

—RP and MPM



With Reckless Abandon: Memoirs of a Boat-Obsessed Life

(Devereaux Books, 2007).

Nobody knows how to sail ADVENTURE better than

Sharp. At 80, Sharp looks the part of the seasoned

schooner master—tanned, fit, ready for action in his

denim shirt and khakis, with piercing blue eyes beneath

the visor of an ancient blue-and-white ball cap. Walking

with a cane, he paces his old ship, eyes focused aloft,

with his wife, Meg, at his side. He sucks on his cheeks

like a man holding strong emotions in check.



I
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t’s midmorning when ADVENTURE slides out into

Gloucester Harbor. There’s a small forest of schooner

masts rising through the misty harbor air this morning. They remind John Morris, president of Gloucester

Adventure, Inc., of the 1920s, when nearly 200 schooners hailed from this port. Morris recalls his grandfather, who sailed from Gloucester as a doryman for

more than 40 years and was lost while fishing aboard

the ORETHA F. SPINNEY. He was one of many casualties. These schooners were as dangerous as they were

beautiful. According to historian Joseph E. Garland

(see sidebar, page 88), “between 1830 and 1897, an

absolute minimum of 668 Gloucester schooners and

3,755 men sailed out never to sail back.”



Harold Burnham crafted ADVENTURE’s 65’-long main boom,

and also the gaff, which were towed by water from his yard

in Essex to Gloucester Harbor in May 2013.
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First mate Scott Spillias was among a number of crew

from the schooner AMISTAD to help get ADVENTURE’s rig

ready for sailing, in trade for shipyard tools for their own

schooner’s needs.



Morris must not be alone with weighty thoughts. As



ADVENTURE calls all hands to the halyards to raise sail



and leads a parade of more than 16 schooners past the

famous sculpture of the Gloucester Fisherman, a woman’s voice murmurs her own version of the 107th Psalm.

“Blessed are they that go down to the sea in ships, that

do business on great waters. These see the works of the

Lord, and his wonders in the deep.”



No question, ADVENTURE is in the vanguard of an

unfolding spectacle. Cannons thunder from shore. The

air fills with the scent of gunpowder. Sirens blare. A

fireboat just off the bow arcs a continuous stream of

water into the sky. On a spectator boat ambling alongside ADVENTURE, a woman belts out the lyrics to “God

Bless America,” then blows a kiss to the crew and shouts,

“I’m so proud.”

ADVENTURE motorsails out of the harbor toward the

starting line off Eastern Point with the wind still a whisper out of the southwest, a concern for a 130-ton monster

that needs a fresh breeze to make her move. Meanwhile,

it has begun to rain. The sky to the west sags, looks the

color of charcoal over Marblehead. Astern, ROSEWAY

has her topsails and fisherman staysail flying. So does

VIRGINIA as she ghosts along to leeward. To windward,

AMERICAN EAGLE schoons with ease as her crew sings,

“Heave away, haul away, we’re bound away for Australia.”

The countdown to the start begins.

“Things are about to get interesting,” someone says.

It’s hard to tell whether the bigger troublemaker

in the next two hours will be a squall or the lack of

wind. But the three captains on ADVENTURE’s quarterdeck are now in constant conference, watching the sky,

checking the direction and force of the current as they

pass lobsterpot buoys, consulting tide tables…tweaking

and retweaking the sheets, the preventers, the topping

lifts, the peak halyards. At one point, the mate shifts

everyone to the starboard side to trim the schooner.

And she goes—crisping toward the starting line with

a tiny bone in her teeth beneath the red-eyes of the

hawsepipes in her long knockabout bow.

Then the starting gun pops. ADVENTURE crosses the

line with clear air. But AMERICAN EAGLE is first over



Joseph Garland

wenty-five years is a long time to keep a community

of donors and volunteers excited about a project

that sometimes seemed to go backward rather than forward. One of the greatest forces behind ADVENTURE’s

restoration during her first decade or so in Gloucester

was the late Joseph E. Garland. Born in Brookline, Massachusetts, in 1922, Garland had deep family roots in

Gloucester where he eventually settled, raised a family,

and wrote a collection of 25 histories, biographies, and

memoirs. Two of his most notable books are Lone Voyager, about the amazing dory voyage of the lost fisherman Howard Blackburn, and Down to the Sea, The Fishing

Schooners of Gloucester.

Known not just for his books but also for his respected

column “Beating to Windward” in the Gloucester Times,



During the 1990s, Joseph Garland

was a tireless advocate for

ADVENTURE’s restoration.

COURTESY OF HELEN GARLAND



T



Garland used his prominence

to advance any number of civic

causes on the Massachusetts

North Shore. Saving the schooner ADVENTURE was at the top

of his list during the 1990s. He

kept the fire burning beneath

the project over the years

through his writings and his infectious passion for the

project. 

—RP
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Above left—Under the hands of Joanne Main, rigging is wormed in preparation for parceling and serving. Above right—With

a great deal of work needed to complete rigging preparations in time for racing, ADVENTURE had help from the schooner

AMISTAD crew, including Duane Pontius.



and to windward. ROSEWAY is hard on ADVENTURE’s

stern. VIRGINIA is starting to surge ahead to leeward.

Smaller schooners are jostling for position near AMERICAN EAGLE. This is going to be a horserace, albeit a slow

one. No one is moving faster than three or four knots.

Sandwiches and cookies appear on the cabintop for

the crew. While the three captains strategize at the

wheel and the young deckhands adjust sheets and halyards, most of the ship’s company kick back with their



lunches and tell each other that, win or lose, today is a

victory for ADVENTURE .



S



hipwright Geoff Deckebach, who recently worked

on reconstructing the windlass, tells a new acquaintance, “There were so many times, so many years,

when I wondered if I was wasting my life working on

this boat. But then things changed. There was hope

after we got the engine in her a year ago and took her



mary barker



On August 10, 2013, ADVENTURE set sail for the first time in 20 years, a red-letter day for chief rigger Barb Krasinski, in the red

shirt second from the right, front. A month later, the schooner was ready for her celebrated reappearance at the Gloucester

Schooner Festival.
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Much belowdecks work

also was required,

including reinstallation

of the original sink in

the head in the captain’s

quarters.



out under power. The

whole operation sort of

caught fire.”

Deckebach says that

a legion of people

made this day possible.

Certainly, this schooner would still be in pieces if it were not for the efforts

in recent days of local businessman Greg Bover, who

opened the metal and wood shops at his C.B. Fisk organ

company for fabricating and restoring scores of blocks

and making mast hoops.

ADVENTURE would be rotting to pieces without the

leadership of master shipwright Herman Henricksen,

who saw the schooner through a total rebuild of the

hull and deck. She wouldn’t be sailing with any hope

of Coast Guard certification to carry passengers for

hire without shipwright Tony Finocchiaro’s imaginative

solution to installing five watertight bulkheads.



This schooner wouldn’t be rigged if the crew of the

tall ship AMISTAD had not shown up a few weeks ago

to swap five days of their labor for a ship’s saw, thickness planer, tablesaw, and other tools. Wouldn’t have

an engine without James Knott Sr., owner of Riverdale Mills in Northbridge, Massachusetts, providing

the 6-71. Wouldn’t even be in Gloucester without the

generosity of Capt. Sharp, who donated her, and Joe

Garland’s decades of advocacy for public, private, and

corporate support. The people sailing aboard in this

race—and so many more—own a piece of this moment,

a piece of this chance for ADVENTURE to show what she

can do once again.

But as the schooners run for home on the final leg

of the race, ADVENTURE is losing ground. AMERICAN

EAGLE has opened up her lead, VIRGINIA is coming

on fast, and ROSEWAY looks poised to steal ADVENTURE’s wind. The former high-liner is barely moving.

This might be the time to bear off the rhumb line and

hope to pick up speed by tacking downwind. But the

three captains stop all of their previous tweaking and

just look, listen, and feel the moment. Experience has

taught them patience. As Miles says, “Wait and see what

the boat wants to do.”

ADVENTURE tells them with a sagging foresail. She

wants that sail to jibe over so she can run “wing and

wing.” Miles goes forward and oversees the jibe, which

swings the foresail out to port, where it begins to draw.
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ADVENTURE took

her place among

the schooners of

the Gloucester

Schooner

Festival in

September

2013, including

BRILLIANT, the

Sparkman &

Stephens yacht

of Mystic

Seaport.
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t Oval head brass canOe tacks

t ring thread silicOn brOnze nails

t cOpper clOut nails

t cOpper canOe nails

t brass escutcheOn pins



canadian tack and nail (2003) ltd.

431 Dundas St., Cambridge,

Ontario N1R 5R5 CANADA

Phone 519-622-0400

Fax 519-621-2098

www.canadiantackandnail.ca

E-mail [email protected]



Yacht Sails

Rigging

BUILDERS OF HIGH-QUALITY HAND-FINISHED SAILS

Full-service sail and rigging loft

P.O. Box 71, Lincoln St., East Boothbay, Maine 04544

(207) 633-5071
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On Capt. Greg Bailey’s suggestion, the crew broke out

improvised water sails consisting of tarps, sails, and anything

else they could lay hands on to coax a little more speed out

of the 130-ton schooner—and it proved enough to give her a

respectable hometown finish of second place in her class.



Slowly the schooner gains way. She gathers more speed

when the mate makes himself a human whisker pole to

hold out the jib so it can catch the faint breeze.

“Have we got any tarps?” Greg Bailey calls from the

wheel. “Get ’em out.”

Someone disappears below, then emerges with a collection of painter’s drop-cloths.

“Hang ’em out,” Bailey says.

“What’s going on?” asks one man.

But smiles are busting out all over the faces of veteran tall ship sailors. Bailey aims to make the tarps

into water sails, small sails set below the booms to catch

more wind.

Instantly, Barb Krasinski is out on the main boom

with a large sheet of shrink-wrap in hand. Another crew

is spreading a makeshift water sail beneath the foresail.

People are using their bodies as well as lanyards to hold

the tarps in place. Laughter rolls over the schooner as

everybody gets into the act. And stately ADVENTURE

morphs into a rag ship, a cartoon of blue tarps and

paint-slashed canvas. But the water sails fill. The breeze



stirs a bit more. The squall that was headed down on

Gloucester veers north, and a hazy sun appears as Capt.

Sharp’s old girl starts reeling in AMERICAN EAGLE and

holding VIRGINIA and ROSEWAY at bay.

That’s how the race ends…with a gang of crazy

people telling each other that if the race course would

have been a half-mile longer, ADVENTURE would have

won. As she crosses on the heels of AMERICAN EAGLE,

the crew of the smaller schooner gives her bigger sister

three loud cheers.

Sharp looks around his old boat, finds Meg, shoots

her a hint of a grin from beneath his gray mustache.

He told her once that he wanted to sail ADVENTURE

one more time before he dies, and he has been waiting

a quarter century for this chance. It seems the whole

crew has been sharing that dream, for Sharp and for

themselves. And today....

How sweet it is. 

Randy Peffer is the former Chesapeake editor of WoodenBoat. He’s

currently under contract with Penguin/Berkley for Diving the Last

U-Boat, a nonfiction book about six deep-wreck divers who search

for, discover, and dive on U–550 in 2012, 70 miles south of Nantucket. U–550 is the last lost U-Boat in diveable waters (300' or less)

off the U.S. East Coast.



Schooner Adventure, P.O. Box 1306, Gloucester, MA 01931–1306;

978–281–8079; www.schooner-adventure.org.



Build and Sail the

Scamp Pocket Cruiser

with John Welsford and Howard Rice



August 11–22, 2014



Photo Courtesy: Small Craft Advisor Magazine



at the

Northwest Maritime Center

in Port Townsend, WA



Learn more about John Welsford and the Scamp in the

March/April 2012 issue of WoodenBoat. Howard Rice is the

famed small boat adventurer and Cape Horn solo sailor.

For more information or to register, please contact the School at

360-385-4948 or e-mail us at [email protected]

The Northwest School of Wooden Boatbuilding is hosting

several short workshops in 2014. Check out our web site

for additional classes.



www.nwboatschool.org



/NWBoatSchool

/NorthwestMaritimeCenter
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he idea behind Sketchbook is simple: Readers send us their requirements for a new and unique boat. If

their letter is chosen, our Sketchbook designers, Laurie McGowan and Michael Schacht, will develop the

design and present it on these pages and online at www.woodenboat.com. 

—Eds.



Dear David,

When a client has a long and specific set of requirements, it is sometimes difficult to blend them into

a pleasing whole for fear that the

result would be a boat that only the

owner could love. As we began work

on what  would become  Seahawk,

we were worried that this might

be one of those cases, but happily,

the opposite occurred. We hope

the design not only meets your

requirements as a comfortable day

boat, but that it could also make

for a  flexible and simple cruiser

that is both fun and affordable to

operate.



Hull

Starting with the hull—and keeping in mind its narrow form, the

original Hand styling, and the

often bumpy seas in the afternoon

in Penobscot Bay—we decided to

go with a five-panel “warped” hull:

that is, one with a fairly deep-V forward and dead-flat at the transom.

Because there is a chance of having

a lot of weight forward of amidships,

we cut away the forefoot to avoid

“bow steering”—that is, having too

fine a bow dig in while the stern

tries to pass it, especially at speed.

Bow steering can lead to a dangerous loss of control, especially in



following seas. If the boat were

powered with only 20–40 hp, the

bow could be much deeper and

finer and the hull would really slice

the water nicely. But with 120–150

hp, or with the 175 hp you presently

have, higher-pressure water has

to be maintained just under and

ahead of the bow to keep it from

submerging too much at speed.

The warped hull shape can

result in a really nice acceleration

curve, even with various loadings,

and if done correctly can eliminate the speed hump entirely.

This means the boat should easily accelerate with little change in



LOA 30' 7" (9.32m) 

LWL 27' 9 5⁄8" (8.47m) 

Beam 7' 61⁄2" (2.30m) 

Draft 141⁄2" (0.37m) 

Displacement (full load) 5,200 lbs. (2.36t)  

Trailering weight 

1,800 lbs (0.82t) 

D/L 108 

Power 

120-150hp outboard



Seahawk is a passenger boat specifically designed for day trips for groups of up to six on Maine’s Penobscot Bay—and for

occasional overnights for a couple.
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Seahawk’s lines and appearance are inspired by William Hand’s Broncho design of the 1920s, but altered to include protected

open-air seating for six passengers, as well as easy boarding and disembarking over the transom.



trim. Would trim tabs be needed?

Not likely, given the flat run and

planned passenger loading. The

flat run means the boat could be

operated at slower speeds without

dragging the ocean behind you—

like deep-V hulls often do—and it

would naturally provide roll dampening at these speeds and especially while at rest. If you look at the

Curve of Areas in the middle of the

lines plan, you can see how it drops

down nicely as you move aft. If

the boat were a constant-deadrise,

deep-V design, the curve would

continue in a straight or even rising line from around the middle

of the boat. That would mean drag

at slower speeds. We discussed having a true spray/planing strake,



but the slight increase in efficiency

wouldn’t be worth the extra work

involved in the building process,

so we ended up having the middle

strake almost die out at the transom

(it’s still there to help the boat bank

in turns) and the way the upper

chine angles down as you move

aft should help counter the slight

upward angle of the bottom of the

hull along the centerline, which is

less than 3 degrees off horizontal.

Since you want to be able to exit

via the transom, and because the

motor takes up the center of that

area, we had to keep the working

deck on either side as wide as possible to give access. This results in a

nice planing hull shape, but it also

means abandoning most of that



lovely tumblehome seen in William

Hand’s Broncho. You should be

able to back the boat onto a beach

with little difficulty—especially if

everyone who is forward remains

there until the 4" (102mm)-deep

transom fetches up on the sand.

The transom should touch long

before the shallow skeg does. A

nice vertical-axis electric bow

winch, with just its gypsy head projecting above the foredeck, would

make backing-down Med-style very

easy. With a wireless remote control, you’d be able to stand anywhere while letting out the anchor

rode. Two big batteries would be

required: one for engine starting

and the other for the winch and

“house” needs. A bow thruster? We
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Left—The boat is meant to be powered by

a 120-150-hp engine, and should cruise at

25 knots with this power. She’ll burn approximately 14 gallons of fuel per hour at that

speed. However, a lower-power option, in the

20-40-hp range, would cruise in the low teens

while burning less than 5 gallons per hour.

Below—Seahawk’s layout includes a helm

station with a view of all of the guests, a

sheltered open-air saloon, and a head.



don’t think one would be needed

because the flat run would allow

the transom to skid in turns better

than most boats, even though the

long and narrow hull will naturally

track straighter.



Layout

We kept to your design brief: the

indoor/outdoor passenger space forward, with a step down to the cabin

where there is seating for up to eight

adults. We could not make the centerline helm work very well, so went

for pilot and co-pilot seats on pedestals. Rounding the steps on which

they’re mounted will make them

more shin-friendly, and those steps

will be helpful in getting in and out

of the boat. The wheelhouse overhang support posts will double as

handholds. Roll-up wheelhouse sides

give protection in bad weather, and

unrestricted fresh air and sunshine

in good. There’d be all-round visibility from either seat.

Your suggestion for a central

passageway in the cabin and seating down each side immediately



reminded us of Phil Bolger’s Birdwatcher design—one of our favorites. The interior headroom is just

under 5' (1,524mm), and when

seated, the visibility and fresh air

would be excellent. A dropleaf table

could easily be set in sockets between

the settees if required. We decided

to have the 8' 6" (2,590mm) settees

do double duty as berths since the

space, lighting, and air circulation

would be much nicer than what’s

available forward; there’d also be

less motion, and you wouldn’t have

to share the space with the head. We

went for a plywood cabintop (two layers of ¼"), so the framing could be

minimized and the camber built in.

We placed the fore-and-aft carlins

that support the long opening above,

rather than below, the cabintop, so

they would lessen head bonks. A

canvas top with internal battens can

be fitted over the opening, when

desired, to keep out rain and spray,

and there is a framed, lift-out central

plexiglass window in the wheelhouse

windshield; it’s held in place with

bungees or clips.



A drop board may be needed at

the step down past the helm if there

is ever weather bad enough to worry

about solid water making it to the

mid-cabin. A 20"-tall (508 mm) fullwidth bulkhead is located forward of

the motor to help keep green water

out of the cockpit. There would be a

flapper scupper on the bulkhead at

each side, and the bulkhead itself is

low enough to be easily stepped over

by most people. You could locate

that folding chair forward of this

bulkhead.

Forward of the cabin is a small

lockable fo’c’s’le that contains a

head, hanging locker, sink, and a

gimbaled one-burner stove. The

space forward of the collision bulkhead has one access cover for visual

checks, and this needs to be kept

closed when the boat is underway,

in case of collisions with logs, rocks,

or other boats. The foredeck well

drains overboard through holes

located under the lower rubrail on

each side. The anchor rode drops

through a pipe into a draining box

above the collision space, although
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Seahawk blends a number of styles: Her superstructure shows a Down East lineage, while her broken sheerline suggests a

1920s-vintage cruiser. The open passageway of her saloon is inspired by Phil Bolger’s innovative Birdwatcher sailboat design.



255 North Lincoln Avenue

Lebanon, PA 17046

Phone: (717) 270-2700

Fax: (717) 270-2702

ON THE WEB AT:

www.keystonespikes.com

BOAT/DOCK SPIKES



32 years as the country’s largest

producer of boat spikes in both plain

and hot dipped galvanized steel.

We pride ourselves on providing the

highest quality specialty products

available in today’s market.

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show
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the rode can remain in the well if

necessary to keep messes to a minimum. The forward hatch allows for

good air and light, and would allow

you to check on the foredeck from

inside the boat. We suggest that

the hatch remain closed when the

electric windlass is used.



Construction

We really like plywood, and Seahawk

is designed for plywood-epoxy construction. The bottom two planks

and the transom are of 3⁄4" (19mm)

plywood, and the mid panels and

are 5⁄8". The aforementioned collision bulkhead is 1" (25mm) thick

and located at the aft end of the

foredeck well; there are five 1⁄2"

(13mm) bulkheads along the length

of the boat, and a 3⁄4" bulkhead just

forward of the motor.



Style

Aesthetically, Seahawk is a bit of a

blend: she isn’t exactly 1920s, not

Down East–style, and not classic

1950s cabin cruiser. But she does

combine a bit of all of these. The

plumb bow, stepped sheer, and

low profile could be from the

rumrunner days, while the side

windows and outboard motor

evoke later decades. We both like

how outboard motors have developed stylistically over the past few

years and feel there’s no point in

trying to hide them. We’re not

fans of motor boxes, and like to

be able to see problems as they

arise. We hope if William Hand

had had contemporary outboard

motors and marine plywood

available, one of his boats might

have looked a bit like this one.



To view an animated rotating model of

Seahawk, please visit www.woodenboat.com

and click on the “Bonus Content” link.

Though Michael Schacht and  Laurie  McGowan have never met in person,

they enjoy collaborating on boat design.

Michael is an industrial designer with more

than 25 years of experience in the commercial pleasure-boat industry. He lives in Port

Townsend, Washington, and is best known

for his conceptual design work, which may

be viewed at proafile.com.  Laurie  is a boat

designer in Nova Scotia with a diverse onand below-water work history; he specializes

in energy-efficient commercial and pleasure boats.  More of his work may be found

at: mcgowanmarinedesign.com.

Do you have a boat concept you’d like to see

Laurie McGowan and Michael Schacht

develop on these pages? If so, send it to

Sketchbook, WoodenBoat Publications, P.O.

Box 78, Brooklin, ME 04616, or email it

to [email protected]. Your letter

should be no longer than 500 words.



Joubert



marine ply



Contact

Concannon Lumber / Wolstenholme

2060 Broadway Suite 320 - Boulder CO 80302

303-530-0435 - phone - 303-530-3742 - fax

www.wolstenholme.com



(207) 236-3561 www.gambellandhunter.net
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Ketch-Rigged 34'

Motorsailer

Handsome and steady



34' Motorsailer

Particulars

LOA

LWL

Beam

Draft 

Displacement

Sail area



34'4"

30' 11"

11' 5"

5' 1"

22,700 lbs

652 sq ft



Design by Paul Gartside

Commentary

by Mike O’Brien



T



his motorsailer comes to us

fresh from Paul Gartside’s

drawing table in Nova Scotia, Canada. She’ll perform reliably

under sail or power, and will look

fine all the while. The 34-footer

offers us the comfort and grace of

the designer’s highly regarded larger



motorsailers (see WB No. 224), but at

less than half the cost.

Despite the obvious comfort and

practicality of the type, motorsailers

appear less than popular with some

folks. More than a few recreational

sailors seem to view physical hardship and soggy discomfort as part



of their game. The designer once

counted himself among that group,

but he has found the light: “I’m

increasingly drawn to motorsailers.

Whether it’s creeping age or creeping common sense I’m not certain,

but the thought of running a boat

from a heated wheelhouse with
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Paul Gartside’s 34’ motorsailer has fairly firm bilges and 7,000 lbs of outside ballast. She’s thus both stable and commodious.



good all round visibility, fully protected from the elements, I find very

appealing.”

When Gartside first came to

North America from his native

Cornwall, England, he set up shop

in British Columbia. He tells us

this new design takes much of its

personality from the working craft

of that region: “The horseshoe or

ship-stern is a motif found in Pacific

Northwest boat architecture, a leftover from the table seiners and

salmon trollers. It’s a pretty model

and well suited to the speed range

of a sailboat or displacement motorboat.” Indeed, we find rounded

sterns on fishing boats along many

coasts. Sharp corners produced by

flat transoms can prove much in

the way when we’re working gear

over the quarters. Tugboats employ

a similar design, which allows them



to roll away from their charges easily

without inflicting damage. And, yes,

most of us find these sterns goodlooking from all perspectives…well

worth the extra hours spent on the

loft floor and in the shop.

The nicely hand-drawn hull

lines show relatively firm bilges.

These provide extra room below

and, working with 7,000 lbs of

outside ballast, will let our boat

stand up easily to her short rig.

She has strong shoulders to lean

on. That handsome bow, with just

a hint of hollow to the lower waterlines, seems sharp enough to push

smoothly through smaller waves

yet sufficiently buoyant to climb

over the big ones. As an old boatyard worker, I can tell you the long

keel and well-protected rudder will

be much appreciated in areas that

lack large Travelifts or cranes.



For sail power, Gartside chose a

gaff-ketch rig as it matches the traditional character of this boat. He

explains that it should go together

easily and avoid much of the “frightening cost” of modern spars and

hardware. No doubt it won’t show

to best advantage when beating to

windward. It will, however, reach

and run competently and with

gentle manners. If we must get to

windward in a hurry, we’ll turn the

ignition key.

This motorsailer’s relative lack of

speed to windward will be offset by its

secure handling and readily adjustable balance, permitted by many

possible sail combinations. Along

with all its advantages, the gaff-ketch

rig gives us plenty of strings to pull.

Skippers who want yet more action

might be tempted to add a jackyard

topsail, or two. As may be, I’ll suggest
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The snug accommodations include a quarter berth, two settees, and a V-berth in the fo’c’s’le. The large dropleaf table will

seat a crowd for dinner.



that we rig ratlines in the main

shrouds. These will allow a secure

route aloft for those of us who might

be a few weeks past our prime.

For internal-combustion power,

the drawings specify a four-cylinder

Yanmar diesel tucked in below the

wheelhouse. Gartside notes that

thorough soundproofing and wellsealed hatchways will “pay dividends

in crew comfort” as the engine will

reside only a few inches beneath our

feet.

Down below, the simple wellconceived accommodations reflect

Gartside’s extensive sailing experience. The large quarter berth

will prove our bed of choice when

underway. Up forward, the V-berth

(with filler piece installed) makes

a comfortable double for intimate

couples. The main cabin holds

ample bookshelves and two settees,

which face each other across a large



dropleaf table. Throughout the interior, heavy framing in hull and deck

adds to the aesthetic and gives a cozy

feeling of security. We’ll know that

this boat can take care of us.

Gartside created this design for

Sergey Kazarin, a Russian sailor who

hopes to build the boat himself. The

designer allows that this project “is

just small enough” to give the backyard builder a good chance at success. He suggests that help should

be brought aboard as the hull goes

together: “Glued construction on

this scale is a tedious business. Woodworking skill will be important here,

but perhaps less so than self discipline and steady application.”

This will be a softwood boat that

employs materials readily available

to the builder. Gartside explains:

“The wood-epoxy hull will be

planked with Siberian larch from

the north and east of Russia. If the



quality is good enough, we could

build the entire boat using little else.

Planking offcuts would end up in the

decks and joinery.”

The construction plans show

a triple-skin layup on laminated

frames. No temporary molds here.

Just about everything we build will

remain as part of the finished boat.

Planking consists of two fore-andaft layers with a diagonal course in

between. The 7⁄8" -thick inner layer

forms a solid base for the subsequent

planking. Decks and overheads will

be laminated as well. The designer

specifies that we make them “good

and thick to reduce condensation.”

The inner layer will be laid fore-andaft. Bulkheads will be of beaded paneling to match. All exterior surfaces

are to be sheathed with fiberglass

and epoxy, and then painted.

So here we have a rugged cruiser

drawn by Paul Gartside, who has
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become expert with the type…somewhat to his own surprise: “For me,

motorsailers have made an unexpected appearance; heaving into

view on the seas of imagination—

waters once dominated by schooners and cutters outward bound for

islands under the wind.” Why don’t

we see more of this type, which so

well suits the cruising available to

most folks? “I suspect it has much to

do with the persistence of these early

romantic imaginings…of our boats

and of ourselves.” 

Mike O’Brien is boat design editor for

WoodenBoat.



The motorsailer’s stout construction features laminated frames supporting a tripleskin of laminated planking—two fore-and-aft layers with a diagonal one between.

The decks are also laminated, and the bulkheads are beaded panels.



Plans from Paul Gartside Ltd., Boat Builder

and Designer, P.O. Box 1575, Shelburne,

NS, B0T 1W0, Canada; 902

– 875–2112;

www.gartsideboats.com.
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hese pages, along with the Boat Launchings section

of www.woodenboat.com, are dedicated to sharing

recently launched wooden boats built or restored by our

readers. If you’ve launched such a boat within the past

year, please write us at Launchings, WoodenBoat, P.O.

Box 78, Brooklin, ME 04616 or email us at launchings@

woodenboat.com.

Please include the following information: (1) the

boat’s length and beam; (2) the name of its design class

or type; (3) the names of the designer, builder, owner,

and photographer; (4) your mailing address along with

an email address or phone number; (5) the port or place

of intended use; (6) date of launching; and (7) a few

sentences describing the construction or restoration. We

prefer digital jpeg images at 300 dpi. Please send no

more than five photographs and enclose a SASE if you

want anything returned.



Below—After building radio-controlled boats for 55 years,

Frank Scarpino decided to build something a little bigger—

a mini-tugboat. He built a Candu E-Z Mini-Tug from plans

by Berkeley Engineering (www.berkeley-engineering.com).

SILVER FOX , 14' 3" × 7' 4", is built from plywood, Spanish

cedar, and mahogany. Frank cruises with her on the lakes in

upstate New York.



Mike Drake



Edited by Robin Jettinghoff



Craig Addis



Above—Recently Phil Beierl built an 8' × 4' pram from the

same sheet of plans his father had used to make a sailing

pram for the family in 1954. The type is a P-Dink, but the

title block on the plan sheet has been removed, so Phil

doesn’t know the designer. If you think you know, email him

at [email protected].



Nannette Rodriguez



Phil Beierl



Below— NANNETTE is a Penobscot 14 built by Steve Rodriguez

and named after his wife. Starting with plans from Arch Davis

(www.archdavisdesigns.com), Steve built the 14' × 4' 6" hull

from meranti plywood, thwarts from African mahogany, rails

from cherry, and spars from fir. Sails are by Nat Wilson of East

Boothbay, Maine. Contact Steve at [email protected].



Left—Rob Lord of Ashfield,

Massachusetts, built GENNY, a

14' 6" strip-planked Solo Portage

canoe, for fly-fishing. A dramatic feature strip of cedar and

Peruvian walnut cuts through the

eastern white cedar strips that

make up the rest of the hull. The

rails are white ash and Kentucky

black walnut. Plans are from Rob

Macks, www.laughingloon.com.
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Peter Green



Below—To complete a community service project required

by her high school in Houston, Texas, Freya Green built

this 15' 3" Six-Hour Canoe in two months, following steps in

the book Building the Six-Hour Canoe by Richard Butz et al.

(available from www.woodenboatstore.com). Freya donated

the canoe to CAMP (Children’s Association for Maximum

Potential), a summer camp for children and adults with

special needs.



Ruby Cooper



Below— EUCLID’S DREAM, because there are no right angles

in the boat, is the name of Blue Jay hull No. 7294, recently

launched by Fred Stanley of Franklin Square, New York.

The build, his first, took three years, and included a natural

hackmatack knee stamped and mailed from Nova Scotia.

Fred used that knee for the hull’s stem. Find out more about

Blue Jays at www.sailbluejay.org.



Fred Stanley



Above—Peter Cooper of El Paso, Texas, launched RUBY

on Elephant Butte Lake last summer. RUBY is a 14' Pixie

catamaran designed by Richard Woods. Peter built the stitchand-glue hull from okoume plywood and epoxy. He spliced

together several chain-link fence posts to make her mast. RUBY

is cartoppable. Plans are available at www.woodenboatstore.

com.



John Princell



Richard Maldonado



Below— Seeking to build a lightweight boat from a single

sheet of plywood, Richard Maldonado designed the 7' 6"

TARTLET. The design itself is called the Sam Pram.

Richard was influenced by Winfield Thompson’s Wee Pup,

Harry Bryan’s wheelbarrow-boat Ladybug, and Phil Bolger’s

Elegant Punt. TARTLET’s 27-lb plywood hull has a layer

of fiberglass cloth and epoxy. Richard also used salvaged

yellow pine and cedar.



Above—John Princell, of Princell Woodworks, and Eric

Jacobssen, of North Brooklin Boats (www.northbrooklinboats.

com), collaborated in the construction of this 17' 3" Owyhee

outboard dory skiff. FLATFISH, designed by Ken Swan (www.

swanboatdesign.com), is powered by a 25-hp four-stroke

Yamaha outboard. John and his wife, Catherine, fish in their

new boat near their home on the coast of Maine.
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Benjamin Mendlowitz



Below—Designer and builder David Westergard of Tusket,

Nova Scotia, launched the 28' × 10' POLLINATOR last

summer. She’s built from Alaska yellow cedar on oak

frames, fastened with hackmatack trunnels and copper

rivets. Powered by a small diesel, she’s intended as a coastal

weekender. Contact David at [email protected].



Stephen Fink



Below—When Vanessa Walthall and her father, Jody, started

building the 11' 6" SWAN, Vanessa started a blog about the

build at www.vatalanta.blogspot.com. After 18 months of

work, they launched the John Welsford design in Dickerson

Bay near their home in Tallahassee, Florida. The epoxyplywood boat carries a single lug sail. Plans are available at

www.jwboatdesigns.co.nz.



Jody Walthall



Above—Mark Bayne led six students at Cape Fear Community

College in the construction of two boats over the past

18 months. They launched a 19' × 7' Core Sound sharpie

designed by Bryan Blake (www.blakeboatworks.com) and a

20' × 5' Carolina Spritsail sharpie built from lines taken from

a boat at the Cape Fear Museum. Find out more about the

school’s boatbuilding program at www.cfcc.edu/martech.



Above—Roy Schreyer and his wife, Dianne, explore

the lakes of Ontario in this trailerable 17' × 8' × 6"

mini-houseboat. Roy designed DIANNE’S ROSE to be

a simple-to-build (stitch-and-glued marine plywood)

craft with interior furnishings that will comfortably seat

six and sleep two. She’s powered by a 9.8-hp Nissan twostroke. Write Roy for plans at [email protected].



Art Phelps



Roy Schreyer



Below—This Selkie 1740 Kayak is strip-built from redwood, white

pine, and Brazilian cherry. Art Phelps of Williamsburg, Virginia,

designed and built the 17' 4" × 2' 1" hull with a higher-than-usual

deck in front of the cockpit so he would have room to raise his

knees when he’s paddling. Contact Art at [email protected].
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Chris Taft



Below—In 2011, Chris Taft bought this 1963, 16' 5" E.M. White

runabout on MacMahan Island, Maine, where his family has

a summer cottage. He brought ENOS back to his winter home

in Louisville, Kentucky, for restoration. Chris repaired the

dashboard, windshield frame, and seats. He also did some

refastening and gave her a complete refinishing. He plans to

return ENOS to MacMahan Island soon.



D. N. Hylan & Associates



Below—Jason Krajewski of Pine Beach, New Jersey, rescued

this 50-year-old cedar Barnegat Bay Garvey from a dumpster.

With help from Harry Bryan’s articles in WB Nos. 217 and

227, and the staff at Chesapeake Light Craft, Jason replaced

the transom and hull bottom with fiberglass-sheathed

marine plywood, then added a stick-steering system.  Jason

fishes and crabs with NATIVE in Barnegat Bay.



April L. Krajewski



Above—KRISTIN, a Watch Hill 15, was recently relaunched by

D. N. Hylan & Associates in Brooklin, Maine. The 24' 6" hull

was built in 1922 at the Herreshoff Manufacturing Company,

and launched as JOSEPHINE . A marconi-rigged version of

the Buzzards Bay 15, she now sails with a fleet of her original

sisters in Noank, Connecticut. See www.dhylanboats.com for

more information.



Hints for taking good photos of your boat:

1. Pictures need to be at 300 dpi or larger to be printed in the

magazine. We also accept transparencies and high-quality

prints.

2. Clean the boat. Stow fenders and extraneous gear below.

Properly ship or stow oars, and give the sails a good harbor

furl if you’re at anchor.

3. Schedule the photo session for early, or late, in the day to

take advantage of low-angle sunlight. Avoid shooting at high

noon and on overcast days.

Chris Vadino



4. Be certain that the horizon appears level in your viewfinder.

5.  Keep the background simple and scenic. On a flat page,

objects in the middle distance can appear to become part of

your boat. Take care that it doesn’t sprout trees, flagpoles,

smokestacks, or additional masts and crew members.



Above—In 1930, Albert Palmer bought this 9' cedar-on-oak

yacht tender from the Peterborough Canoe Company. Since

then three generations of Palmers have enjoyed PUMPKINSEED at their family cottage in Desbarats, Ontario. Albert’s

grandson, Chuck Palmer, recently gave PUMPKINSEED a

thorough restoration: fixing gunwales, stem, and more. He

relaunched her last summer at the family cottage on St. Mary’s

River in Desbarats.



6. Take many photos, and send us no more than five. Include

some action shots and some of the boat at rest. Pictures in a

vertical format are also welcome.



We enjoy learning of your work—it affirms the vitality of the

wooden boat community. Unfortunately, a lack of space prevents our

publishing all the material submitted. If you wish to have your photos

returned, please include a SASE. 
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Shipping is Calculated When You Order Call Toll-Free 1.800.273.7447



NEW!



WoodenBoat



STORE



www.woodenboatstore.com



Mail Order Since 1975 • Web Orders Since 1994



Still Boat Crazy

T-shirts



WoodenBoat

celebrates its 40th

anniversary, and

we are indeed

still boat crazy,

after all these

years. As a nod to the

past, this shirt is Khaki

with Chocolate Brown

logo, like our Ts of the 70s. “Still Boat Crazy”

is silkscreened across the back, with the big

logo on front.

Small thru XL $18.95 (XXL is $21.95)

#500-PBC (Please specify size)



NEW!

WoodenBoat Polos



Choose from three great

colors: Blueberry, Navy Blue,

and Seafoam Green. All-cotton pique

mesh, they’re comfortable, classic,

with ivory threaded logo, three button

placket. Small thru XL $33.95 (XXL is

$36.95) #525-000 (Please specify size/color)



NEW! Long Sleeve Jerseys

Our not-so-subtle shirts.

They sport a super-sized

logo on the back, and a

small logo on the front.

We’ve just added Green

with Red ink, and Sand

with Blue silkscreening.

And of course, there’s still

Navy Blue. Small thru XL

$23.95 (XXL is $25.95)

#503-000

(Please specify size/color)



Opera House

Cup history and

current footage.

DVD format

60 min.

#350-66D

$19.95



NEW!



Shantyboat

times of Anna

and Harlan

Hubbard.

DVD format

75 min.

#350-67D

$25.00



Gannon &

Benjamin yard.

DVD format

96 min.

#350-64D

$24.95



What’s new(s)? Sign-up for our e-newsletter at www.woodenboatstore.com

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show
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Clothing, Boat Gear, and DVDs

WoodenBoat Navy Burgee



Navy Blue background, embroidered

White WoodenBoat logo, 12˝ x

18˝ swallow-tail design,

with two brass

grommets and

heavy nylon

bunting. #810-013



Add a bit more color

to your sailing. These

streamers are 9 feet

long, and about 3-1/2”

wide with swallow-tail

ends. Made of ripstop nylon, they have

heat-sealed edges,

and two 3/8” brass

grommets. Attach

to halyard, pigstick, or

sew to the leech of your

main.

Green #810-006



$39.95



NEW!

Royal Blue

Burgee



Royal Blue background,

White WoodenBoat

logo, made with

an acid-dye

process, Nyl-Glo™ nylon material,

for good color retention. 12˝ x 18˝, swallow-tail, brass

grommets and heavy nylon bunting. #810-001 $49.95



$12.95

Red #810-007

$12.95



Tool Totes



NEW!



Heavyweight canvas, reinforced by rivets,

super-duty bridle leather handles, and extra

layered bottoms. The interior is tall and

spacious, the exterior ringed with 8

pockets of various widths. “Built” in

North Carolina. Measures approximately 6” deep x 13” wide x 11.5”

tall.

Natural Canvas #840-005 $89.00

Waxed Canvas #840-006 $135.00



Teak Grate Side Table



These grate-top teak tables work well

on-board or in-home. Exceptionally

portable and easily stored, they slide

apart in the center, the tops drop to the

sides, and the base become a hefty

comfortable carrying handle. Top

measures 20˝ x 24˝. They’re 20˝

tall, and top is 3/4˝ thick.

#662-001 $124.00

History and

current footage.

DVD format

60 min.

#350-65D

$19.95



NEW!



An amazing

seven circumnavigations from

the 1930s to

1950s.

DVD format

77 min.

#350-68D

$29.95



Order On-Line: www.woodenboatstore.com



Streamers NEW!



1929 trip of

Irving Johnson

aboard the bark

PEKING.

DVD format

37 min.

#350-04D

$29.95



The WoodenBoat Store, Naskeag Road, PO Box 78, Brooklin, Maine 04616
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Order Digital Publications On-Line: www.woodenboatstore.com



DIGITAL PUBLICATIONS

Download these PDF files

instantly... no waiting for the

post office to deliver. Choose

from over 500 of our digital

publications.



The



WoodenBoat



STORE



www.woodenboatstore.com



Mail Order Since 1975 • Web Orders Since 1994



WoodenBoat



Epoxy Basics



Each digital issue of the magazine

is a full color PDF file, true to the

original. Choose from any of the 230+

back issues. $3.95 to $6.95 (Flash

drive, all back issues $160)



Professional BoatBuilder



Subtitled “Working with Epoxy

Cleanly & Efficiently.” If you

thought you could do a better job

with your epoxy work, you’ll no

doubt find more than enough info

within these 48 pages to help out.

The focus is on gluing, filleting, as

well as glassing and coating. The

tips and techniques are from Russell Brown, a person with experience at doing this type of thing in

a very tidy fashion. $5.99



Maritime Life & Traditions



Building Plans

from Simon Watts



It’s the trade magazine in the industry,

and we have all issues available. Select

from over 140+ magazines. $5.95

AND... you can now download

1-90, or 91 thru current, for $80.00

each

This joint venture between Le

Chasse Maree in France, and

WoodenBoat in the US resulted in

Maritime Life, which was published

for nine years. We have all 34 issues

as digipubs. $3.95 or download

all 34 issues $50.00



Choose from several proven

designs. You can print-out the

plans. Includes instruction books.

$30.00



Small Boats



This special annual hits the news

newsstand in November, and sells-out

quickly. Published since 2007 by

WoodenBoat, it always features

an awesome mix of wooden boats.

We now have eight issues. $3.95

to $6.95



The WoodenBoat Index



Our up-to-date Index is oh-so

handy to use. Keyword search, or

peruse the pages just as you would

a print book. And, after you download,

you can use even if you’re not on-line.

We’ve made it so price-friendly, you

won’t mind updating every twice in

awhile. Covers 1974’s first issue through

“current.”

300+ pages $1.95



MotorBoats magazine



We have published two issues,

2012, and 2013. The 2013 is

now only available in digital as

the print has sold out). That’s a

Van Dam skiff on the handsome

cover of the 2013 issue. $6.95



Getting Started in Boats



Designs to Inspire



Popular series of 8-page inserts bound

into WoodenBoat magazine. They cover a

wide variety of topics, and are especially

helpful to those new to the world of boating. There are now over forty issues in the

series. $1.95 each

AND, we also have 1-20 or 21-40 as

group downloads, for $35 each



Choose either Sailboats or

Powerboats (or one of each...)

culled from the book of the

same title. Approx. 90 pages

each. $8.95 each



NEW!

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show
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REVIEW



PRODUCTS • BOOKS • VIDEOS • STUFF



VICTURA



The Kennedys, a Sailboat, and the Sea

VICTURA: The Kennedys, a Sailboat, and the Sea, by James W.

Graham. Published by ForeEdge, an imprint of University

Press of New England, 1 Court St., Suite 250, Lebanon,

NH 03766. www.upne.com. Hardcover, 266 pp. $29.95.

Available from the WoodenBoat Store, www.woodenboatstore.com.



Reviewed by Stan Grayson



“E



very branch of the Kennedy family had two

lives,” writes James W. Graham, “the public

life on a global arena centered in Washington, D.C., and life at Hyannis Port where they and their

families lived next door to one another, sailed together,

and raised children.” VICTURA: The Kennedys, a Sailboat,

and the Sea, is the family’s story seen primarily through

the prism of Wianno Senior No. 94. Particularly for Jack

Kennedy, but also for his siblings to varying degrees,

VICTURA would become a metaphor for life itself.

Lessons taught by the sea and wind and a good sailboat are never forgotten. They are lessons in perseverance, responsibility, the pre-eminence of nature, the

importance of doing things properly. John F. Kennedy

drew upon the lessons he learned aboard VICTURA

throughout his too-brief life. Doubtless, his experience

sailing and swimming in the challenging waters of Nantucket Sound sustained him during the ordeal after

his PT-109, an Elco 80' torpedo boat, was rammed by a

Japanese destroyer in August 1943.

A 15-year-old student with modest grades but a brilliant

mind, it was JFK who came up with a name for the 25'

one-design yacht purchased by his father, Joseph P. Kennedy, in 1932. “Victura” is the feminine form of a Latin

word that scholars translate as “about to win,” or “about to

conquer.” While Joe Kennedy Jr., Ted, and other siblings

sailed VICTURA, the boat remains most closely identified

with JFK. He sailed her as a boy, as a man, and as President

of the United States. The boat survived groundings, a



lightning strike, the 1944 hurricane, and the 2003 Crosby

Boatyard fire. For years now, VICTURA has been displayed

seasonally (unfortunately outdoors with minimal interpretation) at the JFK Presidential Library and Museum.
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Growing up a Kennedy meant great privilege but it

also meant trying to meet the high expectations of Joe

and Rose Kennedy. The author quotes from Michael

O’Brien’s 2005 John F. Kennedy: A Biography. O’Brien

wrote that Rose Kennedy said her husband’s mantra was

“We don’t want any losers around here.... Don’t come in

second or third—that doesn’t count—but win.” Indeed,

the Kennedy children were driven to succeed. Joe Jr. and

JFK, in particular, were always competing. Possibly, Joe

Jr.’s death at the controls of a highly modified, explosivesladen B–24 (not a B –17 as the text says) was part of his

drive to outdo younger brother Jack, by then a war hero.

Although VICTURA and JFK are the central focus of

the book, the importance of sailing in the lives of JFK’s

siblings, and their families, is also explored. “Somewhere in their minds, throughout their lives, Jack and

his brothers and sisters were always at sea,” concludes

the author. There are chapters entitled “Bobby and

Ethel,” “Eunice,” and “Ted.” Readers learn of the family’s other Wianno Seniors: RESOLUTE, HEADSTART,

PTARMIGAN, DINGLE, and a second VICTURA built for

Ted Kennedy in 1975. One cannot fail to be impressed

by how much use these Wianno Seniors got. “We went

every day,” Mark Shriver told the author, “I mean even if

it was howling out there.” This, it turns out, was typical

of other family members, as well.

The book includes some noteworthy photographs. A

1933 image of VICTURA, famous for her dark blue hull,

reveals she was originally painted white. Another photo

shows JFK and Jackie rigging a wooden Sailfish. It’s an

image that suggests JFK knew the beauty of sailing in its

purest, simplest form. The iconic cover photo of JFK and

Jackie on VICTURA’s foredeck was shot by Hy Peskin,



Sports Illustrated’ s first staff photographer, whose dramatic

work is celebrated to this day.

While non-sailor readers won’t notice, sailors will encounter consistent awkwardness or missteps in language

and matters relating to boats. Sailors would understand

that bending on a jib involves attaching the sheets, hanking the sail to the forestay, and shackling on the halyard.

But the text says bending the jib “means tying a line to

the foresail’s peak.” On boatbuilding: “In earlier years

they [the Crosbys] would cut tree branches that had

grown in the angled or curved shapes they needed. They

replaced that with wood steaming and bending techniques.” The finding of natural crooks useful for certain

structural components and steam bending are two different subjects. Apparently unaware that the Senior fleet

had experimented unsuccessfully and rejected marconi

rigs in the 1920s, the author writes: “Owner’s arguments

in defense of the gaff rig sound like a defense of the

pope’s worldview in the time of Galileo.” Enough said.

Given the book’s many footnotes, it’s a tribute to the

author that the text flows along in a reasonably lively fashion. It’s clear that significant time was spent on research

including family papers and interviews. I believe, however,

that some of the secondary sources are less reliable than

others regarding specific matters, though few will notice.

A well-done index makes finding subjects of interest easy.

In Chapter One, we learn that on the last night of his

life, in a Dallas hotel room, President Kennedy made

“a simple pencil drawing of a little sailboat, beating

through the waves.” For JFK, sailing was not only a metaphor for life but a refuge from it.

As the book makes clear, sailing-related images and

language informed much of JFK’s writing and, often,

his speeches. VICTURA is prefaced by Alfred Lord Tennyson’s poem Ulysses, a favorite of both JFK and Jackie.

“Come my friends,” says the poem’s narrator, “’Tis

not too late to seek a newer world.” For readers, this

book may serve as an introduction to the world of John

Fitzgerald Kennedy, his family, and the beautiful blue

sailboat at the center of it all.

Stan Grayson is a regular contributor to WoodenBoat. His latest book, The Wianno Senior Story: A Century on Nantucket

Sound, was reviewed in WB No. 237.
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The

TillerClutch

Reviewed by John Tuma



T



he TillerClutch from WaveFront, Inc. is a nifty

solution to the age-old problem of tending

the tiller while sailing shorthanded or eating a

sandwich. It is ideal for small boats that lack the battery power to support a tiller-mounted autopilot, and

would complement an autopilot on a larger tillersteered boat as a means of conserving battery power.

As with most passive steering systems, the TillerClutch

is at its best when the boat is sailing at or above a beam

reach in reasonably steady conditions. However, it is

better downwind than most passive solutions because

of its unique lever engagement and the speed with

which small adjustments can be made.

The clutch mounts neatly under the tiller with two

wood screws. A control line passes through the clutch

to eyestraps mounted on the coamings or the back

of the cockpit, and is held in position with jam cleats

(“V” cleats, in the product literature). Cam cleats are

an alternative to the jam cleats, and neither option is

included in the kit. Cam cleats, in my opinion, would

be a better choice, and worth the extra investment.

The TillerClutch is machined from anodized aluminum with passivated stainless steel internal parts. It is

attractive, and would not look out of place on a boat

with a yacht-level finish. The lever action is positive

but does not require any extra effort to release the

clutch when under load.

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show
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I mounted a TillerClutch on my Chebacco daysailer—the wonderful 20' cat-yawl designed by Phil Bolger.

Installation, including the time spent determining

where I wanted the eyestraps and jam cleats, took a

little over an hour. The instructions are clearly written, in English, and the accompanying drawings are

Schedule includes all significant classic events,

regardless of series affiliations.

Most include a Friday evening reception, racing on Saturday,

and an awards dinner on Saturday or Sunday evening.

Some also include a Sunday race.



July — l.I. Sound

July 12-13: Classics at 116th Annual larchmont

Race Week

Larchmont Yacht cLub



For More Info: http://www.larchmontyc.org,

[email protected]



MId AuguSt — MASSAChuSettS

Aug. 9-10: Corinthian Classic yacht Regatta

corinthian Yacht cLub, marbLehead



For More Info: www.corinthianclassic.org

[email protected]



Aug. 17: 42nd Annual opera house Cup

nantucket, ma



For More Info: www.operahousecup.org

[email protected]



lAte AuguSt — BRIStol / neWpoRt

Aug. 22-24: the herreshoff Classic yacht

Rendezvous and Regatta



(Includes “the living Boat Show” on Friday)



herreshoff marine museum, bristoL, ri

For More Info: www.herreshoff.org

(Dockage avail: [email protected])



Aug 30–31: 35th Annual Museum of yachting

Classic yacht Regatta

newport, ri



For More Info: www.MoY.org, [email protected]



SepteMBeR / oCtoBeR — l.I. Sound

Sept. 13: Indian harbor Classic yacht Regatta

indian harbor Yacht cLub, Greenwich ct

For More Info: www.IndianHarborYC.com

Shelia Graves: [email protected]



Sept. 20-21: greenport Classic yacht Regatta &

Maritime Festival

Greenport, nY



For More Info: www.SailGreenport.org

Jeff Goubeaud: [email protected]



Sept. 27: heritage Cup Regatta and Rendezvous



hempstead harbor cLub, hempstead harbor, nY

For More Info: www.Heritagecup.org

Michael Emmert: [email protected]



oct. 5: American yacht Club Classic Regatta

american Yacht cLub, rYe nY

Samuel Croll: [email protected]



oct. 11–13 new york Classic Week



manhattan Yacht cLub, manhattan, nY

For more info: www.nyharborsailing.com

Michael Fortenbaugh: [email protected]



The TillerClutch’s control lines are best led to eyes that align

athwartships with the tiller’s pivot point, so the tiller may be

lifted at will.



clear and concise. I placed the TillerClutch a little farther aft on the tiller than specified, but I wanted to

stay clear of the tiller extension and avoid weakening

the tiller from too many screw holes drilled in close

proximity right down the center.

Care must be taken when installing the control line

and eyestraps. Ideally the eystraps would be mounted

in an athwartship line with the tiller pivot so the tiller

can be raised without loosening the control line. On

my Chebacco this was not possible, since the bulkhead

at the aft end of the cockpit is forward of the rudderpost. In addition, I have cockpit cushions, and the eyestraps and cleats had to be mounted high enough so

the cushions would not interfere with the control line.

With the TillerClutch in place, I spent the rest of

the day and much of the next testing the unit. Winds

ranged from 0 to 15 knots, mostly in the 7–8 knot

range. The water was flat, although the occasional

ferry wake offered the opportunity to test the unit in

waves.

According to the product literature, the clutch

mechanism is calibrated so it can be overpowered in

emergencies or to relieve stress on the steering system

when sailing in heavy conditions. I tried this feature at

the dock, but did not have an opportunity to test it in

more dynamic conditions.

Sailing close-hauled, the TillerClutch performed

well in winds above 7 knots. In lighter winds it was

quick to set and adjust, but hard to set accurately be-



Sponsored by WoodenBoat
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cause there was so little helm. In very light conditions I

found it easier to set the clutch and adjust the mizzen

in or out slightly to hold a steady course. In 12 knots

of breeze, the TillerClutch really started to shine. My

boat would self-steer even through the ferry wakes, and

at one point I was able to leave the tiller tied off for

over four minutes. I am sure the TillerClutch would

have held a steady course for longer, but I was obliged

to tack because of a rapidly approaching seawall.

The TillerClutch was less useful on a broad reach

or a run, points of sail that require frequent steering

adjustments to maintain a steady course. Even so, I was

able to leave the tiller for brief periods—long enough

to get the fenders out of the locker or get a drink out

of the cooler without the boat wandering too far off

course, as it would have done if the tiller were left

completely untended. With the sails down and the motor driving the boat, the TillerClutch worked very well.

After two days of trials, I was very pleased with the

TillerClutch. It is not the least expensive solution to

the problem of self-steering, but it is much better than



Hands free sailing: The author demonstrates the simplicity of

the TillerClutch’s operation aboard his 21’ Chebacco Boat.



tying a line across the cockpit—or any of the other

commercially available products that I have tried. The

TillerClutch comes in two models, the standard TillerClutch for small boats up to 27', and the TillerClutchX

for larger tiller-steered boats. Both models carry a lifetime warranty.

John Tuma is a boatbuilder working in Alameda, California.

TillerClutch prices range from $77.59 to $87.89. For more information, contact WaveFront, Inc., P.O. Box 1632, Pittsboro, NC 27312;

www.wavefrontmarine.com. WaveFront, Inc. is currently developing

a bronze version of the tiller clutch in conjunction with J.M. Reineck

& Son (www.bronzeblocks.com). Instructions for a shop-made tiller

control appear on page 44.
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HOW TO

REACH US

TO ORDER FROM OUR STORE:



To order back issues, books, plans, model kits, clothing, or our

catalog, call The WoodenBoat Store, Toll-Free, Monday through

Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. EST (Saturdays, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00

p.m. EST.)



1-800-273-SHIP (7447) (U.S. & CANADA)

207-359-4647 (Overseas)

24-Hour FAX 207-359-2058

Internet: http://www.woodenboatstore.com

Email: [email protected]

Internet: http://www.woodenboat.com

At www.woodenboat.com follow the link to WoodenBoat Subscriptions to order, give a gift, renew, change address, or check

your subscription status (payment, expiration date).



TO ORDER A SUBSCRIPTION:



1-800-877-5284 (U.S. and Canada)

1-818-487-2084 (Overseas)

Internet: http://www.woodenboat.com



WoodenBoat is now

available in digital format.

Go to

www.woodenboat.com



TO CALL ABOUT YOUR SUBSCRIPTION:



If you have a question about your subscription, an address

change, or a missing or damaged issue, call Toll-Free,

Monday through Friday, 5:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., PT:



1-800-877-5284 (U.S. & CANADA)

1-818-487-2084 (Overseas)



TO CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS:

Either call 1-800-877-5284 or write to our subscription department (address below) AS SOON AS YOU KNOW YOUR NEW

ADDRESS. Please don’t depend on your post office to notify

us. Please give us your old address as well as your new when you

notify us, and the date your new address becomes effective.



TO CALL OUR EDITORIAL, ADVERTISING,

AND BOAT SCHOOL OFFICES:

Monday through Thursday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., EST:

207-359-4651; FAX 207-359-8920



TO WRITE:

For subscriptions:



For anything else:



WoodenBoat

Subscription Dept.

P.O. Box 16958

N. Hollywood, CA 91615-6958



WoodenBoat

P.O. Box 78, 41 WoodenBoat Lane

Brooklin, ME 04616

<[email protected]>



OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTION OFFICES:

Australia and New Zealand



Australia New Zealand

Boat Books

Dollars

Dollars

31 Albany Street

1 yr

$50.00

$57.50

Crows Nest 2065 NSW

2 yrs

$98.00

$108.00

Australia

3 yrs

$142.00

$150.00

Telephone: (02) 9439 1133

Fax: (02) 9439 8517 · Email: [email protected]

Website: www.boatbooks-aust.com.au



Europe



Evecom bv

Postbox 19

9216 ZH Oudega (Sm)

The Netherlands

Telephone: (0) 512 371999

Email: [email protected]

Website: www.evecom.eu



1 yr

2 yrs

3 yrs



Holland/

Germany

EUR 36.00

EUR 69.00

EUR 100.00



Books Received

The Mover: The Travels of Charles Wilkins in 1838, by John

Gardner Wilder. Xlibris Corporation, 1–888–795–4274;

[email protected]. 312 pp., paperback, $22.98. ISBN:

978–1–4836–1581–3. A novel based on the actual diary of a

passenger traveling from Liverpool, England, to the midwestern

United States in 1831.

How Dark the Night, by William C. Hammond. Published

by the Naval Institute Press, 291 Wood Rd., Annapolis, MD

21402, www.usni.org. 256 pp., hardcover, $34.95. ISBN:

978–1–61251–467–3. The latest novel in Hammond’s series of

historic novels in the vein of C.S. Forester and Patrick O’Brian.



ON-LINE SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES:



To order a subscription (new, renewal,

gift) call Toll-Free, Monday through

Friday, 5:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., PT:



Woodenboat Review



United

Kingdom

GBP 32.00

GBP 61.00

GBP 88.50



(CE tax included)



East Sails West: The Voyage of the Keying, 1846 –1855 by

Stephen Davies. Published by Hong Kong University

Press, The University of Hong Kong, Pokfulam Road,

Hong Kong, www.hkupress.org. 376 pp, $50. ISBN: 978–

988–8208–20-3. An account of the voyage to England, via

New York, of a Chinese junk purchased in Hong Kong by British investors after the signing over of Hong Kong.

Sextant: A Young Man’s Daring Sea Voyage and the Men

Who Mapped the Word’s Oceans, by David Barrie. 340 pp.,

$25.99. ISBN 978–0–06–22734–7. A tribute to the navigation instrument, told through the author’s own transatlantic

passage, and woven with accounts of historical voyages of discovery, adventure, and survival.

*Marlinspike Sailor’s Knots and Crafts, by Barbara Merry.

International Marine/McGraw-Hill Education, P.O. Box

547, Blacklick, OH 43004. 102 pp., $18. ISBN 978–0–07–

178998-1. Decorative and funtional projects from a master of

ropework—and WoodenBoat contributor.

Left to Die: The Story of the Newfoundland Sealing Disaster,

by Gary Collins. Flanker Press, P.O. Box 2522, Station

C, St. John’s, NL A1C 6K1. 342 pp., $26.95. ISBN 978–

1–77117–328-5. Told to the author by the last living survivor

in 1971, this is an account of a 1914 seal hunt in which 78

hunters lost their lives.

Semper Fidelis: 50 Years of the Ocean Greyhound, by Sandra Gorter. Boat Books Ltd., 22 Westhaven Dr., Auckland City, New Zealand. 172 pp., NZ$24. ISBN 978–0–

9875265–1–9. The life and times of one of New Zealand’s most

famous wooden racing yachts (see WB No. 222).

The Last of the Ice Hunters, by Shannon Ryan. Flanker

Press, P.O. Box 2522, Station C, St. John’s, NL A1C 6K1.

460 pp., $21.95. ISBN 978–1–77117–316–2. An oral history of Newfoundland’s seal-hunting industry.

The Buffalo Waterfront: A History in Pictures, by William

E. Kae. Lower Lakes Marine Historical Society, 66 Erie

St., Buffalo, NY 14202. 225 pp., $24.95. ISBN 978–0–

9796632–2–2. In words and photographs, a 120-year history

of the waterfront of Buffalo, New York. 

*Available from The WoodenBoat Store, www.wooden

boatstore.com
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VINTAGE BOATS

and SERVICES



The Legacy

from 1908 continues....

We still build boats with the same designs from the golden era of wooden boats.



2014 26' Miss APBA Racer



2013 30' Heritage Series Triple Cockpit Runabout



In 1923 John L. Hacker published the design

for this Racer in Motor Boating magazine, to

encourage the sport of boat racing.



The beauty and grace of this remarkable runabout epitomizes the HackerCraft legacy. The advent of the forward cockpit proved to be a revolutionary

design which set the standard for runabouts that followed.



Call us at 866-540-5546



Silver Bay, NY ~ www.hackerboat.com
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Reproductions of the ﬁnest

watercraft ever produced.



Traditional construction with modern materials.

Exact detailing in all aspects, steering wheels,

controls, instrumentation, etc. Small family shop

ensures superb quality control. No fluff, no dreams,

just beautiful, faithfully reproduced boats at an

attractive price. Many models from 20 to 30 feet.



ish ros



F

B

MaRiNE SERvicE



6 Newcomb Street, Queensbury, NY 12804

518–798–4769 • [email protected]

www.fishcustomboats.com



Check out a variety of



Now

taking

orders

for

delivery

in 2014



Vintage Boats



at the

rd



The 23 Annual



Mystic Seaport, Mystic, CT • June 27-29, 2014 • 9am–5pm daily

Tickets & Info: www.TheWoodenBoatShow.com



Van Cort Gallery



Selling and Repairing a Variety

of Vintage Telescopes

[email protected]



(413) 537-0100



WWW.VANCORT.COM

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show
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BOATBROKERS

FREE E-Newsletter!



1. Go to www.woodenboat.com

2. Click

Stay in

touch

with ALL

we do!

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



FOR SALE BY OWNER

Th e 1 9 3 0 J o h n A l d e n S c h o o n e r

{Design No. 458}



70’ loa • 61’ lod • sail area 2,200 sq. ft

Full compliment of sails & equipment

On the market after 30 years of ownership,

this meticulously maintained schooner is currently

available for sale by owner. Located in San Diego,

California, USA, Dauntless has been featured on

several covers and issues of Sailing Magazine, Wooden

Boat, Nautical Quarterly and Santana magazines.

Dauntless has a competitive record including

races from San Diego to Hawaii, biannual Master

Mariners Regattas, and numerous races and cruises

along the California coast.



History, Specifications, Gallery

& Contact Information



www.schoonerdauntless.com

Photos ~ Bob Grieser
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BOATBROKERS



50’ 1962 CUSTOM

PHILIP RHODES

DESIGN



ROWENA

This is a very special, custom, well known Philip Rhodes

Design, Hull 748, former One-Design Racer, and the

successor to the keel version of Thunderhead.

ROWENA, built by W. F. Stone & Son Boatyard in Alameda,

California, is carvel planked (mahogany over oak) and

bronze fastened with bright spruce spars and teak decks.

ROWENA recently underwent a thorough refit including new electronics, new standing and running rigging, her timber varnish mast was inspected, etc. She has sailed

extensively throughout the South Pacific, performs well and is extremely comfortable

above and below decks. She is ready to satisfy the most discriminating buyer.



CONTACT JIM ELLIOTT: (949) 642-5735  [email protected]

Offered by Ardell Yacht and Ship Brokers



PAGE TRADITIONAL BOATS

CUSHING, MAINE



www.PageTraditionalBoats.com

Call Bill Page 207-749-0208

[email protected]



DELIVERANCE: a Nearly New 43' Fantail Stern Long Range

Cruising Vessel, completed to high quality standards in 2011

by D.N. Hylan & Associates. She has proven to be a very

comfortable cruising boat for a couple with occasional guests,

and has a range of 1100 to 1200 miles. Her power is a fully

rebuilt Gardner slow turning diesel which makes her especially

quiet and smooth running. Draft is 3' 8" thus ideal for cruising

shoal water areas. DELIVERANCE is very well fitted out and is

being offered for sale at far below replacement cost.

Location: Maine

Offering Price: $470,000

Please call Bill Page for more details, and view our website for

the vessel’s complete description with full photographs.



www.PageTraditionalBoats.com
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David Jones Yacht Brokerage



Classic Wooden Boats



1927



P.O. Box 898, Rockport, ME 04856

207-236-7048 Fax 207-230-0177 Email: [email protected]



A FULL SERVICE BOATYARD SINCE 1927



P.O. BOX 9, TOWN CREEK, OXFORD, MD 21654



www.davidjonesclassics.com



www.cuttsandcase.com 410-226-5416 [email protected]



VIXEN



BOATBROKERS



CUTTS & CASE

SHIPYARDSINCE



FOX



Ralph Wiley built,

strip-planked, cutter-rigged,

Tancook Whalers FOX and

VIXEN are available for sale.



INQUIRE

Cutts and Case Shipyard



DESIGNERS & BUILDERS OF FINE WOODEN YACHTS



DIRIGO II—1939 John Alden topsail schooner, 74'4"

LOA, built by Goudy & Stevens and completely

restored by her present owner. This handsome and

proven gaff-rigged vessel has circumnavigated the

globe twice. Survey available. (WA)



Hull 518



2011 26' Sportabout



Buy a pre-owned or demo with conﬁdence,

direct from the factory!

Hull 32

Hull 405

1989 30' Triple Cockpit Runabout



Hull 550

2013 30' Sport Custom



Hull 540

2013 27' Tommy Bahama Edition



2002 27' Runabout



Ready for purchase at our showrooms!



Contact us today for prices and our full current inventory.



313 N. Bryan Road * Dania Beach, FL 33004 * 954-927-0903



www.hackerboat.com



8 Delaware Avenue * Silver Bay, NY 12874 * 866-540-5546
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BOATBUILDERS

Traditional Boat, LLC

Give your wooden boat the care she deserves

Our specialty is wooden boat

construction, restoration

and repair.

We are a full service

wooden boat yard.

Our reasonable rates

($38/hr) make it all

possible.



Recent Project:

Restoration of 56' Nimphius

Schooner Sadie G Thomas



www.mainetraditionalboat.com



ABYC Certiﬁed Marine Systems (207) 322-0157 Unity, Maine
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New 28' Whaleboat and 14' Catboat



Beetle Cat® Boat Shop

Traditional wooden boat building and restoration

from skiffs to 50' power and sailboats.



Sole Builder of the Beetle Cat Boat



32' Noank Schooner Restoration



WE OFFER



BOATBUILDERS



New Boats • Used Boats

• Storage • Parts

• Repairs • Maintenance



BEETLE, INC.

Beetle Cat — Celebrating 93 Years



3 Thatcher Lane

Wareham, MA 02571

Tel 508.295.8585

Fax 508.295.8949

www.beetlecat.com



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



www.adirondack-guide-boat.com

“One pull on the long graceful oars and it all came

back. It was like dancing again with a long lost love”



•



Willem Lange, Guideboat Memories



Cedar Guideboats • Cedar Guideboat Kits

Kevlar Guideboats • Vermont Fishing Dories

Vermont Packboats



Free DVD

on request



6821 RT 7, N Ferrisburgh, VT 05473

802-425-3926 • [email protected]

Like us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/guideboat1

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show
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H I S T O R I C



C R A F T S M A N S H I P



Seal Cove Boatyard, Inc.

BOX 99 / HARBORSIDE, MAINE 04642

TEL: 207-326-4422 / FAX 207-326-4411



You Will Find Us

Personable, Knowledgeable

and Skilled in a Broad

Range of Services

RESTORING AND CONSTRUCTING

HISTORIC AND CLASSIC WOODEN BOATS

Same

Folks...It’s the

That’s Right,

Railway

She’s Off the



Boat.



www.tumblehomeboats.com

518.623.5050



E-mail: [email protected] • www.sealcoveboatyard.com



6,000 Sq Ft Boatshop • Route 28, Southern Adirondacks

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



On Portage Bay since 1927



“ YAC H T I N G A S I T WA S I N T EN D ED TO B E ”



Jensen

Motorboat Corp.



1417 NE Boat St.

Seattle, WA 98105



MATHIS



&



BOATBUILDERS



DESPERATE LARK - Herreshoff, 1903.

In Our Care for Over 40 Years



MCMILLEN



MATHIS YACHT BUILDING COMPANY, LLC

YACHT BUILDING

YACHTS, INC.

COMPANY, LLC

FRACTIONAL YACHT OWNERSHIP



CLASSIC WOODEN NEW BUILDS

CONTEMPORARY COMPOSITE HULLS

www.mathisyachts.com



RESTORATIONS & MANAGEMENT

www.woodenyachts.com



Phone: 206-632-7888



e-mail: [email protected]



→

→

→

→

→

→

→

→



Hull & cabin repair, refit & restoration

electrical & systems repair & installation

Interior joinery & custom cabinetry

Mast & rigging installation & repair

Complete painting & varnish work

structural & finish woodworking

Fiberglass & gel coat repair

Welding & metal fabrication



Photos: Alison Langley



[email protected]

Tel: 401.846.5557

P.O. Box 99 Newport, Rhode Island 02840
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YACHT•YARD



BOATBUILDERS



P



E N D L E T O



N



Don’t Be Afraid



To Put It In The Water



R e b u i l d e r s o f C l a s s i c Ya c h t s



525 Pendleton Point Rd. • Islesboro, ME 04848

(207) 734-6728 • www.pendletonyachtyard.com

www.quicksilvermaine.com



Handmade Small Boats by Nick Schade

www.WoodenKayaks.com

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



Taylor & Snediker

Yacht Restoration, LLC



Restoration

and Preservation of

Antique and Classic

Wooden Boats

207.882.5038

edgecombboatworks.net



22 Mechanic St., Pawcatuck, CT 06379

tel: (860) 599-0800 fax: (860) 599-4626

e-mail: [email protected]

website: www.lvjwinchesusa.com

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



An organization dedicated to the wishing for,

researching of, locating, saving, placing, learning

about and dreaming of wooden boats.



All boats are free.

www.woodenboatrescue.org



Offering Wooden Boat Restoration Classes



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show
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D.N. Hylan & Associates



Classic designs

rendered for the

twenty-first

century



Boatbuilders



Visit our website



DHylanBoats.com

You might discover that



Custom Design

&

Construction

is well within your reach



LLC



MP&G



WOOD BOATBUILDING

YACHT RESTORATION

AMORITA



RECENTLY COMPLETED

Cabin, rig and rudder work on

N.Y. 32 SALTY



NY-30



SallyAnne Santos



Structural work on

Watch Hill 15 VIKING #885



929 FLANDERS ROAD, MYSTIC CT 06355

TEL



860–572–7710



BOATBUILDERS



CURRENT PROJECTS

Restoration of

Buzzard’s Bay 25 MINK #733

Restoration of

Buzzard’s Bay 15 MARIBEE #731



Celebrating 65 Years



www.mpgboats.com



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



STEVE CAYARD

TRADITIONAL MAINE BIRCHBARK CANOES



www.stevecayard.com



[email protected] 207–683–2841

Wellington, Maine



The Art of Restoration



Lowell

Boats



Gary Lowell



Award Winning Classic Boat Restorations

Boat Building to ABYC Standards

Accredited Marine Surveyor



AMS®, SAMS, Member ABYC



Greensboro, NC • 336-274-0892 • www.Lowell.to/boats



Celebrating 65 Years



Offering a full range of services since 1946.

Storage available for this winter.

Register your Crocker Design at



www.CrockersBoatYard.com

Manchester, Massachusetts



•



888-332-6004



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show
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KITS

KITS & PLANS

PLANS



Build one of our 95 award-winning boat kits, like the Kaholo Stand-UP PaddleBoard. More than 30,000 boats built from ClC kits and plans!

visit



clcboats.com



for much more or call



410-267-0137



for a free catalog



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show
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S



am Devlin’s “Stitch-and-Glue” boat designs bring

together the beauty of wood and the durability of

composites. An already easy construction method is

made easier with the help of Devlin’s Wooden Boat

Building book and Wooden Boat Building video.



“Dunlin 22”



We offer a full line of plans: dinghies, daysailers,

pocket cruisers, motorsailers, powerboats 8-45 ft.



www.DevlinBoat.com

Devlin Designing Boatbuilders

3010 37th Ave., SW

Tumwater, WA 98512

Phone: (360) 866-0164

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



KITS & PLANS



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show
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FiberglassSupply.com



KITS & PLANS



Materials:

Kits and Plans:

• Vacuum Bagging Supplies

• 11’ Hollow Wooden Stand Up 

• Epoxies

Paddleboard, Kit Only



System Three®

• 18’ Hollow Wooden Unlimited 



WEST System®

Paddleboard, Kit or Plans



MAS® Epoxies

• Surfboard Frame Kits for Strip 

• Reinforcements

Plank Surfboard Building



Fiberglass Cloths

• And More!!!



Carbon Fiber

Check us out at:



Aramids

www.fiberglasssupply.com

• See our Full Catalog Online

Burlington, Washington - www.fiberglasssupply.com - Toll Free 877.493.5333 - Fax 360.757.8284
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T37s Racing at Seattle Yacht Club

over 1800 T37s sailing today



Heritage 23 Kit

A new plywood lapstrake Mackinaw

boat kit for the Great Lakes.

Blue

Hill,

Maine

pricing & ordering:



www.modelsailboat.com



[email protected] • 1-207-460-1178

www.cnc-marine-hewesco.com/boatkits.html



Tippecanoe Boats



kit details:



the finest wooden model sailboats



http://heritage-23.org

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



NUTSHELL PRAM

Thousands Built • Joel White Designed • 7’7” or 9’6” • Build from Plans or Kits



The WoodenBoat Store • PO Box 78 • Brooklin, ME 04616 • 1.800.273.7447



Order On-line: www.woodenboatstore.com



The



KITS & PLANS



Full-Sized PlanS



and comPrehenSive

inStruction manualS



95 AWARD-WINNING DESIGNS • EPOXY, MARINE PLYWOOD, EEPOXY, AND MORE • ChESAPEAkE LIGht CRAft • CLCbOAtS.COM/PLANS



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show
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RAFTINGS

Building Badger



& THE BENFORD SAILING DORY DESIGNS

by Jay Benford & Pete Hill



Pacific Catalyst II, inc.



Expeditions in the Pacific Northwest



Detailed building photos and

info on 34' Badger. 20 cruising

dory designs, 19' to 45', with

detailed drawings in the book

and many photos.

Order at tillerbooks.com or call

410-745-3235. Also check out

www.benford.us for more info on these

designs and scores of other designs.



192 page 8½" x 11" book. $25.00 plus shipping/handling.



A small ship adventure

aboard the MV Catalyst

in SE Alaska provides a

lifetime of memories!

NEW! On the MV Westward



Bunk & Breakfast and Day Cruises

in the San Juan Islands

Summer 2014



www.pacificcatalyst.com



u



(360) 378–7123



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



Gig Harbor Boat Works

Rowing &

Sailing

Craft



Your Home Downeast...



16' 5" Melonseed

Building 9 different traditional small craft designs from

8’ to 17’ in fiberglass composite construction.

• Over 2,500 hand-built, custom boats shipped since 1987.



www.ghboats.com



 A convenient place in Downeast Maine to haul-out in the

fall, and to cruise the Northeast in the summer.

 Cruise our area and enjoy its beauty, peace, and quiet;

its seafood and its people.



Expert Wood & Fiberglass Repair and Restoration • Outdoor Storage

www.jonesportshipyard.com

(207) 497-2701



(253) 851-2126
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THE GOOD LIFE BY THE SEA



196 Perkins Street, Castine, Maine



View a comprehensive PDF presentation including over

70 photos each with descriptive information

at saltmeadowproperties.com.



The discerning will revel

in the quality and creative

reconstruction of this circa 1807

home. Enjoy harbor and island

views from this 3,300 sq ft home

in the historic village of Castine

that BARRON’s designated in

2012 as one of the Top 20 Best

Places For Top-Tier Second

Homes. Attached “Barn” living

area, screened gazebo, wrap/

around porch; 2/3 acre yard/

mature shade trees, chlorinated

and filtered pond, 4 new

fireplaces, 4 large bedrooms/

en suite baths, new kitchen, 19'

dining room, new mechanical

and electrical systems. $998,000



Traditionally Built Small Craft



Searsport, Maine

Searsport, Maine



cottrellboatbuilding.com | 207. 548. 0094

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



cottrellboatbuilding.com | 207. 548. 0094



Drop anchor...

Join the group!

YOUR AD HERE



$300/issue



(with one-year (6×) contract)



$350/issue

(individually)



Email [email protected],

or call 207–359–7714



DON’T MISS

THE BOAT

Complement your print ad

with a listing in our Online

MarketPlace Classifieds!

Easy, Affordable, Effective!  

Contact Tina for details: 

[email protected]



www.woodenboat.com
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CLASSIFIED



To place a Classified Ad: visit our website www.woodenboat.com; email [email protected];

or call our Classified Ad Manager at (207) 359–7714.



Deadline for the September/October issue: July 7, 2014

REPAIR, RESTORATION, STORAGE,

and Surveys. Low overhead and low

rates, 35 years experience. MICHAEL

WARR BOATWORKS, Stonington,

ME, 207–367–2360.



WoodenBoat

School

RATING 34 YEAR

LEB

S!

CE



THE DORY SHOP—Custom-built

small boats and Lunenburg dories

since 1917. Oars and paddles too.

Call 902– 640 –3005 or visit w w w.

doryshop.com.



S.N. SMITH & SON, BOATWRIGHT/

timber framer. Annual maintenance,

restoration, and building to 45'. Our

goal is to make wooden boat ownership predictable and enjoyable. P.O.

Box 724, Eastham, MA 02642, 978–

290–3957, www.snsmithandson.com.



L OW E L L B OA T S — C o m p l e t e

wooden boat restoration services and

marine surveying. GARY LOWELL,

Greensboro, NC, 336 –274 – 0892.

www.lowell.to/boats.



MCLAUGHL

AN

IN

MI

EST.



CO



.



1970



.

JR



DA



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



RPORATIO N



.



Custom Cold-Molded Boats and Yachts to 40'

43 years of experience DMCBOATS.COM



JOHN M. KARBOTT BOATBUILDING.

Custom wooden boat building and

repair. Lobsterboat styles a speciality.

WoodenBoat School instructor. Member Massachusetts Marine Trades

Association. 789 Rocky Hill Rd, Plymouth, MA 02360. Phone/fax 508–

224 –3709, w w w.by-the-sea.com/

karbottboatbuilding.

MI A MI, FORT L AUDER DA L E ,

Florida Keys—30+ years experience

building, repairing, and restoring

boats. Traditional and composite

construction. Nice people, quality

workmanship, and reasonable rates.

References. Call 305 – 634 – 4263,

305–498–1049. rmiller35@bellsouth.

net, www.millermarinesystems.com.



One- and Two-week courses in

Boatbuilding, Seamanship, and

Related Crafts



June–September



* Off-site winter courses also offered *

P.O. Box 78, Brooklin, ME 04616

207–359–4651 (Mon.–Fri.)

SAIL MAINE ABOARD MAINE’S

oldest windjammer, “Lewis R. French.”

Enjoy great sailing, lobsters, new

friends, and fresh air (no smoking).

Sailing from Camden, three-, four-,

and six-day cruises with only 22 guests,

May–October. Capt. Garth Wells,

P.O. Box 992 W, Camden, ME 04843.

800–469–4635. www.schoonerfrench.

com.



VINTAGE CRAFT BOATS, BUILT

by Classic Restoration and Supply—

All our runabouts are cold-molded,

using white oak for the framework,

and 1⁄2" African mahogany for the

planking, giving our boats low maintenance for years to come. Our models include the 19' Custom (pictured),

the 23' Custom, and the 25' Sportsman.

All use chrome-plated bronze hardware, and period-correct gauges and

interiors. Show-quality restorations

are also available, from runabouts

to cruisers, complete or partial.

215–805–4933 or at www.vintage

watercraft.com.

HADDEN BOAT CO.—WOODEN

boat construction and repair to any

size; sail and power. 11 Tibbetts Lane,

Georgetown, ME 04548, 207–371–

2662, www.haddenboat.com.



www.woodenboat.com



NAVTECH MARINE SURVEYORS’

Course—Surveying recreational/

commercial vessels. U.S. Surveyors

Association, Master Marine Surveyor

program. FL, 800–245–4425.



The 23rdAnnual



June 27-29, 2014 • Mystic, CT

www.thewoodenboatshow.com



RATTY’S CELEBRATED QUOTATION

with original illustrations featured

on our shirts and bags. 301–589–9391,

www.MessingAbout.com.



REBUILT CHRIS-CRAFT 6-cylinder

engines: K, KL, KBL, KFL, KLC, M,

ML, MBL, MCL. Assorted V8s. Mitch

LaPointe’s, www.classicboat.com.

952–471–3300.
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PERKINS DIESEL, COMPLETELY

rebuilt—50-hp, 4 -108 model with

Paragon manual transmission, also

rebuilt. Good for sailboat or any other

work. Came off 48' ketch. Manual

and receipt of work available. $3,000.

Marc, 847–549–0744.



BOAT KITS—PLANS—PATTERNS.

World’s best selection of 200+ designs

on our website. Boatbuilding supplies—easy-to-use 50/50 epoxy resins/

glues, fasteners, and much more.

Free supplies catalog. Clark Craft,

716–873–2640, www.clarkcraft.com.



HERCULES ENGINE PARTS



Jordan Wood Boats



Model M, ML, MBL, K, KL



541–867–3141



www.jordanwoodboats.com



HERCANO PROPULSION, LLC

Business Hours: M-F 8:30-4:30 EST

Phone: 740-745-1475

Fax: 740-745-2475



THIS ONE IS TRULY A JEWEL!

Wherries were primarily used to set

salmon nets, and bring trapped fish

to shore. Our kit is based upon a

surviving wherry in the collection of

the Penobscot Marine Museum, Searsport, ME. BlueJacket ShipCrafters,

160 E. Main St., Searsport, ME 04974,

800–448–5567. www.bluejacketinc.

com.



Distinctive Boat Designs

Meticulously Developed and Drawn

For the Amateur Builder



CrADle BoAt

BABy tenDer



GEODESIC AIROLITE DESIGNS—

Arrow 14. Double-blade canoe that

thinks it’s a kayak. For one or two.

Monfort Associates. 207–882–5504,

www.gaboats.com.



BeACh Cruiser

Footloose



D E C O M M I S S I O N E D B OAT—

Anchors, windlass, winches, lines,

bronze stanchions, Edson steering ,

bowsprit with stainless fittings, boom,

spreaders, rigging, turnbuckles, more.

[email protected].



CATALOG OF 40 SIMPLE PLYWOOD

boats, $4. JIM MICHALAK, 118 E.

Randle, Lebanon, IL 62254. www.

jimsboats.com.



BACK ISSUES OF WOODENBOAT—

Seven issues missing: 1, 3, 5, 25, 29,

174, 180, up to 228. Alex MacRae,

Easdale Island, Scotland. [email protected].



LEARN HOW TO BUILD your own

cedar-stripped boat. Plans for dinghies, canoes, row, sail, paddle, outboard. www.compumarine.com. AZ,

520–604–6700.



SMITHSONI AN INSTITUTION

Plans from the National Watercraft

Collection, H.I. Chapelle drawings,

Historic American Merchant Marine

Survey, etc. Send $20 check to Smithsonian Institution for 250 -page

catalog to: Smithsonian Ship Plans,

P.O. Box 37012, NMAH-5004/MRC

628, Washington, DC 20013-7012.

www.americanhistory.si.edu/csr/

shipplan.htm.



28 DESIGNS IN OUR $12 Brochure—

Boats 10 –26'. S&H: $4 U.S., and

Canada; $10 overseas. Ken Swan, P.O.

Box 6647, San Jose, CA 95150. 408–

300–1903, www.swanboatdesign.com.



JAMES WHA R R AM DESIGNS —

World-renowned, safe, seaworthy

catamarans. 14'—63' to self-build in

ply/epoxy/’glass, from plans that are

“a course in boatbuilding.”



Directory of

Boat Plans & Kits

www.woodenboat.com/

boatplansandkits

If you are

a designer

who offers

plans, or a manufacturer of

kit boats, we invite you to

upload your information.

This is for boats of ANY hull

materials. There is no charge!

And if you're in the market

for a boat to build, this is a

fine place to start.



THE FINEST Wooden Pond Sailers.

Free brochure: 1–800–206 –0006.

www.modelsailboat.com.

E L EG A N T S C A L E MODE L S —

Individually handcrafted, custom,

scale model boats, starting at $3,000.

JEAN PRECKEL, www.preckelboats.

com, 304–432–7202.



ATKIN ILLUSTRATED CATALOG—

135 pages, with more than 300 Atkin

designs. Famed Atkin double-enders,

rowing/sailing dinghies, houseboats,

and more. $15 U.S. and Canada ($22

U.S. for overseas orders). Payment:

U.S. dollars payable through a U.S.

bank. ATKIN BOAT PLANS, P.O.

Box 3005WB, Noroton, CT 06820.

[email protected], www.atkinboat

plans.com.

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



SUPPLIES & H A R DWA R E FOR

building a boat or outfitting an existing one. Competitive prices, friendly

service. Glen-L Marine, 888–700–

5007. www.Glen-L.com/WBC (online

catalogs).



PO Box 78 • Brooklin, ME 04616
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FREE DIGITAL

SUBSCRIPTION

The ArTisAn JournAl

The Bi-Annual

Newsletter From

Artisan Boatworks



Building, Restoring & Maintaining



Classic Wooden Boats



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



COTTAGE NEAR WOODENBOAT

School—Now taking 2014 reservations. There is a lot less snow in the

summer. One-bedroom cottage, suitable for two, $500/week. Brooklin,

ME. Contact todderichardson@gmail

.com.



Read Now at



VACUUM-BAGGING SUPPLIES—

Fiberglass cloth, epoxy resins, waterb a s ed L PU p a i nt s , a nd more.

Technical support and fast service.

www.fiberglasssupply.com or toll free:

H AV E TOOLS W IL L TR AV EL . 877–493–5333.

Wooden boat builder will build,

rebuild, or repair your project on

site or in my shop. $25/hour. VT,

802–365–7823.



ArtisanBoatworks.com

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



“FINAL ARGUMENT,” eBOOK about

murders of Mac and Muff Graham

on Palmyra Island. Debunks lies,

Stephanie Stearns. Amazon, Nook,

Kobo. 418–665–3427.



The magazine for those working in

design, construction, and repair.



Subscriptions:

One year (6 issues) $35.95 (US)

Canada: $52 (US funds) (airmail)

Overseas: $68 (US funds) (airmail)



Patty Hutchinson

P.O. Box 78, Brooklin, ME 04616-0078

207–359–4651 • Fax: 207–359–8920



www.proboat.com



VACATION RENTAL—“Little Neck”

in South Dartmouth, MA. Sleeps

nine; 4 bedrooms/baths. Dock, woods,

walks. Fishing, sailing, kayaking,

swimming, biking, bird-watching.

3-day minimum stay. LNTRentals@

aol.com. Websites: www.littlenecksouthdartmouth.com, w w w.vrbo.

com/467603.



JASPER & BAILEY SAILMAKERS.

Established 1972. Offshore, onedesign, and traditional sails. Sail

repairs, recuts, conversions, washing

and storage. Used-sail brokers. 64

Halsey St., P.O. Box 852, Newport,

RI 02840; 401–847–8796. www.jasper

andbailey.com.



FINELY CRAFTED WOODEN SPARS;

hollow or solid. Any type of construction. ELK SPARS, 577 Norway Drive,

Bar Harbor, ME, 04609, 207–288–

9045.

THOMSON WOOD SPARS—Maker

of fine wood products. Masts, booms,

clubs, gaffs, custom furniture, and

woodworking. 508–317–3944, thom

[email protected].



LeTONK INOIS. ALL-NATUR AL

varnish. Centuries-old formula. Longlasting, beautiful finish. Extremely

user-friendly. American Rope & Tar,

877–965–1800 or tarsmell.com.

TRADITIONAL BOAT SUPPLIES

for traditional boats. Take a look at

www.tradboats.com.



DOUGLAS FOWLER SAILMAKER—

Highest-quality, full-seam curved

sails since 1977. Traditional sails a

specialty. White, colors, and Egyptian

Dacron in stock. 1182 East Shore Dr.,

Ithaca, N Y 14850. 607–277–0041.

[email protected].



STARS AND STRIPES PENNANTS—

Authentic historical design exquisitely

handcrafted in the most durable

fabrics. 4', 6', 8' and 12' sizes in stock,

other sizes and designs by custom

order. Custom design and fabrication

is our specialty. Also in stock, all sizes

U.S., state, foreign, historical, marine,

and decorative flags, banners, pennants, and accessories. 77 Forest St.,

New Bedford, MA 02740. 508–996–

6006, www.brewerbanner.com.

W W W.DA BBLER SA ILS.COM—

Traditional small-craft sails. P.O.

Box 235, Wicomico Church, VA,

22 579. Ph/f a x 8 0 4 – 5 8 0 – 8723,

[email protected].



THE ORIGINAL SINCE 2001. The

smallest composting toilet in the

world! EOS, P.O. Box 5, Mount Vernon, OH 43050. www.airheadtoilet.

com, 740–392–3642.



SOFT COTTON FENDERS and classic knotwork. For catalog, send SASE

to: THE K NOTTED LINE, 9908

168th Ave. N.E., Redmond, WA 980523122, call 425–885–2457. www.the

knottedline.com.



EXCEPTIONA L BRONZE and

Chrome Hardware—Windshield

brackets; navigational lighting; Tufnol and ash blocks; fastenings, roves,

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show

and rivets; repair, building, and kit

materials; oars, paddles, and rowing

TARRED HEMP MARLINE. Several accessories; decals, apparel, and

styles; hanks, balls, spools. American traditional giftware. w w w.tender

Rope & Tar, 1– 877–965 –1800 or craftboats.com. Toll-free phone:

tarsmell.com.

800–588–4682.
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Composite fasteners for:

Strip Planking

Cold Molding

Fiberglass Layup

Foam Core Joining

Vacuum Infusion

RTM



Staples and nails you

do not need to remove!



BRONZE CAM CLEAT with plastic

ball bearings and 11⁄2" fastening center distance. BRONZE WING -TIP

NAVIGATION LIGHTS with glass

globe. Side mount, stern and steaming. For our free catalog, contact us

at J.M. Reineck & Son, 781–925–3312,

[email protected].



EPOXY-PLUS MARINE EPOXY, $69/

gal with hardener; epoxy glue and

putty. Premium products at direct

pricing. No-blush, flexible, easy-to-use

1:1 mix. Free Catalog. Clark Craft,

716–873–2640, www.clarkcraft.com.



 No holes to fill in

 Easily sand off crowns & heads

 RAPTOR® fasteners accept stains

 Bonds with thermoset resins

 No galvanic corrosion/electrolysis



RARE WOODS—Ebony, boxwood,

rosewood, satinwood, tulipwood,

boatbuilding woods, +120 others.

207–364–1073, info@rarewoodsusa.

com, www.rarewoodsusa.com.

SITKA SPRUCE VENEER, approximately 10,000 sq.ft.—Length 5–8';

width 4–8", mostly .075" thick, some

.175" thick. All aircraft grade. Grain

slope less than 1:10. Price negotiable.

613–258–3108, [email protected].



www.raptornails.com [email protected]

P (512) 255-8525

F (512) 255-8709



CEDAR BOAT PLANKING—Live

edge. Select and mill run. Clear

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show

spruce rough, full 2". Tweedie Lumber, 207–568–3632. bruce@tweedie

STOCKHOLM TAR. Genuine kilnBLOX YGEN SAV ES LEFTOV ER lumber.com.

burnt pine tar. It’s the Real Stuff.

Finishes. Preserve expensive varnish,

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show

American Rope & Tar, 1–877–965–

paint. www.bloxygen.com, 888–810– BOAT-QUALITY, FLITCH-SAWN,

1800 or tarsmell.com.

8311.

white cedar—12–18' approximately

CANVAS FOR DECKS and CANOES.

1,500—2,000 ft, $2.50/ft. $2.00/ft

Natural, untreated. No. 10, 15-oz.,

over 500 feet. 802–888–4807, out

96", $20/yard; 84", 16.75/yard, 72",

[email protected].

$13.75/yard; 60", $10.75/yard. Minimum 5 yards, prepaid only. Fabric

PRISTINE BOAT-GRADE LUMBER

Works, 148 Pine St., Waltham, MA

—All-clear, old-growth, all-heart.

02453, 781–642–8558.

Custom-cut to your order. Cypress,

Western red/white cedar, longleaf

yellow pine, Douglas-fir, Sitka spruce.

Southern black cherry and teak.

352– 474 –720 0 or steve@barber

specialtylumber.com.



CLASSICBOATCONNECTION.COM

12/24V CABIN FANS—Teak, cherry,

—Your one-stop source for all your

or mahogany. www.marinecabinfans.

classic boat restoration needs. Call

com.

507–344–8024, or e-mail [email protected] for free THIS 20' CHRIS-CRAFT WAS stripped

in four man-hours. Environmentally

catalog.

friendly paint stripper. For more

information, call 800 –726 – 4319.

E-mail us at [email protected], or

visit our website, www.starten.com.

HAV EN 12 1⁄ 2 COMPLETE HIGHquality bronze hardware sets. See

our display ad elsewhere in the issue.

For our free catalog, contact us at

J.M. Reineck & Son, 781–925–3312,

[email protected].

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



MODERN MANILA. NEW LEOFLEXX. The latest rope technology. Looks

great, works hard. American Rope &

Tar, 1–877–965–1800 or tarsmell.

com.

COPPER FASTENERS and riveting

tools, Norwegian and English boat

nails, roves/rivets, rose and flathead,

clench, threaded, decoration, and

more. 50+ sizes and types, 3⁄8" to 6".

Your leading source since 1987. FAERING DESIGN, Dept. W, P.O. Box 322,

East Middlebury, VT 05740, 800–

505–8692, [email protected],

www.faeringdesigninc.com.



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



BANTAM AIR HAMMER

Boat Riveting Kit

Designed for

Copper Rivets

■ Cuts Riveting Time up to 70%

■ Superior Pneumatic



“Wood Sawn by Boatbuilders for Boatbuilders”

White Oak • Atlantic White Cedar • Cypress

Longleaf Yellow Pine • Sitka Spruce

401-253-8247 NewportNauticalTimbers.com



■



800-521-2282



www.superiorpneumatic.com



MARINEPLYWOODS,SOLIDLUMBER

—Cypress, Douglas-fir, teak, Philippine, Meranti, Genuine, Sapele, white

oak, cedar, teak/holly. Vickery, OH,

419–684–5275. Nationwide shipping.

www.HomesteadHardwoods.com.



W W W.DIAMONDTEA K.COM—

True teak wood. Planing, sanding

available. Quarter-sawn teak for decking; tongue-and-groove; veneer;

custom work. Also mahogany and

Spanish cedar. Highest quality. We

THE BROOKLIN INN—Year-round ship worldwide. 215–453–2196, info@

lodging, fine dining, Irish Pub. Mod- diamondteak.com.

ern interpretations of classic Maine

dishes. Always organic/local. Winter ATLANTIC WHITE CEDAR—Canoe

Getaway: $155/DO, dinner, breakfast, strips, bead and cove, utility fencing,

room, November–May. Summer rate: clear siding, decking and trim. Wide

$125/DO (plus dinner). brooklininn. board teak. 203–245–1781, armsters@

yahoo.com.

com, ME, 207–359–2777.
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BLACK LOCUST LUMBER AND

found curves. Cut to your specifications.

Band-sawn. 4/4, 6/4, 8/4, and bigger.

www.ablacklocustconnection.com,

413–624–3645.

BOULTER PLY WOOD—MARINE

plywood 4'  8' to 16', 5'  10' to 20'

— 1⁄8" to 1" okoume, sapele, meranti,

teak, ash, khaya, teak and holly, teak

and rubber. Lumber—Sitka spruce,

teak, mahogany, green oak, ash,

cypress, fir, Spanish and red cedar,

teak decking—lengths up to 20'.

Milling services. Nationwide delivery.

www.boulterplywood.com, 888– 4BOUL

TER.



ROZINANTE—L. FR ANCIS Herreshoff ’s design No. 98, 28' lightd isplacement ca noe - y awl. New

traditional construction by professional shop. Please call for details

and specifications. 860–535–0332,

www.stoningtonboatworks.com.



FREE Classified

Writing guide



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show



26' ELDREDGE-McINNIS SLOOP—

Cedar on oak, bronze-fastened, lead

keel. Universal diesel with less than

100 hours. Great condition. Located

in Mystic, CT. Illness forces sale. Call

201– 438 –2758, leave message or

email psv [email protected] for more

information.



THE WEST POINT SKIFF—Three

models: 16', 18', and 20'. See our

website, www.westpointskiff.com, for

more info. 207–389–2468.



20' CEDAR-STRIP ROWBOAT—

Piantedosi sliding-seat Row-Wings,

Dreher carbon-fiber 11' oars. Used

three times. $5,000. For more pictures,

[email protected]. 715–462–

9811.



Tips on writing a ‘Boats for Sale’ ad,

and how to prepare for questions

from potential buyers. For a copy,

call Wendy, 207–359–7714 or email

[email protected].



RHODES 27, VARYA, built by Kettenberg 1940—Extensively rebuilt 1993 to

present. $100,000 USD. www.rhodes

27varya.weebly.com, drcrystal47@

LYMAN, 1969 CRUISETTE, 26'—

gmail.com.

Repowered with V-8 MerCruiser, less

than 90 hours. Teak decks, mahogany

liner, boathouse-kept. Professionally

maintained. Good condition. $25,000.

Ian Tat lock, 10 0 0 Islands, N Y.

[email protected].



47' SALMON SIENER, 1945—Great

cruiser/livaboard. Systems new, CAT

318 rebuilt and in great condition.

Hull refastened, and professionally

PLANKING STOCK IN LENGTHS

maintained. $115,000. More pics and

to 32' —angelique, silver-balli, wana,

info: www.peaseboatworks.com. Cape

angelique timbers. Call for quotes.

16' SHEARWATER, JOEL WHITE

Cod, 508–945–7800.

Gannon and Benjamin, 508–693–

design—Beautiful boat, exciting

4658.

sailer. Okoume plywood hull, Fowler

See Us at the WoodenBoat Show

sail, Shaw & Tenney oars, Trailex

trailer. All in like-new condition.

Located Upstate NY. $5,000. 315–

TE A K , M A HOGA N Y, PA DAUK ,

725–9592. jonathankirk@roadrunner.

purpleheart, white oak, teak decking,

com.

starboard. Complete molding millwork facilities. Marine ply wood.

Custom swim platforms. SOUTH

JERSEY LUMBERMAN’S INC., 6268

Holly St., Mays Landing, NJ 08330.

609–965–1411. www.sjlumbermans. “A NA N DA ,” 45' PI LOT HOUSE

com.

Ketch—Charles Davies designed,

1979. Professionally owned, upgraded,

and maintained. More pictures at

www.peaseboatworks.com. $89,000.

[email protected].



1957 CHRIS-CRAFT 18' SEA SKIFF

lapstrake utility—New cushions,

folding top and side curtains. Original 95-hp K engine, runs strong.

Hull in excellent condition and ready

to go, with custom cover and tandem

trailer. $9,000. 905 –727–8671 or

[email protected].

48' HEAD BOAT, 34-PASSENGER—

Cedar on oak, riveted, heavily framed,

6-71 GM. New wet exhaust and fuel

tanks, COI. $38,000 or best offer.

207–442–7616 or 207–443–5764.



A DI RON DAC K GUI DEBOAT—

Original builder unknown. Original

oars. Old seats recaned in traditional

method, some restoration done,

needs more. Usable as is. Located in

NH. Email [email protected].



“SPINDRIFT,” GENE WELLS 34'

teak ketch—In excellent condition

with many extras. $50,000. Email

[email protected].



“INNISFREE,” 23' CROCKER STONE

Horse—Built by Lance Lee/Apprentice Shop, Bath, ME 1980. Beautiful

interior. Atomic diesel 2-cyl in excellent condition. Refit 2011, but now

needs work. $7,000. Brooklyn, NY.

347–262–7350, pirateschool1@yahoo.

com.



40' 1968 CHRIS-CRAFT Constellation Salon from Algonac, MI—Mahogany hull in very good shape. Two 427

Ford gas engines, Kohler generator

6.5 kW, galley upgraded, two toilets.

$21,000 or best offer. langloisdugal@

hotmail.com.
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HERRESHOFF 121⁄2, “EVENFALL”—

Restored 1992. Original hardware,

carefully maintained. Excellent condition. Shorelander trailer. $17,500.

Online link: www.woodenboat.com/

herreshoff-12-12-0. More photos available, [email protected].

151⁄2' CHRIS-CRAFT UTILITY RUNabout 1939—Excellent condition,

with trailer. $25,000. 732–892–3252.



US-10 CLASSIC WOODEN SAILboat—33' Luder 5.5 Meter. Tank-tested

hull. Built for 1956 Olympics. Navy

blue hull, off-white decks with oak

rails, outboard motor well, two main

sails, two jibs, two spinnakers, with

cockpit cover. On trailer with less

than 2,000 miles. Call Stu Swain,

815–759–2110.



18' 1959 OPEN LOBSTERBOAT—

Fully restored. Fiberglassed wooden

hull, center console, 40-hp, 4-cycle

Suzuki (~30 hours), professionally

maintained by dealership; new trailer,

winter stored indoors. Many unique

features. Full story/pictures at www.

appleislandmarine.com/1959Restor

ation.html. $14,995. Call Jim, 978–

462–9488.



1962, 40' RICHARDSON DOUBLE

cabin cruiser—Twin 350s with low

hour usage, generator, GPS, radar,

new wiring, etc. Durham, NH, 603–

848–7153.

OLD WHARF ROWING DORY, 15'6"

 4'6"  150 lbs—9mm okoume ply,

locust. $6,000, with new trailer.

508–349–2383. More info at www.

oldwharf.com.

NEW 13' STRIP-BUILT Adirondack

Guideboat Raider—Basswood hull

with beautiful quarter-sawn sycamore decks, and cherry trim and

seats. www.tamarackboatworks.com.

$12,000. PA. 484–802–0430. rjfew

“INGA IV,” THE FAMOUS CLASSIC

[email protected].

wooden ketch—Custom-built in Germany in 1967, this beautiful 57'

motorsailer became the prototype

for various same-named RC model

kits all over the world. For more

information, please visit www.inga-iv.

de or contact [email protected]. SILVER DOLLAR, GUNTER RIG—

1

⁄4" okoume plywood with oak seats

Price: 250.000€.

and mahogany gunwales. Clear varnish interior, completed 2013. Asking

$6,000. Price includes trailer, sail,

compass, bumpers, and two life jackets. Call Craig in RI at 847–409–1627.



32' CHRIS-CRAFT SEA SKIFF 1961—

Engines overhauled, hull CPES, new

water, electronics. Trailer included.

Smaller trade considered. Located

NV, $22,950. Questions: K7PQ9343@

att.net, 775–771–4770.

RICHARDSON 43', 1958 DOUBLE

cabin—Twin 315 Flagship engines,

113 hrs. Fully equipped, VHF, depth,

GPS, A/C and heat, Electrasan. Sleeps

six, very good condition. Brochure

available. Asking $12,500. On Long

Island, NY. [email protected],

631–277–9696.



LFH-17, GLUED-LAP PLYWOOD—

Epoxy encapsulated, built by Najjar.

Spoon oars, fi xed seats. Sliding seat,

and caned seat with back rest included.

$6,500. John Ernst, Webster, N Y,

585–217–8778.

1947 SPARKMAN & STEPHENS 26'

Sloop—Boat has not been launched

since its complete, professional restoration in 1995. Features: t wo

mahogany benches (storage underneath), small electric bilge pump,

electrical panel set into the main

bulkhead, khaki acrylic seat cushions,

new aircraft-grade racing spars, new

masthead tricolor light, VHF antenna.

Mainsheet is double-ended, and new

blocks are varnished black locust.

Equipment includes heavy-duty steel

cradle, new mainsail by North (Oceanus cloth), new sail cover in khaki

acrylic. 4-hp Mercury outboard (zero

hours), new running rigging, new

sail track of silver/nickel bronze.

Restoration notes available. $32,500.

Call Bill Doremus, 516–315–9108.



“ROSEANN,” 30' L.F. HERRESHOFF

cutter-rigged Wagon Box—Good

sailer, and well maintained. Built by

Steve Slauenwhite, 1986. White pine

on white oak, locust backbone, bronzefastened. Deck doubled 3⁄8" Bruynzeel

plywood with Dynel in epoxy. Yanmar

3-cyl diesel. Located Lunenburg, NS,

Canada. $34,500 USD. Google “Dave

Morse Cutter” for video. 902–634–

3429. [email protected].



16' SAILBOAT, COLD-MOLDED

western red cedar—Includes three

sails, galvanized trailer. Contact

[email protected] for design details,

photos.



N.G. HERRESHOFF COQUINA—

New construction, red cedar hull,

spruce mast with Dacron sails. 16'8",

5' beam, 22" draft. $25,000. 412–

580–3197, [email protected].



26' SEABIRD YAWL 1987—Built and

maintained by Hadden Boat Co.

Yanmar diesel, new decks 2012. Featured in WoodenBoat’s Small Boats

2012. Also see www.haddenboat.com.

$35,000 negotiable. 207–371–2662.



GRAND BANKS 1973, 32' SEDAN—

Lake St. Clair, MI. Needs wood repairs,

refi nishing and sweat equity for a

great cruising boat. Excellent equipment. Call Tony Peot, 920–746–6236.



1965, 51' SA R DI N E C A R R IER ,

“Strathlorne”—16' beam, 6.5' depth.

Built in Blacks Harbour, NB, Canada.

Truly one of the last original pieces

of history for the sardine fishery; and

she would make a great cruiser! Cat

3306, Wagner T4 steering, 2.5" SS

propeller shaft, 400-gal. fuel capacity. Very well maintained and in excellent condition. $55,000. Contact Tony

Hooper, 506–456–1520 or 506–755–

0892.
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CLASSIFIEDS

38' SCHOONER HULL and inventory

—New construction, oak framed,

cedar planked. Includes new Volvo

Penta engine, RB Stevens sails, Sitka

spruce for spars. Rochester, NY area.

Call 845–598–6532.



RESTORABLE 1966(?), 29'(?) CHRISCraft Sea Skiff wooden boat and

trailer. Motor out, but goes with it.

$1,000. 802–888–4807.



REMEMBER THE MOVIE JAWS?—

This 40' vessel, built in 1951 with a

671 Graymarine diesel, and documented as “ORCA,” monster-fished

out of Montauk, NY, in the 1950s.

Converted to a pleasure boat in 1970,

she is in Seattle, WA. Asking $14,900.

360–951–5900 or brookehaven@msn.

com.

1962 CROCKER “GULL” 30' raised

deck cruising sloop—Cedar-over-oak

frames. Spacious accommodations

for LOA. Several upgrades, re-powering, 2001 27-hp Yanmar 3GM FWC.

700 hrs. Recent survey available.

$30,000. Located in Bass River, MA.

Bob, 50 8 –776 – 8 6 8 6, bob@bob

churchill.com.



1940 CHRIS-CRAFT 22' SEDAN—

With modern power V8 Crusader

350 engine. MBBW premium restoration. Completely restored from the

keel up, including new 3M-5200

no-soak bottom with new chines,

keel, stem, frames, knees, frame tie,

okoume inner bottom, solid African

outer bottom, new mahogany hull

sides—all attached with 3M-5200.

New linoleum flooring, show-quality

paint and varnish, modern classic

gauges, restored steering wheel, new

chrome, new German Hartz cloth

tan canvas top, new head-liner, leather

upholstery, cabin-top cover, cabin

AC/heat, matching MBBW Classic

Trail custom, inboard trailer. Total

my cost: $85,000. Bid wanted—motivated seller. 860–671–0846.



“GRANDE DAME” 1950, 34' Hinckley Sou’wester—A yachtsman’s sloop

in striking condition. Cedar on oak,

30-hp Atomic Four, teak deck and

cockpit sole, mahogany cabin. Sitkaspruce mast and boom, club jib. Lake

Champlain, VT. $29,950. grande

[email protected], 802–999–2094.



20 HOURS ON THIS FINE Barrelback since completion of a full res34' YAWL “HARVEST,” K.A. NIELSEN toration in 2010. Priced at $93,500.

design, Luke built 1954—New engine, Contact [email protected] or

rigging, galley, and head with hold- 303–947–8520.

ing tank. Good set of six sails. 2012

survey available. $50,000. 603–569–

2024. Located in Castine, ME.

2004, 26' SEABIRD YAWL with 10-hp

Yanmar diesel—Excellent condition,

with trailer. Stored inside at Eric Dow

Boat Shop, Brooklin, ME. $10,000

negotiable. Call 201–569–3787.

1953 LYMAN 13' RUNABOUT—Hull

#1B352074, restored to original condition. Mercury 15 -hp outboard.

Trailer included. $17,500. 203–227–

1001.



1931 ALDEN YAWL, 57' LOD—Very

fast classic yawl, diesel, radar, water

heater, watermaker, gas stove, refrigerator/freezer, 10' dinghy, rollerfurling jib, large sail inventory, new

paint/bright, sound hull. Owner will

consider all reasonable offers. Located

in Alameda, CA. 907– 488 – 8937,

[email protected].



RARE 1941 CHRIS-CRAFT— Recent,

professional bright-work and mechanical restoration. 16' inboard utility

with 60-hp Chris-Craft engine. Dust

cover, mooring cover, and trailer.

Trophies at shows. Carefully stored

off-season. $15,000. Stan at 231–622–

4833 or 231–838–1629. smiths4u@

thenlm.com.



WINTHROP WARNER, 39'10" cutter—Built by Paul Luke in 1947,

designed by Winthrop Warner in

1941 (see WoodenBoat No. 75, page

34). New sails 2011, new standing

rigging 2012. “Mary Loring” is great

to go safely cruising in all kinds of

weather, a yacht to be proud to own

and sail. The coal/wood stove enables

one to cruise comfortably through

December. Selling price: $44,500.

Call 201–768–9450, or cell 551–404–

2010. See website http://stan14.pure

host.com/.



“SUMOR I A,”1929 CUSTOM 60'

William Atkin motoryacht—Full

details at www.sumoria.com. Serious

inquiries only. Minimum $25,000.

207–882–9635.



25' KETCHAM DAY LAUNCH, 1921—

Powered by Chris-Craft 4-cyl. flathead.

Documented, good hull; needs rebuild

of transom and cuddy cabin. Plenty

of accessories. Asking $6,000. 631–

665–0230.



19'7" VARNISHED MAHOGAN Y

launch—Oak ribs, copper fastenings.

Beam 7', draft 2'. Center console,

18-hp single cylinder diesel engine.

Excellent condition. Award-winning,

beautifully custom-crafted in Italy

in 1982 for Miami shipping company

owner. Includes custom cover. Asking

$16,500. Located in St. Michaels,

MD. 410–745–5032 or loprattjr@aol.

com.



“TRADE WIND,” 1935 HARRISON

Butler English Pilot Cutter—26' LOD,

8' beam, 4.5 draft, 6 tons. Yellow pine

on white oak, copper riveted. New

frames, deck, main sail, Beta engine,

interior. A heavy-weather cruising

yacht with Monitor self-steering. For

more in for mat ion, plea se v isit

tradewind4sale.wordpress.com. Asking $42,000. Located in Maine. John,

207–389–1785.
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50' ELCO FL AT TOP “W ITCH”

1929—2013 total professional rebuild

by Shannon Boat. New Cat twin

engines, everything new; bow thrusters, refrigeration, tanks, pumps,

electronics, etc. Refurbished 2013,

new 3-zone A/C, varnish, paint. Sleeps

six in three cabins, two heads. Awardwinner, new-boat condition. $350,000.

Shannon Boat, 401–253–2441, www.

elco50-witch.com.



CHINESE SAILING JUNKS—

MarineXO custom builds any size

and style of wooden Chinese Sailing craft. Contact Wayne Moran,

+852 94887720, www.marinexo.com.



16' AMESBURY SKIFF FROM Lowell’s Boat Shop—Here we have a

brand-new, authentic example of

the legendary Amesbury skiff—an

outboard-powered, transom-sterned

dory. This fast, roomy, and stable

design was once the workhorse of

the Massachusetts North Shore—

and it’s beautiful, too. It was built at

the historic Lowell’s Boat Shop for

an upcoming how-to-build series to

be published in WoodenBoat; recently,

it was moved to WoodenBoat School

for finishwork. Available for pickup

at the WoodenBoat Show in Mystic,

CT, June 27–29. After that, it will be

located in Amesbury, MA. $8,900.

For details, call or e-mail Graham

McKay at Lowell’s Boat Shop, 978–

834–0050, gmckay@lowellsboat shop.

com; or Matt Murphy at WoodenBoat, 207–359–4651, matt@wooden

boat.com. (Sistership photo; boat for

sale currently has no console, but

one can be added.)



40' “BUD” McINTOSH KETCH, 1973

—Superb structurally and cosmetically. Vessel has rebuilt Westerbeke,

newer wiring, newer sails, electronics and canvas. Ready now for her

next offshore trip. Reduced to

$59,000. Gray & Gray, Inc., 207–363–

7997, www.grayandgrayyachts.com.



1966, 30' OW ENS FL AGSHIP—

Double-plank mahogany, twin Chevy,

gas. Hull and topsides in good shape,

always in covered moorage. Motor

compartment needs work. Nearest

major city: Tacoma, WA. Hull #30103662. Contact owner for more information and photos via e-mail seapax@

gmail.com.

REUEL PARKER DESIGN, BUILT

2010—36' OD, 48' LOA, gaff-rigged

ketch—Exuma ’36, cold-molded, 11⁄8"

wooden hull. 2-cyl Yamaha, 9.9-hp

outboard in well. See plans in Parker’s The New Cold-Molded Boatbuilding.

Too old to sail and maintain. david

[email protected] or 713–724–

7227. See in Seabrook, TX.

ALLEGRO OF BUSTINS ISLAND—

Fantail stern, cat-rigged daysailer.

Some repair needed. Contact desc@

roadrunner.com for details.



FREE (IF YOU HAUL AWAY) character boat “Andicon”—She was built

on Babson Island, ME about 80 years

ago. Described on pages 221—222

of Doug Whynot’s book about Joel

White, A Unit of Water, A Unit of Time,

she is currently stored at a boatyard

in Brooklin, ME. Sloop rig, 26' overall, 5' draft, 7' beam, Atomic Four

engine. Hull in poor condition with

lead paint, out of water for five years.

[email protected].



RHODES 18 SLOOP, BUILT AROUND

1930—Fully equipped, including

spinnaker and seats. She has a bigboat feel in a small footprint. Needs

lots of tender loving care. 207–741–

4045, [email protected].



Welcome to

WoodenBoat’s Directory

WoodenBoat

of Boat Plans & Kits



www.woodenboat.com/boatplansandkits

Our newest web service is FREE to designers and

readers alike. If you are a designer, you may upload details of your plans and kits. Simply go to

the website noted above, and follow the upload

instructions at “Frequently Asked Questions” on

the left-hand side. You must have full ownership

of these plans and kits.



PO Box 78 • Brooklin, ME 04616



207-359-4651



www.woodenboat.com



We hope to include as many boats as

possible, and boats of all hull materials.



Another service for you, from WoodenBoat.
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WoodenBoat Classified Order Form

Please circle the issue(s) in which you wish this ad to appear. Example Mar/Apr is one issue.

NOTE: Ads received after the deadline may be placed in the following issue

Issue Date — Mar/Apr May/June July/Aug Sept/Oct Nov/Dec 

Jan/Feb

Deadline — Jan 6, ’14 Mar 5, ’14 May 5, ’14 Jul 7, ’14 Sept 5, ’14 Nov 5, ’14



♦ Boats advertised for sale must have wooden hulls.

♦ One boat per ad. Limit: One photo per ad.

♦ “BOATS FOR FREE” ads are FREE!

♦ All classified ads are prepaid.

TEXT: (20 word minimum or $55.00)



♦ Counted as one word = phone and fax number, email or web

address. All else: a word is a word. WoodenBoat does not use

abbreviations such as OBO, FWC, etc. Please spell out.



♦ Please print clearly—WoodenBoat is not responsible for

errors due to illegible copy.



Suggested Category ____________________________



1_______________________ 2_________________________ 3__________________________ 4________________________

5_______________________ 6_________________________ 7__________________________ 8________________________

9_______________________ 10________________________ 11________________________ 12________________________

13______________________ 14________________________ 15________________________ 16________________________

17______________________ 18________________________ 19________________________ 20________________________

21______________________ 22________________________ 23________________________ 24________________________

25______________________ 26________________________ 27________________________ 28________________________

29______________________ 30________________________ 31________________________ 32________________________

33______________________ 34________________________ 35________________________ 36________________________

37______________________ 38________________________ 39________________________ 40________________________

41______________________ 42________________________



. . . . Attach sheet for additional words . . . .



Word Count ______ x $2.75 = $__________ + Photo ($75) = $__________ = $__________Total

(20 words minimum = $55.00 /issue)



(Payment must be in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank).



Date ____________________

NAME ___________________________________________________________________________________

Address __________________________________________________________________________________

Telephone _______________________________



Email __________________________________________



PAYMENT METHOD

• Check • Money Order • MC / VISA / AMEX / DISCOVER # ________________________________ CVV Code _____



Exp. Date ________________ Signature_________________________________________________________________



Rates expire November 5, 2014



[email protected] ♦ Tel: 207–359–7714
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Antique & Classic Boat Festival- - www.boatfestival.org- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 82

Belfast Harborfest- - - - - - - - - - - - - www.belfastharborfest.com - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 92

Family BoatBuilding - - - - - - - - - - www.woodenboat.com - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4

Wooden Boat Festival- - - - - - - - - - www.woodenboat.org- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 113

WoodenBoat Regatta Series- - - - - www.woodenboat.com - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 114

The WoodenBoat Show- - - - - - - - www.thewoodenboatshow.com - - - - - - - - 10-11



Antique & Classic Boat Society- - www.acbs.org- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 20, 117

Great Lakes Boat Building School - - - www.glbbs.org - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 69

HCC METC- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - www.honolulu.hawaii.edu - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 82

International Yacht Restoration

School- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - www.iyrs.org- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 19

The Landing School- - - - - - - - - - - www.landingschool.edu - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 30

Northwest School of Wooden

Boatbuilding- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - www.nwboatschool.org- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 38, 93

Westlawn Institute of Marine

Technology- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - www.westlawn.edu- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 80

WoodenBoat School- - - - - - - - - - - www.woodenboat.com - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 22-23



hardware & accessories



Tools



Events



Airlette Manufacturing - - - - - - - - www.airlette.com- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Atlas Metal Sales- - - - - - - - - - - - - - www.atlasmetal.com - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Barkley Sound Oar & Paddle Ltd. - - - www.barkleysoundoar.com- - - - - - - - - Canadian Tack and Nail- - - - - - - - www.canadiantackandnail.ca- - - - - - - - - - - - Hamilton Marine - - - - - - - - - - - - - www.hamiltonmarine.com- - - - - - - - - - - - - - J.M. Reineck & Son- - - - - - - - - - - - www.bronzeblocks.com - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - JBC Yacht Engineering- - - - - - - - - www.hydralignprop.com - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Keystone Spike Corporation- - - - www.keystonespikes.com - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - R&W Traditional Rigging &

Outfitting - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - www.rwrope.com- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sailing Services Inc. - - - - - - - - - - - www.sailingservices.com- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Shaw & Tenney - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - www.shawandtenney.com- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Strong Fire Arms- - - - - - - - - - - - - - www.strongfirearms.com - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Shelter Institute - - - - - - - - - - - - - - www.shelterinstitute.com- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 69



Miscellaneous

American Cruise Lines- - - - - - - - - www.americancruiselines.com- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

Beta Marine US Ltd.- - - - - - - - - - - www.betamarinenc.com- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 18

Christopher Ward (London) Limited- - - www.christopherward.co.uk - - - Cover III

Half-Hull Classics - - - - - - - - - - - - - www.halfhull.com - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 68

The Real McCoy - - - - - - - - - - - - - - www.realmccoyspirits.com- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7

Schooners North- - - - - - - - - - - - - - www.schoonersnorth.com - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 115

U.S. Bells - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - www.usbells.com - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 99

Van Cort Gallery- - - - - - - - - - - - - - www.vancort.com- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 118

Wooden Boat Rescue Foundation - - www.woodenboatrescue.org- - - - - - - - - 126

WoodenBoat Store - - - - - - - - - - - - www.woodenboatstore.com- - - - - - - - - 108-110
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QUEEN



COURTESY OF FRANK BENDER



Left—QUEEN (ex- LIBRA) has

a pedigree as a classic, the

only boat built to a design

that William Hand developed

for the 48’ version of the

Wheeler Shipyard’s “Playmate

Motorsailer” line. Right—The

commodious hull, with its

modest ketch rig and 175-hp

engine, has a lot of appeal for

versatile long-distance cruising.



by Maynard Bray



R



ealizing how popular motorsailers had become by

the mid-1930s, especially ones designed by William Hand, Wheeler Shipyard in Brooklyn, New York,

commissioned four new designs from him in four

sizes—35', 40', 48', and 57'. Wheeler specialized in highquality “standardized” boats, generally power cruisers,

and because of the yard’s production-line efficiency

they could be purchased at prices below those of the

one-at-a-time custom boats being turned out by other

builders. Ernest Hemingway’s PILAR (see WB No. 233),

a modified Wheeler “Playmate,” is typical, and came

out at about the same time. But this was in the 1930s,

and the Great Depression were in full swing, so despite

extensive promotion the yard’s gamble never took off

and only a handful of boats in the Hand-designed

“Playmate Motorsailer” series was produced.

To the best of our collective knowledge, Wheeler

built only one of the 48-footers, originally named LIBRA

and now called QUEEN. (One of that yard’s 57-footers,

presently named GUILDIVE and launched as RESTLESS

the same year as LIBRA , now operates as a charter boat

out of Castine, Maine.)

The January 1934 issue of The Rudder carried a fullpage advertisement by William Hand promoting his

motorsailer designs, and in the same issue Wheeler

had its own ad announcing motorsailers “specifically

designed for us”: “For the rover of the open sea we have

had Wm. H. Hand, Jr. of New Bedford, Mass., design

us three of his world famous motorsailers. These boats

offer great comforts at sea, long cruising range, low

cost operation, and great safety.”

The Rudder followed up in the March issue, publishing the drawings in its design section. A later issue

shows the boat framed up, and a Rosenfeld photo in



THE RUDDER



A Classic Hand Motorsailer

QUEEN



Particulars



LOA

47' 9"

LWL

45'

Beam

13' 7"

Draft

5' 6"

Power GM 6–71 175-hp diesel

Designed by William H. Hand

Built by Wheeler Shipyard, Inc,

Brooklyn, New York, 1934



the July issue has LIBRA/QUEEN steaming along under

power with her sails up and drawing.

I’ve had a great interest in motorsailers ever since

1979, when WoodenBoat put together a three-part article on William Hand (WB Nos. 27–29), and I thought

that his 48-footer was just the right size. My friend

Michael McMenemy, then owner of the Hand-inspired

58' motorsailer BURMA , was even more enamored of

the type and called my attention to QUEEN, which

he’d discovered lying in California’s Half Moon Bay.

We’ve both kept an eye on her ever since. When her

present owner contacted me about selling, I couldn’t

resist featuring her here in Save a Classic. A classic

she is indeed, but she’s neither down at the heels nor

particularly in jeopardy. But she does deserve a good

new home with an appreciative owner able to continue

maintaining her.

I’ve never been aboard QUEEN, only viewed her

from the outside. But the word is that she’s in good

condition throughout, having had major hull, systems,

and interior work carried out during the 1980s and

frequent upgrades since, including new sails and rigging. Except for her slightly modernized pilothouse,

she hasn’t changed her looks in 80 years. In the decade

they’ve owed QUEEN, Frank Bender and his wife have

put in over 12,000 miles cruising between San Diego

and Alaska—and the boat is ready for more.

QUEEN is now afloat in Fort Bragg’s Noyo Mooring Basin. For more information, contact owner Frank

Bender, 211 North Harbor Dr., Fort Bragg, CA 95437;

707–964–4390; [email protected].

Maynard Bray is WoodenBoat’s technical editor

Send candidates for Save a Classic to Maynard Bray, WoodenBoat,

P.O. Box 78, Brooklin, ME 04616.
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Swiss movement, English heart



C9 H ARRI S O N J U M PI NG H O U R M K I I – L I M I T E D E D I T I O N



Bespoke ETA 2824-2 Jumping Hour automatic modification by Master

Watchmaker Johannes Jahnke / Each piece, of only 250, personally

assembled by Johannes and his team in Switzerland / 43mm, surgical

grade stainless steel case with sapphire crystal and transparent case

back / CITES certified, premium grade, Louisiana alligator deployment

strap / 5 year movement guarantee

E x c l u s i v E ly a v a i l a b l E a t
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christopherward-usa.com
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The Awlwood finish is the best I have ever

seen on a varnished hull sailing yacht – the

looks and comments of admiration we get,

wherever we sail, are incredible.

ARGAN BAILEY

CAPTAIN, TEMPUS FUGIT



Image © 2014 Humphreys Yacht Design



AWLWOOD



TM



Awlwood gives an exceptional finish lasting four times longer than a

traditional premium yacht varnish*. Based on a proprietary formulation,

this clear coat finish combines science and nature to yield stunning

results, beyond a traditional varnish, beyond compare.

www.awlgrip.com



facebook.com/awlgripfinishfirst



twitter.com/awlgrip



* Following application and maintenance instructions. For professional use only. Awlgrip and the AkzoNobel logo are trademarks of AkzoNobel. © AkzoNobel 2014.



See Us at the WoodenBoat Show
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